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As a corollary, concepts arise and turn into methodologies

that, although patched with respectable names, often do not

hold water.

Holger'W. Jannasch 1974

Science deals with the art of the solvable, and cannot see

the sense in engaging in scientific activity on problems that

have no obvious means of approach and, therefore are not

solvable.

Medawar 1967

Height of great [wo]men was not attained by sudden

flight, but while their companions slept, they were

toiling through the night.

Bob Marley- Songs of Freedom,1995



AeSTRACT

The biochemical pathways involved in nitrogen (N) utilisation by marine phytoplankton

have received considerable attention over the last forty years, but our understanding

of these processes, and how they are affected by environmental change is still far

from complete. This study investigates N metabolism in marine phytoplankton in both

a controlled laboratory environment (using the coastal marine diatom Phaeodactylum

tricomutum), and in the open o@an (e.9. Jellicoe Channel and the Subtropical

Convergence Zone, New Zealand).

Although the characteristics of ammonium uptake have been extensively studied in

marine phytoplankton, @mparatively little information exists on rates of assimilation.

In this study, a robust method for measuring the rate of ammonium assimilation after

a transient addition of ammonium is described. The method relies on the measured

ability of the protonophore carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) to

release unassimilated ammonium from the cell and prevent further assimilation.

There was little or no correspondence between the rate of ammonium assimilation

and rates of ammonium uptake or maximum glutamine synthetase (GS) activity in

Phaeodactylum tricomutum. Moreover, in N-limited cells maximum GS ac*ivity was a

poor measure of N incorporation under steady-state conditions. Horever, GS activity

did provide reliable information on N status (e.9. increased GS activity with increased

N-limitation).

Comparisons of the effects of varying N-source suggest that nitrategrown cells are

not disadvantaged under conditions of N-limitation due to the extra costs associated

with nitrate reductase (NR) and nitrite reductase (NiR) activity. The metabolic costs

of growth on nitrate may be significantly increased under iron (Fe)-limitation, as both

NR and NiR require Fe. Fe-limited chemostat cultures excreted nitrite and

ammonium when grown on nitrate. This release is probably a response to insufficient

photoreductant under Fe-limited conditions. However, under Fe-limitation cellular N

and C was similar to that of Fe-replete cells, suggesting that the N-source used for

growth (nitrate or ammonium) did not influence N-assimihtbn (i.e. that nitrate-grown



cells were able to secure the extra reductant required to support growth) under Fe-

limited, light saturating conditions.

The Gln:Glu ratio (an index of the cellular N-status) was significantly reduced under

N-limitation, but not under Fe-limitation.

Measurement of several biochemical indicators of the physiological state of

phytoplankton cells (e.9. Gln:Glu ratio, GS activity, and Fv/Fu ratio) permitted the

nutrient status of phytoplankton populations to be investigated during the NIWA

Ocean Fronts programme over the Subtropical Convergence Zone, New Zealand.

Low Gln:Glu ratios suggested that phytoplankton in both Subtropical and Subantarctic

waters were N-limited, with a marked increase in this ratio when Fe was added to

Su bantarctic phytoplankton.

The temporal utilisation of N by neritic phytoplankton was also investigated in Jellicoe

Channel, northeastern New Zealand. Again, several biochemical indicators (e.9.

Gln:Glu ratio, GS activity, and Fv/Fu ratio) were used to identi! the N-status of this

neritic phytoplankton assemblage both during bloom and non-bloom periods.
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General Introductlon

1: GenERAL InTnODUCTION

1.1 Nitrogen limitation of primary production.

Carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are the main macronutrients, the

concentration and / (i.e. the rate of supply) of which, determine the rate of microalgal

growth in nature (Syrett 1988). The concept of nutrient limitation was initially

introduced from crop yield studies (von Liebig 1840), where the nutrient least

available for biosynthesis was suggested as the limiting factor. Traditionally,

identification of a specific limiting macronutrient for a particular phytoplankton

assemblage was detected by deviations from Redfield's C:N:P ratio, with a normal

molar ratio being approximately 106:16:1 (Redfield 1958).

Evidence for C limitation is scarce except in bloom situations (Riebesell et al. 1993).

After C, and excluding hydrogen and orygen derived from water, N is quantitatively

the most abundant constituent of algal biomass (Syrett 1981). However, the scarcity

of fixed N in the marine environment has led to the suggestion that N limits

phytoplankton grorrdfr in both oceanic and coastal regions (Dugdale 1967, Ryther and

Dunstan 1971 , Dortch et al. 1982, Kolber et al. 1990, Ganeshram et al. 1995).

Nitrogen chemistry in marine systems is complex. Sources of N include Nz fixation,

terrestrial runoff, and upwelling, while sinks include, sinking of biogenic material out

of the euphotic zone, and denitrification. In the marine environment, virtually all the

organic N available is oxidised to nitrate (NOt) (Falkowski 1997), while the other

inorganic ions, nitrite (NOz-) and ammonium (NHe*) are generally less abundant

(Sharp 1983). Although ammonium is usually available at very low levels, its

importance as an N source should not be undervalued, as it is rapidly utilised and

regenerated (e.g. by excretion from zooplankton) (Glibert et al. 1982, Goldman et al.

1985, Verity 1985). The deamination of organic nitrogenous compounds and
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bacterial reduction of nitrate and nitrite also produce regenerated ammonium (Flynn

and Butler 1986). Marine phytoplankton utilise these inorganic forms of N for groMh.

They also utilise urea (L'Helguen et al. 1996, Lomas et al. 1996, Waseret al. 1998),

and in some cases, amino acids are utilised, predominantly by diatoms (Wheeler et

al. 1974, Admiraal et al. 1986, Flynn 1990a, John and Flynn 1999). Dugdale and

Goering (1967) categorised phytoplankton C fixation fuelled by oxidised forms of N

as "ned' primary production, and considered this to be supplied by the vertical

advection of nitrate (and/or nitrite) from below the euphotic zone. In contrast, they

describe "regenerated' production as C fixation that relies on the recirculation of

ammonium and/or urea within the euphotic zone. Because rates of unew" primary

production identify the maximum potential yield of a marine ecosystem, it is important

to determine quantitatively the role that nitrate and ammonium play in the total N

budget of phytoplankton growth (Eppley and Peterson 1979).

1.2 Nitrogen uptake across the cell membrane.

Although these inorganic sources of N are available to phytoplankton cells, their

ambient concentrations in the marine environment are often very low (see Table 1 .1).

Table 1.1. Ambient concentrations (pM) of the inorganic forms of nitrogen

found in the marine environment (Sharp 1983). Approximate

average values are given for oceanic waters and approximate

ranges are given for coastal and estuarine waters.

N'species
':

Am bient Concentration (pM)

,.Oceanic Watens
j.

,(0-100 m)

Coastal.

Waterc'

Eetuarine

Watets,

Nitrate (NO.-l o.2 0-30 0-350

Nitrite (NO,-l 0.1 o-2 0-30

Ammonium (NHa*l <0.5 0-25 0€00

The low levels of inorganic N found in the marine environment are in contrast to the

relatively high K* values observed for the enzymes involved in N assimilation (Table

1.2). (Kn.' = the concentration of substrate that supports half the saturated rate, in this

case the rate of enzyme activity). Note that Table 1.2 depicts K, values for

2
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glutamine synthetase (GS) derived from both synthetase and transferase assays,

and may therefore include some variation due to the particular assay method used.

Table 1.2. lG values (pM) for N-substrates of the enzymes nitrate reductase

(NR), nitrite reductase (NiR) and glutamine synthetase (GS).

Assirnilatory

, 
engyme

Growlh N',

source

,(m (pM) ,and.N:'
li

etatus of, ceils,,' ' .' ' :::

Nitrate reductase
(NRI

NOs'

Nos'
NO.'

296 nitrategrown

17-146 nitrategrown
40-1160 nitrate-orown

Gao et al. 1993

Berges and Hanison 1995a

Lomas and Glibert 2000

Nitrite reductase
(NiR}

NOi 30-1690 nitrate grown Lomas and Glibert 2000

Glutamine
synthetase (GS)

NHI*
NH+*

Hydrorylamine

NOs'

NOi
N03

NOi

29 ammonium{rown
2-8 ammonium€rown

890 nitrategrown

110-320 N-starved

1050 nitrate€rown
146 N-starved

319 nitrategrown
(GS")

Falkowski and Rivkin 1976

Bressler and Ahmed 1984

Slawyk and Rodier 1988

Rees et al. 1995

Maurin and Le Gal 1997a

Maurin and Le Gal 1997a

Maurin and Le Gal 1997b

This discrepancy between the concentration of available N outside the cell and the

amount needed to saturate these intracellular enzymes clearly suggests the

existence of high affinity uptake (or transport) mechanisms at the surface of the cell

that concentrate inorganic N within the cell (Syrett 1981).

The overall consensus is that the uptake of nitrogenous compounds (NOs-, NOz- and

NH+*) by microalgae occurs via a secondary transport mechanism driven by

electrochemical gradients of hydrogen (H*), for freshwater species (Raven 1980,

Eddy 1982), or sodium (Na.) (Rees et al. 1980, Wright and Syrett 1983). However,

nitrate uptake may be driven directly by a chloride-stimulated ATPase primary

transport system (Falkowski 1 975).

In the ocean, pH and temperature determine the relative concentrations of the two

forms of ammonium: the gaseous form, ammonia (NHs), or the ionic species,

ammonium (NH+.) (Kleiner 1981). The majority of ammonium occurs os NHr*, with a

relatively small percentage available as NHs in seawater (see Table 1.3).
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Table 1.3. The percentage of total ammonium, present in seawater in the

gaseous form - ammonia (NHr), at various temperatures,

calculated with plG values from Cameron and Heisler (1983).

Seaqater ternperature

, .' {oG) '
%'availabld

,as NH3'.

10 2.2

20 4.3

30 8.2

Thus, ammonium uptake by phytoplankton involves two transport mechanisms, via

passive diffusion for NHs and/or by active transport for NH+* (Wheeler 19S3). As

ammonium (NHll is the predominant form in seawater, active transport is the major

pathway of ammonium into the cell. In this study, uptake of ammonium is defined as

the net movement of the nutrient from the external medium into the cell, and

assimilation as the conversion of this ammonium into a form used by the

phytoplankton for growth (i.e. amino acids).

1.3 Nitrate assimilation by marine phytoplankton.

Any available nitrate taken into the cell is reduced via a two-stage process to

ammonium, which is then assimilated by the cell (Syrett 1981). \Mth the aid of nitrate

reductase (NR) located in the cytoplasm (using NADH or NAD(P)H as eleclron

donors) nitrate is initially reduced to nitrite. In the chloroplast, nitrite reductase (NiR)

utilises the electron donor reduced ferredoxin, or altematively, flavodoxin (an electron

donor that contains no iron (Fe) (Zumft and Spiller, 1971)), to convert nitrite into

ammonium (Guerrero et al. 1981).

Earlier workers proposed NR activity as a potential indicator of the rate of nitrate

utilisation by marine phytoplankton (Eppley et al. 1969, Blasco et al. 1984).

Quantitative evidence of the correlation between NR activity and nitrate incorporation

was hindered by inadequate assay methods for NR activity (Berges et al. 1995), until

improved methodology allowed the relationship between this enzyme and the rate of

nitrate incorporation to be confirmed (Berges and Harrison 1995a, Joseph and

Villareal 1998).

4
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NiR has received far less attention than NR (Milligan 1998), and little is known about

the activity or regulation of NiR in marine phytoplankton (Berges 1997). Under

certain conditions, nitrite reduction may become the rate-limiting step in nitrate

assimilation. This results in nitrite excretion, indicating the uncoupling that can exist

between the transport and assimilation of nitrate (Martinez 1991, Sciandra and

Amara 1994, Flynn and Flynn 1998). Several researchers have indicated that NiR is

indeed far more inhibited by Fe-limitation than NR (e.9. Kessler and Czygan 1968,

Price et al. 1991, Milligan and Harrison 2000). NiR has a higher Fe demand than NR

(5 Fe atoms per active enzyme, as opposed to 2 for NR (Guerrero et al. 1981)),

suggesting that a decrease in NiR activity could enable Fe to be diverted to other

parts of the cell (Milligan and Harrison 2000).

1.4 Ammonium assimilation by marine phytoplankton.

Following, either the reduction of nitrate to ammonium (via the NR/N|R pathway),

direct ammonium uptake, or the production of ammonium during photorespiration

(Bergman et al. 1981), ammonium is incorporated into amino acids. In this study,

assimilation is defined as this incorporation of ammonium into amino acids.

Historically, the assimilation of ammonium into glutamate was thought to occur via a

reaction catalysed by glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) (Syrett 1981):

2-oxoglutarate + NH3 + NAD(P)H + H* GDH > glutamate +NAD(P). + HzO

However, upon the discovery of the enzyme glutamate synthase (GOGAT) by

Tempest et al. (1970), the importance of an altemative route of ammonium

assimilation became apparent. This discovery led Lea and Miflin (1974) to suggest

an alternative route for N assimilation in higher plants via the glutamine synthetase

(GS)/GOGAT pathway. The biosynthetic function of GS is to catalyse the ATP-

dependent amination of glutamate to yield glutamine:

glutamate + NHs + ATP Gs 
> glutamine + ADP + Pi

The current view is that GS is the primary ammonium-assimilating enzyme in most

marine unicellular algae (Falkowski and Rivkin 1976, Turpin and Harison 1979,

Syrett 1981, Wheeler 1983, Zehr and Falkowski 1988). The glutamine produced is
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then utilized in a reductive reaction catalysed by GOGAT (Cullimore and Sims

1981a).

g|utamine+2.oxoglutarate+ferredoxin,"o%2g|utamate+ferredoXino,6

In this reaction, the amide group of glutamine is transfened to 2-oxoglutarate,

resulting in the formation of two glutamate molecules (Syrett 1981). One molecule of

glutamate is returned to the GS pathway while the other is incorporated into amino

acids, for subsequent use in protein synthesis.

1,5 The ammonium assimilating enzyme- Glutamine Synthefase.

In a number of microalgae as in higher plants, GS occurs as two isoenzymes

(Florencio and Vega 1983, Sumar et al. 1984, Beudeker and Tabita 1985, Casselton

et al. 1986, Maurin and Le Gal 1997b), although the role of each isoform may vary.

In leaves of higher plants, GSz (located in the chloroplast) plays an important role in

assimilating ammonium from reduced nitrate, and also in the reassimilation of

ammonium released from photorespiration (Wallsgrove et al. 1987). GSr (located

primarily in the cytosol of roots) is also responsible for assimilating ammonium

derived from nitrate (Lam et al. 1995, Oliveira et al. 1997).

However, a comparison of the roles of microalgal GS isoforms with those from higher

plants may be misleading for two reasons. Firstly, in higher plants the isoforms are

located in different tissues, which is clearly impossible in a single-celled alga. For

example, both isoforms are about equally involved in primary ammonium assimilation

in Chlamydomonas reinhardii (Lopez-Siles et al. 1999). Secondly, recent

investigation of GS cDNA from Ske/etonema costatum has identified that algal GS

isoenzymes arose through evolutionary events that were independent of those giving

rise to isoenzymes in higher plants (Robertson et al. 1999). In microalgae, GSr

(localised in the cytosol) may be associated with the assimitation of NHa* in the dark

(Florencio and Vega 1983, Sumar et al. 1984) and/or the reassimilation of NH+*

produced during photorespiration (Cullimore and Sims 1980). However, several

studies (Casselton et al, 1986, Maurin and Le Gal 1997a) suggest that

photorespiration may simply be a laboratory-based phenomenon. GSz occurs in the

chloroplast, and is involved in primary ammonium assimilation (Maurin-Defossez and

6
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Le Gal 1998). Furthermore, activities of these GS isoenzymes may vary with

changes in groMh conditions, e.g. light vs. dark (Sumar et al. 1984).

GS activity in microalgae increases during N-starvation (Rees et al. 1995, Robertson

and Alberte 1996, Maurin and Le Gal 1997a) possibly due to the reassimilation of

ammonium released during proteolysis (Hipkin et al. 1982), and is inhibited in

darkness (Tischner and Huttermann 1985), or upon the addition of ammonium

(Cullimore and Sims 1981b). External N availability affects both GS activity and its

affinity for ammonium, with N-starved cells having lower K, values than nitrate-grown

cells (a lower K, means higher affinity of the enzyme for the substrate) (see Table

1.2). Furthermore, the allosteric nature of GS must be considered in explaining such

kinetic behaviour (Maurin and Le Gal 1997a).

Remarkably, there is still very little information concerning GS activity in marine

phytoplankton. Comparison of GS data between studies is often difficult because of

variations in experimental conditions by different investigators, e.g. differences in

assay reactions (synthetase vs. transferase), and growth conditions of the organisms.

In higher plants, increased growth rates in GSr over-expressing tobacco plants

suggests that GS is indeed rate-limiting in the synthesis of protein (Oliveira et al.

1997). For GS activity to become more widely utilised as a tool to investigate

ammonium assimilation, steady-state relationships are necessary in order to validate

the use of this enzyme activity as an index of ammonium assimilation, but they have

so far been neglec;ted. lf GS activity is to be useful in predicting rates of ammonium

incorporation, the two rates must be quantitatively related. Using the in situ

colorimetric GS synthetase assay developed by Rees et al. (1995), the relationship

between maximum catalytic GS activity (i.e. the maximum enzyme activity used to

catalyse the ATP-dependent amination of glutamate to yield glutamine, when all

substrates are provided in excess) and N incorporation rate (i.e. the product of the

growth rate fi.r) and the cell N quota (ar,r)) was investigated under steady-state

conditions.
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1.6 Nitrate and ammonium co-utilisation, or preferential utilisation af

ammonium?

In the ocean, factors such as inadiance, temperature, and supply and source of

nutrients, are subject to both spatial and temporal variation, resulting in changing

rates of N incorporation and growth (which are not likely to be in steady-state)

(Goldman and Glibert 1983). Consequently, the influence of the availability of

different N-sources on phytoplankton growth has been intensively studied (see

Dortch 1990). In situations where both nitrate and ammonium are available in

abundance, the rate of nitrate uptake by phytoplankton may be severely decreased

by the presence of ammonium (e.9. Glibert et al. 1982, Wheeler and Kokkinakis

1990). This preference for ammonium, or inhibition of nitrate utilisation, has been

attributed to the extra cost involved in utilising nitrate, as nitrate must first be reduced

to ammonium (Thompson et al. 1989, Levasseur et al. 1993). A review by Dortch

(1990) established that the reduction in nitrate uptake rate in the presence of

ammonium is rarely so severe, and is a highly variable phenomenon (see also Lomas

and Glibert 1999). In some cases ammonium has little or no effect on nitrate uptake

(Kokkinakis and Wheeler 1987), while other experimental evidence indicates that

overall, N-deficiency decreases the severity of nitrate inhibition (Dortch and Conway

1984).

Although there has been considerable work on uptake rates of various N-sources in

marine microalgae, rates of ammonium assimilation have received very little attention

(Rees et al. 1998), with several studies using enzyme activity (e.g. GS) as a measure

of the rate of assimilation (Wheeler 1983). The evidence from these studies

suggests that GS is the rate-limiting step in the incorporation of N into

macromolecules for microalgae such as Chlorel/a (Tischner and Lorenzen 1979) and

Chlamydomonas (Cullimore and Sims 1981c). However, as described previously,

there is currently no defined quantitative relationship between GS activity and N

incorporation in marine microalgae.

In this thesis, the task of measuring rates of ammonium assimilation in marine

phytoplankton was approached from a different perspective. The ability of the

protonophore carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) to abolish pH

gradients (Kallas and Dahlquist 1981, Mitsumori and lto 1984, Sianoudis et al. 1986),
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thus allowing release of ammonium stored in acidic compartments such as the

vacuole, was investigated as a means of separating the processes of ammonium

uptake and assimilation.

1.7 Batch culture yersus continuous culture sysfems.

The generality of laboratory results obtained from nutrient-stressed phytoplankton is

complicated not only by interspecific differences, but also by the application of two

fundamentally different culture techniques used to mimic the natural marine

environment closed or batch culture, and chemostat or open culture systems.

Closed or'batch" culture systems have an advantage in being logistically simple to

operate. A groMh medium of a known starting nutrient concentration and volume is

inoculated, and growth proceeds. However, at any specific point in time during the

exponential growth phase, the internal physiology of the microalgae is continually

changing due to constantly changing conditions (e.9. nutrient levels in the medium).

In this continuously changing environment it becomes impossible to separate the

effects of a general deterioration in cell metabolism with age of the culture from the

effects of changing nutrient availability (Osborne and Geider 1986). When a nutrient

becomes limiting in a microalgal batch culture, photosynthesis continues, albeit at a

decreased rate, but the synthesis of critical cellular constituents is restricted by the

lack of the limiting nutrient, producing unbalanced groMh (Eppley 1981). In

comparison, in nutrient limited chemostat cultures (i.e. open or continuous culture

systems), cellular concentrations of the compounds that require the limiting nutrient

decline, and storage products are accumulated until the specific rates of change of all

measures of biomass are equal (Eppley 1981). Thus in nutrient-limited chemostat

cultures at steady-state (i.e. when growth occurs at a constant rate in a constant

environment) the growth rate (pr) is equal to the dilution rate (D). With these

differences in mind, N-limitation in chemostat cultures produces rather different

metabolic states than N-starvation in batch cultures (Syrett 1981). Chemostats have

therefore been identified as the most appropriate tool for investigating algal

metabolism under conditions of nutrient limitation (Otero et al. 1998), despite the

disadvantages of continuous cultures being more time consuming to operate and

requiring strict culture conditions (e.9. no wall growth).

I
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Yentsch et al. (1977) postulated that batch culture was similar to bloom periods in the

open ocean where growth was not limited by avaihbility of N in the medium. Non-

bloom periods were more akin to steady-state chemostat cultures, where

phytoplankton growth, herbivore grazing and nutrient regeneration are in reasonable

balance on a temporal basis (Goldman 1984 a, b). Nevertheless, continuous culture

models do not always apply either, as natural populations do not always exist in

steady-state (Glibert and Mccarthy 1984), particularly in impoverished oceanic

waters where temporal and spatial fluxes of required nutrients are highly episodic

(McCarthy and Goldman 1979). When relating experimental results to the open

ocean it is useful to consider which laboratory model is likely to apply in a given

environmental situation (Yentsch et al. 1977, Parslow et al. 1984).

1.8 Effecb of differentsources of inorganic nitrogen on algal metabolism.

Theoretically, cells utilising ammonium should have an energetic advantage over

cells utilising nitrate (Thompson et al. 1989), due to the more reduced state of NHr*

when compared to NOs-. Experimentally, this has been difficult to demonstrate, with

only a few studies providing evidence in support of this hypothesis (Paasche 1971,

Ward and Wetzel 1980, Rhee and Lederman 1983). Conflicting evidence has also

arisen that supports the alternative hypothesis that there is no advantage gained

from utilising ammonium as opposed to nitrate (Conover 1975, Syrett 1981, and

Thompson et al. 1989). Alternatively, by holding the growth rate constant (i.e. in

steady-state conditions), comparisons of nitrate and ammonium-limited cultures allow

any specific N-source advantages to be assessed. Comparative investigations of

nitrate- versus ammonium-limited grovuth for an individual phytoplankton species are

extremely rare, except for early studies by Caperon and Meyer (1972), Giddings

(1977) and Laws and Bannister (1980). Consequently, in this cunent study, N-limited

cells of Phaeodactylum ticornutum were compared under identical conditions of

nitrate- or ammonium-limited growth, to identify any possible differences due to

varying N-source on the physiology and biochemistry of the cells.

It is clear from previous work that N-deficiency in unicellular algae induces a number

of compositional and metabolic changes when compared with N-sufficient cells,

grown on either nitrate, or ammonium (see Table 1.4).

10
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Table 1.4. A comparative summary of the cellular responses of marine phytoplankton to

different nitrogen growth conditions. Responses of nitrategrown cells are

classified relative to ammonium€rown cells. Responses of N-stressed cells are

classified relative to N-replete ammonium{rown cells. '= In ammonium{rown

cells, this enzyme is not active.

NH4* cells

.'.':: '.'.;

j-.i..

'.',.:

Growth Rate

Lower

No difference

Higher or Lower

No difference

Lower

Thompson et al 1989

Flynn et al. 1992

Levasseur et al. 1 993

Muooli and Hanison 1996

C:N Ratio
No difference

No difference

Hiqher or Lower

Higher

Thompson et al. 1989

Flynn et al. 1992

Levasseuret al. 1993

N quota
No difference

Higher or Lower

No difference

No difference

Thompson et al. 1989

Levasseur et al. 1 993

Berges et al. 1995

Muoqli and Hanison 1996

Accumulation of C
regerves

No difference

Higher

Higher

No difference

No difference for
Nos'

Hioher for NH,"

Goldman 1980

Flynn et al. 1992

Flynn et al. 1993

Ghlorophylla
(Ghl-a)

Lower

No difference

Higher
Higher or Lower

No difference

Lower

Lower

Thompson et al. 1989

Flynn et a|.1992
Flynn et al. 1993

Levasseur et al. 1993

Muooli and Harrison 1996

Chl-c:a Ratio No difference

No difference

No difference

No difference

Flynn et al. 1992

Flvnn et al. 1993

G:Chl-a Ratio No difference Thomoson et al. 1989

Fv/Fu Ratio No difference Lower Flvnn et al. 1992

GS activity Higher Highest Rees et al. 1995

Maurin and Le Gal 1997a

Glutamine:Glutamate
Ratio

No difference

Lower

Lower
(NO.'=1'111o*1

Lowest

(NO3->NHa*)

NH,'>NO.

Flynn et al.1992

Flynn et al. 1993

Wood and Flvnn 1995

NR activity Enzyme active *

Enzyme aclive *
Enzyme active *

Lower than NOr
Flynn et al. 1993

Sciandra and Amara 1994

NiR activity Enzyme active * Enzyme active'
Lower than NOs

Berges and Hanison 1995b

11
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A common response to N-limitation in marine phytoplankton is that of chlorosis (i.e. a

decline in chlorophyll concentration per cell) (Falkowski et al. 1989). Cell division

may continue in N-limited cells due to the degradation of chloroplast proteins (at the

expense of light harvesting and energy conversion), which in turn, provides amino

acids necessary for any response to N-stress (Geider et al. 1993). This degradation

may also be due to harm caused by photosynthetic energy that cannot be safely

dissipated (Geider et al. 1993).

Limitation of microalgal growth by N availability also results in a decrease in the N:C

ratio (Caperon and Meyer 1972, Eppley and Renger 1974, Goldman 1980, Osbome

and Geider 1986, Geider et al. 1998), G:chlorophyll a (Chl-a) (Osborne and Geider

1986), N and protein per cell, the cellular rate of photosynthesis (both light-limited

and light-saturated rates, Cleveland and Perry 1987), and the fluorescence yield

(Kiefer 1973, Osborne and Geider 1986). In those species containing more than one

type of chlorophyll, N-limitation often brings about a change in the ratio of Chl-a to

accessory chlorophyll (Herzig and Falkowski 1989). Some of the physiological

responses of phytoplankton to N-limitation also appear to be @mmon to other forms

of nutrient limitation (e.9. Fe-limitation).

1.9 The micronutrient iron.

Marine phytoplankton also require a combination of trace metals (e.9. manganese,

iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, and zinc) for growth and cell maintenance (Bruland et al.

1991). In contrast to macronutrient ratios, micronutrient requirements are more

variable among species and taxonomic groups, and often vary as a function of

environmental factors such as light (Raven 1990). In certain areas of the world's

oceans where dissolved macronutrients (C, N and P) are abundant in the euphotic

zone but Chl-a levels are low (i.e. High Nutrient-Low Chlorophyll regions (HNLC)), Fe

has been postulated as the limiting micronutrient (Martin et al, 1991). Until recently

(see Martin and Fitzwater 1988), the true concentrations of trace metals in the open

ocean were overestimated, due largely to trace metal contamination (Coale 1991).

lron concentrations in the open ocean are now known to be orders of magnitude

lowerthan levels found in coastal waters (Sunda and Huntsman 1995).

12
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A series of Fe addition bottle bioassays have added credence to the hypothesis that

Fe-limitation is indeed the controlling factor in HNLC regions (e.9. Buma et al. 1991,

Coale 1991). lron added to bottles containing HNLG water samples, produced

subsequent dramatic increases in Chl-a and the rapid depletion of NOs-, when

compared to control bottles (Chavez et al. 1991). An alternative hypothesis is that

these bottle experiments release the contained phytoplankton population from strict

grazer control, which in turn allows increased phytoplankton growth rates (Price et al.

1994). However, further Fe fertilisation field experiments performed in the equatorial

Pacific provided direct poof of Fe-limited phytoplankton production (Martin et al.

1994, Coale et al. 1996).

The subarctic North Pacific (Martin and Fitzwater 1988, Martin and Gordon 1988,

Boyd et al. 1996), equatorial Pacific (Kolber et al. 1994, Martin et al. 1994, Price et al.

1994), and the Southem Ocean (De Baar et al. 1990, Helbling et al. 1991), are the

regions presumed to be most affected by Fe-limitation. In these areas, N is always

present at high concentrations (5-30 pM), but Fe is usually in the nM-pM range

(Bruland et al. 1991). The low Fe concentrations found may be caused by the

minimal input of trace elements from atmospheric dust to these regions (Duce and

Tindale 1991, Dugdale and Wilkerson 1992) although recent evidence suggests that

dissolved Fe in upwelling water is far more important (Lefevre and Watson 1999).

The low biological avaihbility of Fe, coupled with very short residence times of

bioavailable Fe in surface waters may also be important (Martin et al. 1994).

Conditions in the Southern Ocean are somewhat different from the equatorial and

subarctic Pacific, as the contribution of picoplankton to the total biomass is greatly

reduced (Weber and El-Sayed 1987). lron-limitation has also been identified in non-

oceanic environments such as coral reef systems (Entsch et al. 1983), and in coastal

waters (Glover 1978), particularly those lacking an extensive continental shelf

(Hutchins and Bruland 1998).

lron is an important micronutrient because of its crucial role in the bioenergetics of C

and N metabolism in marine phytoplankton (Raven 1988, Sunda 1989, and Morel et

al. 1991). lron-limitation has been equated with energy limitation in that both the

photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport chains require substantial amounts

of catalytic Fe (e.g. ferredoxin and cytochromes) (Raven 1988). Chlorophyll

13
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synthesis depends on Fe (Reuter and Ades 1987), while Fe is also important in the

conversion of nitrate to glutamate, via NR (Verstraete et al. 1980, Raven 1988), NiR

(Milligan and Harrison 2000) and GOGAT (Raven 1988).

Due to the increased demand for Fe in nitrate-grown cells because of the Fe

requirement of NR and NiR, an algal cell should theoretically require 60% more Fe to

grow on nitrate than on ammonium (Raven 1988). Consequently, under similar Fe

regimes, cells growing on nitrate should be more Fe-limited than those growing on

ammonium. These calculations have been verified experimentally by Maldonado and

Price (1996) using laboratory cultures of several coastal and open-ocean diatom

species. Nitrate-grown Fe-limited marine diatoms that have higher intracellular Fe

requirements than their ammonium-grown counterparts may still maintain a growth

rate as fast, if not faster, than ammonium-grown cells, by maintaining faster steady-

state Fe uptake rates (Maldonado and Price 2000). Under severe Fe-stress, nitrate-

grown cells grow slower than those using ammonium because they are unable to

obtain the extra Fe needed for growth (Maldonado and Price 1996).

Laboratory studies also indicate that larger phytoplankton cells (i.e. diatoms) are

more intensely affected by Fe-limitation then smaller cells (i.e. nano- and pico-

plankton) (Hudson and Morel 1990), indicating that picoplankton may have an

advantage over diatoms in low Fe open ocean waters (Buma et al. 1991). However,

laboratory studies by Brand et al. (1983) and Sunda et al. (1991) comparing neritic

and oceanic diatom species concluded that oceanic diatoms had a lower Fe demand,

suggesting that these diatoms may be adapted to the lower Fe levels of the open

ocean. A comparison of the effects of N-limitation (Table 1.4) with those of Fe-

limitation (Table 1.5) highlights the overlap in metabolic response to both types of

limitation. In recognition of this overlap in metabolic response to varying forms of

nutrient limitation, the effect of increasing Fe-limitation in Phaeodactylum tricomutum

maintained with nitrate or ammonium was also examined.

Chlorosis has been observed by many researchers (Reuter and Ades 1987, Doucette

and Harrison 1990, and Greene et al. 1991) and is a common response to Fe-

limitation, just as it is to N-limitation.
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Table 1.5. A comparative summary of the cellular responses of marine phytoplankton to

iron-deficiency, relative to iron-replete cells. lAhere possible, the relative

effects of maintaining iron-deficient cells on nitrate or ammonium are identified.

j:

Growth Rate

Lower (OceanieCoastal )

Lower (NOs- >NHa.)
Maldonado and Price 1996

Muooli and Harrison 1996

C:N Ratio

Higher (NO3- >NH4-)

Higher (NOg-)

No difference (NHa.)

No difference

Muggli and Harrison 1996

Muggli et al. 1996

Muooli and Harrison 1997

Fe Quota
No difference (NH+- and NO3)

Lower (NOs- >NHa*)

Sunda and Huntsman 1995

Muggliand Hanison 1996

Maldonado and Price 1996

Accumulation of G reserves No difference La Roche et al. 1993

Chl-a

Lower

No difference
Higher (NH4'>NOi)

Lower

Greene et al. 1991

Muggli and Hanison 1996

Muggli et al. 1996

McKav et al. 1997

Chl-c:a Ratio Hioher Greene et al. 1992

C:Chl-a Higher (NH4- >NOi)

Hiqher

Muggli et a1.1996

Muooli and Hanison 1997

Fy/Fy Ratio
Lower

Sliohtlv lower

Reuter and Ades 1987

Doucette and Hanison 1990

McKav et al. 1997

Fo:Chl-a Ratio
NOs- >NHa'

No difference
Higher

Hioher (NO" >NH,')

Doucette and Harrison 1991

Muggliand Hanison 1996

Muggli et al. 1996

Muooli and Harrison 1997

GS activiW Unknown
Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio No difference K, Flynn and A. Milligan,

pers. comm.

NR activity
(NOs- grown cells)

Lower Timmermans et al. 1994

Milligan and Harrison 2000

NiR activity
(NOr- arown cellsl

Very Low Milligan and Harrison 2000

Ferredoxin or Flavodoxin Flavodoxin McKav et al. 1999

Fenic chelate reductase
activity

High Anderson and Morel 1980

Soria-Dengg and
Horstmann 1995
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Carbohydrate and lipid storage products accumulate in N- and P-limited

phytoplankton (Goldman 1980), but do not accumulate in Fe-limited cells (Sakshaug

and Holm-Hansen 1977, Greene et al. 1991, La Roche et al. 1993). While N-replete

cells can only store N as proteins and photosynthetic pigments, Fe-replete cells can

store Fe as ferritin. ln this way, under Fe-limitation, storage products can be

accessed without interfering with photosynthetic pigments or N-based

macromolecules (Geider et al. 1993).

This similarity in biochemical response to varying types of nutrient limitation by

phytoplankton has prompted the suggestion that the application of a group of bio-

indicators may be necessary to separate out the specific effects of ditferent limiting

nutrients.

1.10 Bio-indicators of nutrient limitation.

Historically the molar C:N ratio has been used as an indicator of N-status in

laboratory studies of marine microalgae. Wheeler (1983) suggested that for marine

microalgae a C:N ratio greater than 10, with less than 1% N (dry weight), indicated N-

deficiency. However, Flynn et al. (1989) suggested that the C:N ratio was indicative

of N-status in the recent past rather than reflecting the current N-status.

Furthermore, measurement of this ratio in the field is often hindered by the inclusion

of bacteria and detritus while concentrating phytoplankton samples onto filters (Al-

Amoudi and Flynn 1989). Moreover, the C:N ratio does not allow any distinction

between Fe-limited and N-replete cells, as C:N ratios for Fe-limited algae do not

depart significantly from the Redfield ratio (Greene et al. 1991, La Roche et al. 1993).

Studies of N and Fe utilisation in marine phytoplankton have begun to investigate a

more diverse set of bio-indicators of nutrient status, for example by studying the

enzymes of N assimilation (NR - Berges et al. 1995, Joseph and Villareal 1998;

NR:NiR or NiR - Milligan and Harrison 2000; GS - Maurin and Le Gal 1997a; Gln:Glu

ratio - Flynn et al. 19S9). For Fe-deficient cells, La Roche et al. (1993) identified an

Fe-repressible protein (flavodoxin), and have shown that the ferredoxin:flavodoxin

ratio is a good indicator of Fe status (even though flavodoxin is constitutively

expressed (Doucette et al. 1996)). Subsequently, McKay et al (1997) have found

that flavodoxin is expressed very early on in response to low Fe and as such may not
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be an appropriate indicator for Fe-limitation of primary production. Properties of Chl-

a fluorescence have also been exploited as a diagnostic tool to characterise nutrient

limitation (Falkowski et al. 1992, Greene et al. 1994, Kolber et al. 1994, Falkowski

and Kolber 1995, Behrenfeld et al. 1996). However, it has also been shown that

these fluorescence-based indices do not apply under all circumstances (Falkowski et

al. 1992, Geider et al.'1993).

1.11 The glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu) ratio.

Analysis of the amino acid pool of phytoplankton as an indicator of nutrient status, or

as a "metabolic finger print", was first proposed by Admiraal et al. (1986). The

concentration of intracellular amino acids (lAA) has been shown to vary with the

availability of N (Admiraal et al. 1986, Haberstroh and Ahmed 1986, Al-Amoudi and

Flynn 1989). Flynn (1990b) has suggested that the molar ratio of intracellular

glutamine to glutamate (Gln:Glu) may be used as an indicator of the relative

availability of C and ammonium for protein synthesis. This ratio is responsive to N-

status, as these two amino acids are the end products of N assimilation through the

GS/GOGAT pathway (Syrett 1981). N-deprivation is caused by a lack of N in the

presence of adequate C (usually in conditions allowing photosynthesis); such

conditions result in a lower Gln:Glu ratio (Flynn et al. 1994). Flynn et al. (1989) have

summarised the responses of the Gln:Glu ratio to varying levels of N{imitation as

outlined in Table 1.6.

Table 1.6. The effect of nitrogen status on the glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu)

ratio.

Prolonged N-stress,

N-starved cells

<0.1

N-stress <o.2

Decreasing N-stress, and/or
increasing C-stress

- 0.5, monospecific laboratory
culture

-0.34.4, mixed population
studies (Flynn and Fielder

198s)
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A Gln:Glu ratio lower than 0.1 generally indicates prolonged N-deprivation. Some

species of phytoplankton (/sochrysis galbana and Dunaliella pimolecta) exhibit a low

Gln:Glu ratio when N-deficient but also during the dark phase of N-sufficient growth

(Flynn 1990a). While a ratio of 0.5 or greater implies that levels of intracellular N

exceed that required for protein synthesis (Flynn and Fielder 1989), it does not

necessarily imply that cells are growing exponentially (Flynn et al. 1989). Although

the Gln:Glu ratio has been investigated in response to N-stress in batch cultures, the

response of this ratio in N-limited steady-state cultures remains to be characterised.

The Gln:Glu ratio may also be used to assess the N physiology of a population after

the addition of ammonium. This is important, as levels of intracellular amino acids

are sensitive, not only to changes in the current supply of N, but also to levels of the

limiting nutrient in the recent past (Flynn and Fielder 1989). Flynn et al. (1989) have

developed general rules for Gln:Glu ratio responses that may be obtained after

ammonium addition (Table 1.7).

Table 1.7. Ghanges in the glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu) ratio after pulsed

additions of ammonium, to populations of varying nitrogen-status.

,lnitial GlnlGlu ratio

N-reolete Hioh Smallincrease

N-deprived Low Rapid increase

Inactive or N-starved Low Smallincrease

A high Gln:Glu ratio may also indicate Fe-limitation. GOGAT is an iron-

metalloprotein, but GS has no known metal ion content (Galvan et al. 1987).

Furthermore, the GOGAT pathway utilises ferredoxin as an electron donor, and C

skeletons in the form of a-ketoglutarate (Cullimore and Sims 1981a), which both

require Fe, the latter because of the Fe-enzyme aconitase (Somerville et al. 1999).

Under Fe-limiting conditions, Gln may increase intracellularly, resulting from

decreased GOGAT activity due to reduced Fe availability. In conjunction with high

Gln:Glu ratios measured in the field, other bio-indicators (e.9. Fv/Fu ratio, see below)

must be used to confirm the either N-replete or Fe-limited status of the phytoplankton

assemblage.
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1.12 ln vivo Chlorophyll a Fluorescence.

ln vivo Chl-a fluorescene,e has long been utilized by biological oceanographers in

estimating phytoplankton biomass (Falkowski and Kolber 1995). However, more

recently in vivo Cht-a fluorescence has been employed as a tool to elucidate the

etfects of nutrient limitation on photosynthesis in marine phytoplankton (Geider et al.

1993, Berges et al. 1996). The quantum yield of Chl-a fluorescence (Or) of a single

species is associated with the rate constants (k's) of various pathways of possible de-

excitation. ln this fashion, energy may be lost as: fluorescence (k1), heat (kr'),

excitation energy transfer (&), quenching (kq) (e.g. carotenoids, Oz etc.), or

photochemistry (ko) (Govindjee 1995). Approximately 90-95 o/o of Chl-a fluorescence

at room temperature originates from photosystem II (PSII) complexes, with

photosystem I (PSI) complexes being only weakly fluorescent (Kiefer and Reynolds

1992, Govindjee 1995). Many pigments in algal cells are capable of fluorescing in

vitro (e.9. chlorophyll b, chlorophylls c1 and cz, phycoerythrin, phycocyanin, and

allophycocyanin), but with the exception of phycoerythrin, rn vrvo virtually all the

excitation energy from these pigments is normally transferred to Chl-a (Falkowski and

Kiefer 1985).

When cells are first exposed to excitation energy, chlorophyll fluorescence rises very

rapidly to an initial level, denoted F6 (where all the reaction centres are open). lt then

rises to a maximum yield, Fy, when all the reaction centres are closed. The

difference (Fn-Fo) is called the 'variable fluorescence' or Fv (Falkowski and Kiefer

1985). The ratio Fv/Frvr is therefore a measure of the maximum quantum efficiency of

PSrI (Butler and Kitajima 1975). The herbicide, 3-(3, 4-dichlorophenyl)-1, 1-

dimethylurea (DCMU), is often used to estimate Fu os it isolates the plastoquinine

pool from PSII reaction centres (Govindjee 1995), consequently PSII traps cannot

turn over more than once (Falkowski and Kiefer 1985). Focuu is equal to or perhaps

slightly less than Fu. The measurement of Focnu-F6 gives information about a pool

size, rather than a flux (Falkowski and Kiefer 1985). Several studies have suggested

differing incubation times for the use of DCMU as an inhibitor of electron transport

(Cullen and Renger 1979, Prezlin and Ley 1980, Cleveland and Perry 1987, Boyd et

al, 1998). This suggests the possibility of a species-specific diffusion factor into the

cell, or a cell density dependent effect (Cleveland and Perry 1987). Low Fv/Fur ratios

are characteristic of nutrient limitation in general, with this ratio being used to assess
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the severity of both N- and Fe-limitation (Kolber et al. 1988, Greene et al. 1992).

Although this ratio has one of the fastest response times to changes in the limiting

nutrient it cannot be used in isolation to identify a specific limiting nutrient (La Roche

et al. 1999).

Any change in the photosynthetic rate will cause complementary changes in the

intensity of the emitted fluorescence. N assimilation and photosynthetic metabolism

are intertwined, as the assimilation of N into protein requires both inorganic C and

energy (Turpin et al. 1988). Given this, the N-status of unicellular algae will also

affect the amount of fluorescence. The major influences in Or will come from

changes in the rate constants of photochemistry (ko) and thermal dissipation (kr.,).

Damage to PSII reaction centres, due to nutrient limitation or exposure to high light

may affect ko. N-limitation has been shown to affect photosynthesis by reducing Chl-

a, thus lowering the efficiency of energy collection (Herzig and Falkowski 1989,

Geider et al. 1993).

1.13 Phaeodactylum tricornutum - a modelspecies?

Phaeodactylum ticomutum has been used extensively for physiological, biochemical

and ecological studies primarily because it is easily cultured. lt's status as a
"laboratory weet (Borowitzka and Volcani 1978) is advantageous, as there is a
wealth of available data on the physiology and biochemistry of this phytoplankton

species that is useful in the interpretation of new data. Phaeodactylum tricomufum is

normally found as an inhabitant of coastal brackish waters and tide-pools (Hayward

1968, Rushforth et al. 1988). This diatom is unusual in that it has three

morphologically distinct growth forms; a) Ovate cells, with one silica valve per cell, b)

Fusiform cells, silica walls absent, and c) Triradiate cells, silica walls absent (Lewin

1958, Lewin et al. 1958). Although the fusiform and triradiate morphotypes do not

have a silica cell wall they do have siliceous bands in the girdle region, also found in

the oval morphotype (Borowitzka and Volcani 1978), Of the three morphotypes, the

fusiform appears to be the most stable (Borowitzka and Volcani 1978, Gutenbrunner

et al. 1994), with all types tending to return to the fusiform cell type (Borowitzka and

Volcani 1978). Further Borowitzka and Volcani (1978) suggest that there is greater

pleiomorphy in some clones than in others, suggesting that shape change may in

part be genetic. Throughout the following body of work, the fusiform morphotype of
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P. ticornufum Bohlin (NERC Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa 1052/6) was

grown in culture for experimental purposes.

The lack of silicate in the fusiform and triradiate morphotype cell walls is also unusual

for diatoms, although Cylindrotheca fusiformis has a similar cell wall structure,

(Borowitzka and Volcani 1978), and may suggest that P. tricomutum has different

silicate requirements from most other diatoms. The ovate celled morphotype of P.

tricomutum may also be unusual in contrast to other diatoms, in that it has biphasic

uptake kinetics for silicate (Del Amo and Brzezinski 1999).

Taking these differences into consideration Phaeodactylum tricomutum was used in

this study as a model diatom species, largely because of the extensive physiological

and biochemical background research available for this species.

1.14 The role of this study.

As outlined above, although N metabolism in marine algae has received extensive

investigation, there are still many facets of this process, which require further work.

For example, while uptake rates have been studied intensively in marine

phytoplankton, the investigation of rates of ammonium assimilation has been

minimal, largely due to the inability to separate uptake from assimilation. Glutamine

synthetase activity has been suggested as being indicative of ammonium

assimilation, although no quantitative relationship between GS activity and

ammonium incorporation has yet been identified. Similarly, many of the proposed

biochemical indicators of N- or Fe-limitation remain to be comprehensively tested

under controlled steady-state laboratory conditions.

In this study, several biochemical indices were each investigated for aptitude in the

natural marine environment, in an effort to elucidate the effects of various types of

nutrient limitation on the biochemical composition of phytoplankton from the oceanic

Subtropical Convergence Zone (a HNLC region). A relatively longer-term temporal

field study was also conducted in waters over the continental shelf of northeastern

New Zealand. In summary, the primary aim of this thesis was to investigate the

biochemical and physiological effects of N- and Felimitation on N metabolism in

marine phytoplankton.

The research objectives of this thesis are as follows:
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To develop and verify a method for determining the rate of ammonaum

assimilation in Phaeodactylum tricornutum (Chapter 2). In this chapter

the protonophore, carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), is

used to discriminate between uptake and assimilation of ammonium.

Ammonium uptake and assimilation are measured under conditions of

increasing N-starvation and compared to the maximum specific growth rate.

The relationship between the external ammonium concentration and the rates

of ammonium uptake and assimilation is investigated.

To assess the relationship between assimilation rate and transient

ammonium addition in N-limited cells (Ghapter 3). The ability of N-limited

cells (both nitrate- and ammonium-limited) to take up ammonium with

decreasing growth rate has been documented in previous studies. However,

the relationship between ammonium assimilation and growth rate under N-

limited conditions required further scrutiny.

To assess the relationship between the maximum catalytic glutamine

synthetase activity and N incorporation under N-limiting conditions

(Chapter 3). Although GS activity has been inferred as a measure of

ammonium incorporation in marine phytoplankton, the steady-state

relationship between the activity of this enzyme and N incorporation required

verification.

To compare the biochemical and physiological responses of cells grown

on either nitrate or ammonium, under N-limited conditions (Chapter 3).

Comparison of these two different N-sources under steady-state conditions

should allow the relative advantages or costs of either N-source to be

assessed.

To compare the biochemical and physiological responses of cells grown

on either nitrate or ammonium, under Fe-limited conditions (Chapter 3).

lron- and N{imitation can produce similar biochemical responses in marine

phytoplankton. A comparison of the biochemical and physiological responses

of Fe- and N-limitation under steady-state conditions may suggest some

responses that are nutrient specific.

To evaluate the use of several biochemical and physiological indicators

in identifying the predominant limiting nutrient in subtropical and

2).

3).

4).

5).

6).
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subantarctic waters surrounding the Subtropical Convergence Zone,

New Zealand (Ghapter 4). Several studies have suggested the possibility of

differing limiting nutrients in the subtropical and subantarctic water masses

situated off the East Coast, of the South lsland, of New Zealand. In an

attempt to evaluate which nutrients are in fact limiting, the Gln:Glu ratio was

used as a comparative tool between the two water masses. The Gln:Glu ratio

was also measured as an indicator of nutrient status in both Fe- and N-

en rich ment experi ments.

To evaluate the use of several biochemical and physiological indicators

in identifying the N-status of a neritic phytoplankton assemblage over a

long-term temporal period (Chapter 5). Fluctuations in phytoplankton

biomass in neritic waters have been extensively studied, and can often be

described by an annual spring and/or autumn bloom period. The nutrient

status of phytoplankton over these bloom and non-bloom periods has been

less intensively studied. Several biochemical and physiological indicators

were therefore investigated to describe the nutrient status of phytoplankton

from neritic waters, including both spring and autumn bloom events.
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2: AtunaoNruM UpreKE AND AssrtvulATtoN

lN THE MARINE DIATOM Phaeodactylum

tricornutum BOHLIN.

Summary: A new method for determining rates of ammonium assimilation in

Phaeodactylum tricomutum r's descnbed. The protonophore, carbonyl cyanide m-

chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), was used to discriminate between uptake and

assimilation of ammonium. Ammonium uptake is defined as fhe decrease of

ammonium in the medium, while ammonium assimilation is deftned as the decrease

in total ammonium (i.e. ammonium in the medium + residual cellular ammonium) over

a given time period.

Ammonium uptake by both N-sfaryed and N-replete cells of P. tricomutum was

almost completely inhibited (98W in the presence of 100 1tM CCCP. ln addition ta

this, CCCP prcmoted the release of unassimilated ammonium by N+eplete and N-

starued P. tricornutum cells that had taken up ammonium over a defined peiod. For

P. tricornutum rn this study, the specific rate of ammonium uptake was not coupled to

growth even in exponentially growing, N-rcplete cells.

Specifc rafes of ammonium assimilation in N-replete batch cultures were similar to

the maximum growth rate, suggesting that the majority of ammonium assimilated was

directly utilised for growth. ln contrasf, specifc nafes of ammonium assimilation in N-

starued culturcs were 4-fold greater than the estimated maximum specific grovtth

rate, which suggesfs that N incoryoration is obstructed downstream from the

assimilation sfep.

During the first 5 days of a batch culture grovvth cycle, specific rates of ammonium

uptake and assimilation increased. The maximum activity of the enzyme glutamine

synthetase (measured under conditions of saturating subsfrate concentrations) did

not conelate wellwith the maximum ammonium assimilation rate.
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This study is fhe first to directly measure rafes of ammonium assimilation over a

range of extemal ammonium concentrations.

The results presented in this study suggesf that further investigation into the rates of

ammonium assimilation in maine phytoplankton is warranted, as fhese rates are

likely to be significantly different from those of ammonium uptake under ceftain

speciftc g rov'rth condition s.

2.1 Introduction

Nutrient uptake from the surrounding medium by marine phytoplankton can be

measured in several ways. In the laboratory, nutrient uptake is often determined by

measuring the decreasing concentration of a particular nutrient (e.9. nitrogen (N)) in

the culture medium (Harrison et al. 1989), Altematively, nutrient uptake rate may be

determined by measuring the incorporation of isotopes such as ttN or 15N into the cell

(Dugdale and Goering 1967, Dugdale and Wilkerson 1986, Zehr and Falkowski 1988,

Cochlan and Harrison 1991). However, the variety of techniques used, the

experimental incubation periods, and the initial physiological condition of the

phytoplankton, make comparisons between N uptake studies difficult (see Hanison et

al. 1989).

Ammonium, although not in constant supply in most aquatic ecosystems, is an

important sour@ of N for marine phytoplankton (Raven et al. 1993). Consequently,

the characteristics of ammonium uptake by phytoplankton have been extensively

studied (Raven 1980, McCarthy 1981, Syrett 1981, Wheeler 1983, Dortch et al.

1984). Under certain circumstances, e.g. via biological processes such as animal

excretion, N-stressed phytoplankton are provided with a relatively high ammonium

concentration (e.9. Dugdale 1967). Uptake rates of ammonium in N-deprived cells

can often be an order of magnitude higher than that required to support growth (i.e.

surge uptake) (Mccarthy and Goldman 1979, Goldman and Glibert 1982, Parslow et

al. 1984 a & b, Syrett et al. 1986, Cochlan and Hamson 1991). McCarthy and

Goldman (1979) proposed that such rapid uptake rates under N-stressed conditions

were an adaptive response to animal excretion. Moreover, enhanced ammonium

uptake rates are not restricted to cells that are moderately to severely N-limited. For
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exampfe, ammonium uptake rates in lhalassiosira pseudonana are enhanced over all

physiological states when preconditioned on oxidised forms of N (e.9. nitrate and

nitrite) (Horrigan and McGarthy 1982). The fact that ammonium uptake rates often

exceed the maximum growth rate suggests that the rate-limiting step for utilization of

ammonium is further along the pathway of ammonium incorporation (Fujita et al.

1e88).

lf uptake rates exceed assimilation rates, the excess N is stored internally, as a

transient pool of unassimilated ammonium (Dortch 1980, Collos 1982, Dortch 1982).

This pool indicates that the enzymatic reactions of ammonium assimilation are rate-

limiting and results in a lag between uptake and growth (Dortch 1982). Dortch et al.

(1984) found that sizeable pools of ammonium may accumulate in some species

because of this imbalance, and that pools of amino acids increased in all species.

Often an estimation of the rate of uptake may in itself be difficult, as feedback

processes may engage within minutes or even seconds after re-supply of the limiting

nutrient (Flynn 1998). What is usually termed 'uptake', therefore, often includes

accumulation of N into intemal inorganic pools and incorporation into amino acids (i.e.

assimilation) (Flynn 1998). As ammonium uptake is much more rapid than nitrate

uptake, under conditions of N-starvation in marine phytoplankton, much larger

transient intemal pools accumulate when ammonium is added (Dortch et al. 1984).

Historically, the relative quantification of uptake and assimilation pathways has been

largely hindered by the inability to experimentally separate the processes of uptake

and assimilation. The separation of these two processes has since been addressed

by a variety of innovative methods with nitrate as the N-source (see Dortch et al.

1991). Currently there is a paucity of information on rates of ammonium assimilation,

with most of it pertaining to enzyme activities (e.9. glutamine synthetase (GS)) as a

measure of assimilation (Wheeler 1983, Flynn 1998). Evidence to date suggests that

assimilation (via GS) may limit the overall rate of incorporation of N into

macromolecules in microalgae such as Chlorel/a (Tischner and Lorenzen 1979) and

Chlamydomonas (Gullimore and Sims 1981 a, b). However, use of GS activity as an

estimator of ammonium assimilation is hindered by the lack of any predictive

relationship with N-stress under steady state conditions. lt has been suggested that

for diatoms the rate of protein synthesis may be the limiting step (Wheeler 1983, Zehr
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et al. 1988). Rates of ammonium assimilation can also be measured using isotope

labelling of internal N pools (".g. tuN, Fujita et al. 1988), but require a number of

corrections, including one for isotope dilution, and in field samples, nutrient

regeneration (Flynn 1 998).

ln this study, uptake of ammonium was defined as the net movement of the nutrient

from the edernal medium into the cell, and assimilation as the conversion of this

ammonium into a form used by the phytoplankton for growth (i.e. amino acids) (Fig.

2.1). From a methodological perspective, uptake of ammonium can be defined as its

disappearance from the medium (which would include assimilation and internal

pooling), and assimilation as the decrease in total (i.e. medium + cellular) ammonium

(Dortch 1982). In any method, it is crucial to account for any ammonium present in

the storage pool (mainly the vacuole). Upon the addition of ammonium, the amount

of ammonium in this storage pool may increase, if uptake exceeds assimilation, or

decrease if the external ammonium concentration becomes low (Fig. 2.1).

Ammonium

Figure 2.1. Schematic summary of ammonium uptake and utilization by an

algal cell.

This chapter describes a simple method for distinguishing between ammonium uptake

and assimilation in the marine diatom Phaeodactylum ticomutum. The method relies

on the ability of high concentrations of the protonophore, carbonyl cyanide m-

chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), to completely inhibit active uptake of ammonium

(Rees et al. 1998), and to simultaneously allow the release of ammonium from acidic

intracellular compartments (Rees 1995), due to the dissipation of proton gradients

(Sianoudis et al. 1985, 1986, Noshiro et al. 1987, Beauvoit et al. 1991). Using this

method, ammonium uptake (V) and assimilation (A) rates were investigated in both N-

replete and N-starved batch cultures of the marine diatom Phaeodactylum

\
STORAGE\
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tricomutum, and compared with the maximum growth rate. The effects of culture

groMh cycle were also investigated for N-replete cells of P. ticomutum, to identify

any change in rates during the exponential phase of growth. This method of

measuring ammonium assimilation was also compared with other measures of N

utilisation by the cell (e.9. the cellular N content and glutamine synthetase (GS)

activity).

By varying the initial ammonium concentration added to N-starved cells, the kinetic

parameters V^u, or Ar", (the maximum rate of uptake or assimilation at saturating

substrate concentration) and K, (the concentration of ammonium at which half the

saturated rate is achieved) were identified for ammonium uptake and assimilation.
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2.2 Materials and Methods

Nitrate-replete (i.e. cells grown on 10 mM NaNOg-) and 24 h nitrate-starved batch

cuftures of the marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricomutum Bohlin (NERC Culture

Collection of Algae and Protozoa 1052/G) were obtained as described previously by

Rees (1995). Cells were harvested as described previously (Rees 1995) and cell

suspensions were incubated in N-free ASP2 medium (Provasoli et al. 1957) (in which

Tris was substituted with Hepes-KOH, pH 8.0), in continuous light (150 pmol photons

m-' s-t, photosynthetically active radiation), at 20o C, in the presence of 10 mM

NaHCOs. Cell densities were determined using an hemocytometer (improved

Neubauer). Although cultures were grown to relatively high cell densities (e.9. N-

starved approx. 3.5 x 106 cells ml-l and N-replete approx. 8.9 x 106 cells mL'l;, the

cells did not enter stationary phase until densities reached 1 x 107 cells mLr 1A.

Rees, pers. comm.). Cells grown at these densities are unlikely to be light-limited as

Geider et al. (1985) have identified that the maximum quantum efficiency of

photosynthesis is independent of the photon flux density between 7 and 230 pmol m-2

s-l and chlorophyll a levels in cells grown in this study are similar to those for P.

tricomutum growing at saturating photon flux densities (Geider et al. 1985). Carbon

limitation was also unlikely at these densities as cells were vigorously aerated, and

air-grown P. tricomufum have a high affinity for inorganic carbon (Rees 1984). Daily

growth rates were determined from increases in cell density, using the following

formula:

11= 
tn(cr, 

"otrn_ro)
where Cr and Co w€r€ the cell counts for times fr and fo resPectively (Fogg and Thake

1e87).

Experiments were repeated at least three times using separate batches of cells, and

values are given as means t S.E.

2.2.1 The effect of carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) on

ammonium uptake and release. Experiment 1 determined the effest of CCCP on

ammonium uptake in P. tricomutum cells. For CCCP to be effective, it should inhibit

uptake immediately and completely. Experiment 2 determined the time required for

CCCP to promote the release of all unassimilated ammonium from P. tricomutum

cells. Both experiments investigated both N-replete and N-starved cells.
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Ammonium uptake was routinely determined by the addition of NHcCI to 20 mL cell

suspensions to give an initial ammonium concentration of 400 pM (cells were

routinely mixed for 5 seconds before the first subsample was taken at time 0).

Samples (1 mL) of cell suspension were separated immediately after the addition of

ammonium, and at intervals thereafter (up to a period 120 minutes after the initiation

of the experiment), and the cells removed by vacuum filtration (Millipore sampling

manifold) through glass-fibre filter discs. Ammonium concentration in the filtrate was

determined spectrophotometrically using the indophenol blue method as described by

Koroleff (1983).

Experimenf /; Using the methodology described above, uptake of ammonium was

followed in either the presence or absence of the inhibitor (CCCP), up to 120 minutes

after the addition of ammonium. In treatments investigating the uptake of ammonium

in the presence of CCCP, the inhibitor (dissolved in ethanol at a concentration of 10

mM) was added to the cells + medium (immediately prior to the addition of

ammonium, at time zero) to give a final concentration of 100 pM. In treatments in the

absence of CCCP, controls consisted of medium + cells (i.e. the same amount of

ethanol as the treatment, but no added CCCP) and ammonium chloride. Secondary

controls consisted of medium only (i.e. no cells) plus CGCP and ammonium chloride,

to test whether CCCP interfered with the ammonium assay and to monitor any

decrease in ammonium due to volatilisation of NHe. The effect of the inhibitor

(CCCP) on ammonium uptake was evaluated by measuring the ammonium

concentration in the filtrate in either the presence or absence of CCCP. Ammonium

concentration in the filtrate was determined spectrophotometrically using the

indophenol blue method as described by Koroleff (1983). Cultures were agitated

several times during uptake experiments to ensure an even suspension of cells. After

the cells had been concentrated, mean cell densities used in these experiments were

32.1 x 106 cells mL-1 for N-replete and 9.8 x 106 cells mL 1 for N-starved cultures.

Expeimenf 2: This experiment investigated the time required for CCCP to promote

the refease of all unassimilated ammonium from P. tricomufum cells. Ammonium

uptake was determined by the addition of NH4CI to 20 mL cell suspensions to give an

initial ammonium concentration of 400 pM. The cells were allowed to take up

ammonium for 20 min, before CCCP was added to give a final concentration of 100
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pM. Ammonium concentration in the filtrate was determined spectrophotometrically

using the indophenol blue method as described by Koroleff (1983), both before (at 0,

5, 10 and 20 minutes), and at intervals after the addition of CCCP. The total length of

this experiment after the addition of NH+CI was 60 minutes. Cultures were agitated

several times during uptake experiments to ensure an even suspension of cells. After

the cells had been concentrated, mean cell densities used in these experiments were

44.5 x 106 cells mL-l for N-replete and 9.1 x 106 cells mL-1 for N-starved cultures.

2.2.2 Rafes of ammonium uptake and assimilation by Phaeodactylum

tricornutum over a hatch culture growth cycle. After inoculation of N-replete P.

ticomutum into two 500-mL Dreschel bottles (two bottles were needed to provide

adequate cell density for the entire experiment), cells were harvested each day as

described above, for five successive days. Due to the low cell density over the first

two days, two individual batch cultures were sampled back-to-back to run the full

time-course of this experiment (the sampling strategy is depicted below).

Sampfes were taken from bottle one on days 1 and 2, and from bottle two on days 2

through 5, with overlapping samples taken from both bottles on day 2. Ammonium

uptake was measured (as described in section 2.2.1) in the presence of 400 UM

NH4CI. Ammonium assimilation was measured by adding 1.98 mL cell suspension to

polypropylene scintillation vials containing 20 ;rL stock CCCP giving a final CCCP

concentration of 100 pM. After 20 min, the cells were removed by vacuum filtration

(Millipore sampling manifold) through glass-fibre filter discs. Ammonium

concentration was determined spectrophotometrically using the indophenol blue

method for uptake and assimilation filtrates as described by Koroleff (1983). Cultures

were agitated several times during these experiments to ensure an even suspension

of cells. Rates of uptake and assimilation were determined as outlined below. After

the cells had been concentrated, the mean cell density used to measure ammonium

uptake and assimilation rates over the S-day growth experiment was 41.6 x 106 cells

mL-1.
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Cellular N quotas (pg N cell-1) were obtained by filtering duplicate 10 mL samples

through 25 mm diameter pre-combusted (4000 C for 4 h) glass-fibre filters (Whatman

GF/C) which were subsequently washed with 2.1o/o NaCl solution. Filters were folded

in half, wrapped in aluminium foil and stored frozen at -20o C until analysis. The

samples were analysed with a Perkin Elmer 2400 CHN ElementalAnalyzer.

Glutamine synthetase activity was measured over the S-day period. Cells were

harvested at a similar time each day (t 0.5 hr) to account for any possible diel

variation in GS activity, and concentrated by centrifugation at 15009 for 10 min, then

resuspended in permeabilization buffer (Rees et al. 1995) to give 5 x '107 cells mL-l.

Cell suspensions were immediately frozen in liquid Nz for 10 to 20 seconds, and

stored at -20o C prior to assaying enzyme activity (Rees et al. 1995). Assays for GS

activity followed the method of Rees et al. (1995), and were performed within two

weeks of sample collection, with GS activity expressed as fmol Pi cell-l h-l.

In this experiment it was assumed that the initial nitrate concentration (10 mM) was

sufficient to ensure that the cells were nitrogen-replete throughout the S-day period

(Larson 1992). To confirm that phosphate was not growth-limiting over the period of

this experiment, phosphate concentrations in the growth medium were also measured

at each time interval on sub-samples of medium (cells removed by filtration), using

the malachite green assay (Rees et al. 1995).

This experiment was repeated three times (during January and February 1997) using

separate batches of cells, and values are given as means t S.E.

2.2.3 The effect of different initial ammonium concentrations on subsequent

uptake and assimilation rafes. Rates of ammonium uptake and assimilation were

determined in N-starved cell suspensions (35 or 100 mL) in the presence of initial

ammonium concentrations of 10 (2 replicate experiments), 20, 50, 200 or 400 pM

NH+CI. Portions (1 or 4.95 mL) of cell suspension were removed immediately after

the addition of ammonium (t=0), and at 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60 minutes (except for 10

pM where the sampling interval was 0, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 20 minutes). The cells were then

removed by vacuum filtration (Millipore sampling manifold) through glass fibre filter
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discs. Goncunently, at each time point, portions (1.98 or 5 mL) of cell suspension

were added to polypropylene scintillation vials containing 2Q or 50 ;rL stock CCCP,

giving a final CCCP concentration of 100 pM. After 20 min, the cell suspension was

filtered and the ammonium concentration in the filtrate determined

spectrophotometrically using the indophenol blue method as described by Koroleff

(1983). Cultures were agitated several times during uptake experiments to ensure an

even suspension of cells. Rates of uptake and assimilation were determined as

outlined below. After the cells had been concentrated, mean cell densities for N-

starved cultureswere 5.34,5.73, 5.76, 5.69 and 9.6 x 106 cells mL-1 for 10,20, 50,

200 and 400 pM respectively.

2.2.4 Calculating the rates of ammonium uptake and assimilation. For P.

ticomutum, the rate of uptake was calculated as the net disappearance of

ammonium from the medium (thus including storage into intemal pools) as depicted in

Fi1.2.2. Rates were calculated from time-course experiments. Consistent with the

findings of Hanison et al. (1989), disappearance of ammonium from the medium was

not linear with time. The uptake rate of ammonium decreased with increasing

incubation time. Fitting a non-linear curye (SigmaPlotru, Jandel Scientific, San

Raphael, CA) to cumulative uptake against time allowed good calculation of the

uptake rate at time 0 (as proposed by Flynn 1998) for all concentrations used.

However, variations in time-course sampling regimes (i.e. no sampling points

between 0 and 5 minutes for all initial ammonium concentrations above 10 pM) meant

that comparison of uptake rates for all concentrations were undertaken using a linear

regression fit over the first 5 minutes (i.e. the shortest consistently used time interval)

of each time-course. Consequently, the time interval used to calculate the uptake

rate (V) was identified by the superscript Va5.

Rates of assimilation were determined by the decrease in the total concentration

(medium + cells) of ammonium present in separate portions of cell suspension

between zero time (ts) and the end of a given time interval (tr) (Fi1.2.2), At each time

point, CCCP was added to one culture portion, and total ammonium in the resulting

medium was determined 20 min after the CCCP addition. This particular time interval

was based on results of Experiment 2, which identified that ammonium release had

stabilised 20 min after CGCP addition. Assimilation rates were calculated from time-
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course experiments (i.e. a sampling regime of 0, 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60 min).

Ammonium assimilation was a linear function of time (over the period of uptake).

Galculation of the rate of ammonium assimilation (A) was undertaken using a linear

regression fit over the period of "ammonium uptake" for each initial ammonium

concentration.

Time after NH+"

addition (hr)

Treatment:

NH+* in medium

(uM)

+CCCP

400 42s 300

Uptake = 400- 300 = 100

Assimifation = 425- 375 -- 50

lnitial pool = 425- 400 = 25

Figure 2.2. Schematic summary of the method used for determining rates of

uptake and assimilation in Phaeodactylum tricornutum.

2.2.5 Statistrcal Analysis.

2.2.5.1 Rafes of ammonium uptake and assimilation by Phaeodactylum

tricornutum over a batch culture growth cycle. All data were tested a priori lor

normality and homogeneity of variance. Mean results from the 5 days sampled were

compared using a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA, SAS1, with a significance

level of P <0.05, for the following factors: uptake rate, assimilation rate and glutamine

synthetase ac;tivity. Following this where necessary, an a posterioi Tukey's

Studentized Range (HSD, SAS} comparison was conducted, with a significance level

of P <0.05.

2.2.5.2 The effects of different initial ammonium concentrations on

subseguenf rafes of ammonium uptake and assimilation. Both K, (i.e. the half-
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saturation constant) and V|:(i.e. the maximum uptake rate over the first 5 min at

saturating substrate concentration) /Aru (i.e. the maximum assimilation rate at

saturating substrate concentration) parameters were estimated by fitting a Michaelis-

Menten curve to either the ammonium uptake or assimilation data over the range of

concentrations investigated (0400 UM). Km and V'JlAn,u parameters wene

calculated using an iterative, least-squares curve-fitting function of SigmaPlot 4.0

(Jandel Scientific Co., San Rafael, California).
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 The effect of CCCP on ammonium uptake and release.

Experimenf 7; Uptake of ammonium by N-replete (Fig. 2.3A) and N-starved (Fig.

2.3B) cells of P. ticomutumwas markedly inhibited in the presence of 100 ttM CCCP.

For N-replete cells in the presence of CCCP, the concentration of ammonium in the

medium increased by a mean value of 5.8%, compared with an average decrease of

O.4o/o in medium containing CCCP only (Fig. 2.3A). The concentration of ammonium

in the medium of N-starved cells in the presence of CCCP decreased by an average

of 2.2o/o, compared with an average decrease of 0.9% in medium containing CCCP

only (Fig. 2.3B).

Expeiment 2: The addition of CCCP prevented further uptake of ammonium in N-

replete (Fig. 2.4A) and N-starved (Fig. 2.48) cells of P. tricomutum that had

previously taken up ammonium for 20 minutes. Following the addition of CCCP, the

concentration of ammonium in the medium increased, reaching a plateau 20 min later

(N.8. the circled data point depicts the beginning of the plateau, Fig. 2.4A and B). In

the case of N-starved cells, all unassimilated ammonium was probably released well

before the end of the 20 min period (Fig. 2.48, i.e. consistent overlapping enor bars).

In subsequent experiments all unassimilated ammonium from inside the cell was

considered released 20-minutes after the addition of CGCP.
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Figure 2.3. The effect of 100 pM CCCP on uptake of ammonium by (A)

nitrogen-rcplete and (B) nitrogen-starved Phaeodac$um

tricornutum cells. Values are means t 1 S.E. for nitrogen-replete

(N=3) or nitrogen-starved (N=5) cultures. N.B, direct comparison

of rates of ammonium uptake between nitrogen-replete and

nitrogen-starved cells cannot be made from the above graphs, as

cell densities used varied between the two nitrogen growth

conditions. __
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Figure 2.4. Ammonium uptake and subsequent release after the addition of

100 pM CCCP by (A) nitrogen-replete and (B) nitrogenetarued

Phaeodactylum tricornutum cells. CCCP was added at 20 min

(denoted by the vertical dashed line). Symbols circled in red

denote the incubation time used after addition of CCCP in

subsequent determinations of rates of asslmilation. Values arc

means t ,| S.E. for nitrogen-replete (N=4) or nitrogen-etarued (N=3)

cultures.
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2.3.2 Determining the rate of ammonium assimilation. Rates of ammonium

assimilation (A) were calculated from the linear decrease in the total ammonium

concentration (i.e. medium + cellular ammonium) over a time series, 20 minutes after

100 pM CCCP had been added to a portion of the cell suspension.
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Figure 2.5. Representative changes in ammonium concentration in either the

medium, or the medium and unassimilated cellular ammonium

(released by the addition of 100 pM CCCP), for (A) nitrogen-replete

or (B) nitrogen-starved cells ol Phaeodactylum tricornutum.
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A representative example of the results obtained is illustrated above in Fig. 2.5 for (A)

N-replete and (B) N-starved cultures respectively.

2.3.3 Rafes of ammonium uptake and assimilation by Phaeodactylum

tricornutum. Addition of 400 pM ammonium to nitrate-replete and nitrate-starved

cells resulted in rapid uptake (see section 2.3.1, Experiment 1). During the time

course of the experiment, the ammonium uptake rate (l/) gradually declined (see Fig.

2.3, filled circles). The rates of ammonium assimilation (A) (determined as described

in section 2.3.2) by nitrate-replete and nitrate-starved cells of P. tricomutum were

compared with initial rates of ammonium uptake (Vo1, after addition of 400 pM

ammonium chloride (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1. Gellular- and specific- ammonium uptake and assimilation rates,

for nitrogen-replete and nitrogen-starved cells of the marine

diatom Phaeodactylum tricomutum. Specific rates were

calculated assuming a nitrogen content of 86 fmol N'celt'r for

nitrogen-replete and 45 fmol N cell'l for nitrogen-starved cells

(Larson and Rees 1996). Values are means t 1 S.E. of five

separate experiments.

Uptake (tf') 12.5 t2.63 25.4x3.81 0.15 I 0.03 0.56 r 0.08

Assimilation (A) 5.20 r 0.80 7.73 t0.49 0.0610.01 0.17 r 0.01

N-starved cells had higher rates of ammonium uptake and assimilation than N-replete

cells (Table 2.1). The rate of ammonium assimilation was 42o/o of the initial uptake

rate in N-replete cells and 30% in N-starved cells. Moreover, the specific rate of

assimilation for N-replete cells was only slightly higher than the estimated maximum

growth rate fit,n"r) of 0.039 h-1, but N-starved cells had a specific rate of assimilation

approximately 4-fold higher than pr",, (Table 2.1). The specific rate of ammonium

uptake was approximately 14 times /.r,", after 24 h of N-starvation (Table 2.1).
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2.3.4 Rafes of ammonium uptake and assimilation by Phaeodactylum

tricornutum over a batch culture growth cycle. Figure 2.6,4 indicates that the cell

cultures used for this experiment were in exponential growth from day 1 to day 5 (i.e.

the logarithm of the cell number continued to increase throughout the experiment).

Squae = CellDensity
Diamond = Up,take Rate

Circle = Assimilation Rab

3

Time (day)

Figure 2.6. (A) Culture growtlr phase. (B) Rates of ammonium uptake (tf6f and

assimilation (Al lor Phaeodacfium tricornutum cells grown in batch

culture. Note that for each symbol, unfilled symbol = culture l, while

ftlled symbol = culture 2. Values are means of three separate

experiments t 1 S.E. (some S.E.'s are hidden by the symbol).
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A comparison of ammonium uptake rates (t\ over the S-day growth period

indicated a significant difference between days (1-way ANOVA, P <0.A12) (Fig. 2.68).

Subsequently, an a posteioi Tukey's Studentized Range (HSD) comparison

indicated that the average uptake rate for culture 2, day 2 was significantly lower than

days 3, 4 and 5.

The specific uptake rate (i.e. uptake per cellular N) increased dramatically over the

experimental period (Table 2.2). lnitially (days 1 & 3), uptake rates complemented

those obtained for N-replete cells (Table 2.1, N-replete cells, 0.15h-1). By day 5,

uptake rates had increased dramatically (Table 2.2), approaching the value obtained

tor 24 h N-starved cells (Table 2.1, N-starved cells, 0.56 h-1).

No detectable difference in ammonium assimilation rates (A) was identified over the

S-day growth period (1-way ANOVA, P >0.06) (Fig. 2.68). The specific rate of

ammonium assimilation increased gradually (Table 2.2) over the time-course of the

experiment but never reached the high levels obtained for N-starved cells (Table 2.1,

N-starved cells 0.17 h"). The specific rate of ammonium assimilation was

consistently higher than the specific growth rate (Table 2.2). An inverse relationship

between the rate of assimilation and the N content of the cells was identified.

Table 2.2. Specific rates of ammonium uptake and assimilation for

Phaeodactylum tricomutum during growth in batch cultures.

Note: Days 2 and 4 are not shown, as the cellular N content was

not analysed.

Day

1 122.56 0.019 0.15 r 0.011 0.04 r 0.003

3 102.O7 0.o27 O.12xO.O21 0.06 r 0.007

5 93.01 0.018 o.32 xO.O22 0.08 + 0.007

Cellular glutamine synthetase (GS) activity was highly variable between replicate

cultures (i.e. large standard error bars) (Fig 2.7), with no detectable difference in GS

activity identified through time (1-way ANOVA, P >0.9). Over the majority of the
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experiment, GS activity was <75 fmol cell-1 h-1, similar to levels obtained for nitrate-

grown cells of 69 t 7 fmol cell-l h-l lRees et al. 1995).

234
Time (day)

Figure 2.7. Changes in glutamine synthetase activity in Phaeodactylum

tricornutum cells grown in batch culture over a S-day period.

Values are means of three separate experiments t { S.E.

A comparison of the assimilation:GS ratio (GS converted to activity at20o C) provides

an estimate of the amount of enzyme activity used for the relative amount of

assimilation taking place. Table 2.3 outlines the assimilation:GS ratio over the S-day

growth period. Over this period, between 35 and 630/o of all GS activity was being

used for ammonium assimilation.

Table 2.3. The assimilation:GS ratio for Phaeodactylum tricornutum cells

grown in batch culture over a S-day period.
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Phosphate concentrations in the medium decreased markedly over the first two days

of cell growth, followed by the release of phosphate into the medium by P. ticomutum

cells on days 3 and 4, producing a subsequent increase in the external phosphate

concentration. By day 5, phytoplankton utilisation of available phosphate had again

decreased the concentration in the medium (Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.8. Goncentration of phosphate (pM) in the medium during growth of

Phaeodactylum tricornutum in batch culture. Values are means of

three separate experiments t 1 S.E.

2.3.5 Effecb of different initial ammonium concentrations on subsequent

rates of ammonium uptake and assimilation. The effect of varying the initial

ammonium concentration added to N-starved P. ticomutum cells on the subsequent

rates of ammonium uptake and assimilation is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Both K'n and

Vf: parameters were derived by fitting a Michaelis-Menten curve (see section

2.2.5.2) to the ammonium uptake data plotted against the initial ammonium

concentration, giving K*=1.47 ltMand Vj;l =24.24fmo1 cell-1 h-l.

Both K, and A^"r parameters were derived by fitting a Michaelis-Menten curve (see

section 2.2.5.2) to the ammonium assimilation data plotted against the initial
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ammonium concentration, giving K'=2.63 pM and A'ax=9.26 fmol cell-1 h-' (A rates

calculated over the period of active uptake).

O Uptake
O Assimilation

0 100 200 300 400

Ammonium concentration (pM)

Figure 2.9. Effect of ammonium concentration on rates of ammonium uptake

(Vo-t), and assimilation (A) in nitrogen-starved cells of

Phaeodactylum tricomutum. Curves are fitted to Michaelis-ilenten

modele using nonlinear regression, as described in the text (black

= uptake, red = assimilation). Values are replicates of three

separate experiments for each initial concentration, except for l0

;rM, where only two replicate experiments were performed.
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2.4 Discussion
Ammonium assimilation is a key component in the metabolism of most N sources in

marine algae. Despite this importance, it is the least studied component of the

metabolic pathway from inorganic N to protein. The method reported here provides a

simple and effective means of determining rates of ammonium assimilation in algae.

The protonophore carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) completely (98

- 99%) inhibited uptake of ammonium and allowed release of unassimilated

ammonium by Phaeodactylum ticomutum. These effects of CCCP enabled rates of

ammonium assimilation to be determined. There are three possible effects of CCCP

on uptake and assimilation:

i. CCCP inhibits all uptake (active (NH+.) and passive (NHs)), but not

assimilation

ii. CCCP inhibits active uptake (NHo), but not passive uptake (NHr) or

assimilation

aii. CCCP inhibits active uptake (NHr*) and assimilation, but not passive uptake

(NHo)

Although there is considerable evidence that CCCP is a potent inhibitor of active

uptake (NHr), it will not prevent passive uptake of NHe. To do so, it would have to

make the membrane gas-impermeable. Measurements of dark respiration (Rees,

unpubl. data) in the presence of 100 UM CCGP, suggests that membranes were not

made gas-impermeable. Therefore, option (i) can be discounted. lf option (ii) had

occuffed, continuous uptake in the presence of CCCP would have been observed.

This is because although the intracellular NHg concentration would equilibrate with the

extemal concentration, assimilation would constantly decrease the intracellular

ammonium, which would be replaced by external NHs, fi.e. uptake). However,

continuous uptake in the presence of CCCP was not observed in this study (Fig. 2.3).

Consequently, option (iii) is the most likely explanation for my observations.

There are a number of possible reasons for the inhibition of active ammonium uptake

and assimilation, and the release of intracellular ammonium in the presence of CCCP.

One possible explanation is the uncoupling of mitochondrial and chloroplast ATP

synthesis by CCCP. Though glycolytic ATP synthesis would not be prevented, and

instead stimulated in the presence of CCCP (Noshiro et al. 1987), the reversal of the

ATP synthase should rapidly hydrolyze any cytosolic ATP (Budd and Nicholls 1996).
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f n support of this contention, ATP levels in Chlorella fusca (Sianoudis et al. 1986) and

Dunaliella tertiolecta (Belmans and van Laere 1988) decrease markedly in the

presence of CCCP. However, maximum rates of respiration (i.e. maximum

uncoupling) in P. tricomutum are obtained with 1-2 pM CCCP, whereas 100 pM

CCCP slightly inhibits respiration (Rees, unpubl. data). Another explanation involves

changes in intracellular pH. For example, in C. fusca (Sianoudis et al. 1985) the

cytosofic and vacuolar pH values are 7.4 and 5.7, respectively, yet CCCP abolishes

this pH gradient in C. fusca (Sianoudis et al. 1985). Moreover, CCCP abolishes the

pH gradient across the plasma membrane (Kallas and Dahlquist 1981, Mitsumori and

Ito 1984, Sianoudis et al. 1986). As most of the free ammonium in plant cells is

stored in acidic compartments such as the vacuole (Lee and Ratcliffe 1991, Roberts

and Pang 1992), the abolition of pH gradients by CCCP is the most likely explanation

for release of ammonium (Rees 1995). Decreased cytosolic pH in the presence of

CCCP may also explain inhibition of active uptake (Ryan and Walker 1994). In

addition, CCCP inactivates glutamine synthetase in Monoraphidium braunii (Garcia-

Fernandez et al. 1995). lt is probable that all of these mechanisms contribute to the

observed inhibition of active ammonium uptake and assimilation, and release of

unassimilated ammonium.

Using CCCP as a means of determining the rate of ammonium assimilation could

result in either an underestimation or overestimation of the true rate. The rate of

assimilation would be underestimated if, in the presence of CCCP, assimilation of

ammonium was prevented, but ammonium-generating reactions (e.g.

photorespiration) continued. However, this would cause the release of ammonium in

the presence of CCCP to increase steadily after the pool of unassimilated ammonium

had been released. There was no evidence for this additional release (Fig. 2.4).

Overestimation of the rate of assimilation would occur if not all of the unassimilated

ammonium were released, or if CCCP faited to completely inhibit assimilation. The

former is a potential cause of any overestimation, because equilibrium would be

reached in the presence of CCCP such that the internal and external concentrations

of NHg would be equal. In the presence of CCCP, at equilibrium, 2.5o/o of

preaccumulated 1aC-methylammonium remained within N-starved cells of P.

ticomutum (Rees et al. 1998). Similarly, in this study, in the presence of CCCP,

2.2o/o of ammonium disappeared from the medium with N-starved cells, suggesting
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that the method may slightly overestimate the rate of assimilation. Though CCCP

completely inhibited assimilation of ammonium after incubation for a period, the

method would be compromised if complete inhibition did not occur immediately.

Though complete inhibition probably does not occur instantly, the available evidence

suggests that it occurs very rapidly. In the experiments that followed the effects of

CCCP on uptake of ammonium, CCCP was added immediately before ammonium.

With the high concentration of ammonium (400 pM) used here, a substantial

component of uptake would be due to passive diffusion of NHs (i.e. initial

concentration at t = 0 of 22.5 1tM, pKa= 9.25) (Rees 1995). Consequently, any delay

in the inhibition of assimilation by CCCP would have been observed as ammonium

disappearance from the medium. Very little (a maximum oI2.2o/o\ was observed.

The relationship between the rate of ammonium uptake (y) and growth has been

extensively studied under steady state conditions (Conway and Harrison 1977,

Goldman and Glibert 1982). Studies of transient uptake responses (Parslow et al.

1984 a, b, Cochlan and Hanison 1991) are also necessary to provide an

understanding of the potential complexity of phytoplankton responses that exist in the

marine environment. In general, rates of ammonium uptake exceed the growth rate,

particularly if growth is limited by the availability of N (Goldman and McCarthy 1978,

Gofdman and Glibeft 1982, Zehr et al. 1988, Cochlan and Hanison 1991), The

resufts of the present study, with nitrate-starved Phaeodactylum ticomutum, are

similar to those from the uptake studies described above with N-starved cultures; the

initial specific ammonium uptake rates were greater than the pr",, observed for N-

replete cells (nitrate-replete lt, = 3.8-times, nitrate-starved tP5 = 14.4-times). More

importantly, while the nitrate-replete specific uptake rate was higher than the /"r"'
observed for N-replete cells, the specific assimilation rate was very similar (0.06

compared to 0.039 h-11 to the pr", observed for N-replete cells, presumably as a

consequence of balanced grovrth (Shuter 1979). In contrast to this, the nitrate-

starved cells, which had a greatly enhanced specific uptake rate, also had an

enhanced specific assimilation rate (A = 4.4-times) when compared to the p'"'
observed for N-replete cells. Flynn (1998) recommended that estimates of transport

[uptake] kinetics, and other factors such as cell size and/or shape (which may affect

transport (see Stolte and Riegman 1995)) should not be used in isolation to infer a

competitive advantage for one individual phytoplankton species over another. This
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ability to contrast not only uptake responses, and their associated kinetic parameters

(K^ Vu, and q) (Harrison et al. 1989), but also assimilation responses and their

associated kinetic parameters, should allow a far more detailed comparison of the

competitive abilities of each species to incorporate transient sources of ammonium.

Although the rate of ammonium uptake (|A1 appeared to increase with time, in the 5-

day batch culture experiment, possibly due to increasing N-starvation (Fig. 2.6),

caution should be exercised in the interpretation of this trend. This increase in uptake

rate may not be indicative of changes related purely to nitrate levels (as suggested by

the difference in uptake rates for culture 1 & 2, day 2; culture t having been

subsampled and culture 2 with no prior subsampling). As both cells and media were

removed each day, the culture nitrate levels were probably largely unaffec'ted.

However, decreasing the total volume may have affected the inorganic carbon supply

(as the same amount of air was bubbling through consistently less culture volume

each day), and consequently altered the uptake rate (tr1 per cell. This possible

confounding of experimental variables becomes apparent when the uptake results of

the Sday growth experiment (i.e. cultures that were subsampled, resulting in

decreasing culture volume) are compared with results from several other cultures that

have not been previously subsampled (see Fig. 2.10 below). Figure 2.10 depicts the

affects subsampling may have on estimating the ammonium uptake rate (Ve1 over a

S-day batch culture growth phase. This comparison suggests the need for cultures to

be grown tor 4 and 5 days (with no prior subsampling), followed by sampling to

measure rates of ammonium uptake and assimilation, before the true effects of this

experiment can be fully ascertained. These experimental manipulations may have

also affected the ammonium assimilation results, although any effect appears to be

far less. External phosphate concentrations confirmed that phosphate was not

limiting at any stage of the experiment.
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Figure 2.10. Graphical representation of two possible outcomes of the Sday

growth experiment. The solid line depicts the maximal uptake

rate (tf1 obtained from cultures that were subsampled after day

1. The dashed line depicts the maximal uptake rate (tff from

cultures that were grown for a known period and then sampled

(i.e. no prior subsampling).

However, over the S-day batch culture growth period the specific uptake rate

increased with increasing N-limitation. The specific uptake rate after 5 days of batch

cufture growth was lower than for cells that had been N-starved for 24 h, possibly

reflecting differences in the amount of N-starvation induced by the two different

methods used. Specific uptake rates on day 5 were similar to those obtained for N-

limited continuous cultures at the highest growth rates (i.e. 0.77 d-l, see Chapter 3).

When investigating ammonium uptake and assimilation in N-replete batch cultures, it

is important to consider that with increasing growth rate cellular N content decreases,

even before the N-source is fully depleted (Dortch et al. 1984). This implies that there

will only be a very small temporal window where cells grown in this manner will be N-

replete.

The specific rate of ammonium assimilation was higher (2-4 times) than the specific

growth rate over the S-day growth period. The specific assimilation rate after 5 days
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of batch culture growth was lower than for cells that had been N-starved for 24 h.

After 5 days of batch culture growth, the specific rate of ammonium assimilation was

similar to those obtained for N-limited continuous cultures, at the highest growth rates

(i.e. 017 d-1, see Chapter 3). These data, together with those for another diatom,

Ihalassiosira pseudonana (Zehr et al. 1988), suggest that it is only the rate of protein

synthesis that is coupled to growth rate in N-limited diatoms (Wheeler 1983).

GS activity did not vary significantly through time, this may in part be due to the large

variability measured between replicate experiments. However, this constant level of

GS activity parallels the consistency measured with respect to ammonium

assimilation rates. The rate of ammonium assimilation in P. tricomutum was between

35-63% of the maximum activity of GS measured with saturating substrate

concentrations. As identified by Rees et al (1998), this may stem from the fact that

measurement of maximum activity (i.e. with substrates present at saturating

concentrations) may not truly represent the in vivo environment of the enzyme.

Studies of GS activity in rat brain tissue (Kanamori and Ross 1993, Kanamori et al.

1995) have found that in vivo rates are limited by sub-optimal in sifu concentrations of

the enzyme's substrates, suggesting that the use of maximum enzyme activity is not a

reliable measure of assimilation rate.

Although a Michaelis-Menten curve was fit to the data to give approximations of K'

and Vfl;], (see Berges et al. (1994) for a comparison of curve fitting methods), this is

not strictly appropriate, as the ammonium uptake rate was not constant over the time-

course of each uptake experiment (Wheeler 1983). Further, it should be recognised

that the maximum ammonium uptake rate ( Vl;|,, derived ftom a Michaelis-Menten

curve fit to the data) was obtained from uptake rates (for initial ammonium

concentrations in the range 10-400 prM) measured over a presumed linear 5 minute

incubation period. Methodologically, higher maximum ammonium uptake values

would be obtained by reducing the period of this incubation (Hanison et al. 1989).

Over the last few decades numerous investigators have determined the kinetics of

ammonium uptake in both cultured and natural assemblages of phytoplankton (see

review by Dortch 1990). lt is often difficult to compare results between these studies

due to differences in experimental incubation periods, the variety of techniques used
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and the physiological condition of the phytoplankton (Hanison et al. 1989). Generally

the values of the half-saturation constant (K'n) are lower for oceanic species (e.9. 0.1

- 0.7 pM) than for neritic diatoms (0.5 - 9.3 pM) (Eppley et al. 1969). K,.'.' values for

ammonium uptake for N-starved cells of the estuarine/coastal isolate P. ticomutum in

this study of 1.47 pM were of a similar magnitude to those for neritic diatoms. This

presumably reflects the fact that N uptake by microalgae saturates at extremely low

concentrations (Goldman and McCarthy 1978, Goldman and Glibert 1982, 1983,

McCarthy 1981, Wheeler 1983, Parslow et al. 1984 b, 1985, Gochlan and Hanison

1991). Assuming a N content of 45 fmol N cell-l for N-starved P. tricomufum cells

(Larson and Rees 1996) and a Vffj of 24.24 fmol N cell-l h-l this gives a maximum

specific ammonium uptake rate of 0.54 h-l.

Concurrent estimation of the kinetic parameters for ammonium assimilation indicated

that the K' for ammonium assimilation was higher than that estimated for ammonium

uptake (2.63 compared to 1.47 pM), while the maximum rate of ammonium

assimilation was less than that for ammonium uptake (9.26 compared to 24.24 fmol N

cell-l hr;. This ability to estimate kinetic parameters for the processes of ammonium

assimilation as well as uptake invites a more thorough look at the abilities of different

phytoplankton species to compete for and then utilise transient ammonium resources.

The next step in verifying the use of this methodology is to observe a suite of

phytoplankton species with respect to varying N states (i.e. -replete -starved and -

deficient) to compile information on uptake rate variability and the associated

assimilation rates. The effect of preconditioning cells on ammonium should also be

investigated with respect to subsequent uptake and assimilation rates after transient

ammonium addition. The effects of light and dark, in relation to rates of ammonium

assimilation, would also be of interest in an attempt to link the products of

photosynthesis with the GS-assimilation pathway.

This study is the first to directly measure ammonium assimilation by microalgae at a

range of external concentrations. The results presented here indicate that ammonium

uptake is faster than the rate of ammonium assimilation in both N-replete and N-

starved phytoplankton. In turn, the specific rate of ammonium assimilation was

consistently higher than the specific growth rate implying that an incorporation step

further on in the chain may be rate limiting. Flynn (199S) suggested that perhaps
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uptake rates are not the main concern in phytoplankton competition as long as uptake

rates are always greater than or equal to rates of assimilation, and that assimilation

rate is the more important consideration. Indeed, the rate-limiting step may actually

be the incorporation of glutamine or other amino acids into protein.
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N-eource effEcts on grorrfir: under N- or Fe-limitation

3: ErrecTS oF NrnoGEN SoURGE

(NTTRATE oR AnltmoNruM) UNDER

N TNOGEN. oR I RoN.LIIUTATIoN :

BrocHEMrcAL CorupostnoN AND

PnvSIoLOGIcAL GnnnncTERISTIcS oF THE

MARINE DIATOM Phaeodactylum tricornutum

BOHLIN.

9ummary: Cel/s of the coastal marine diatom Phaeodacglum hicornutum Bohlin

were grown in nitrogen (N)- or iron (Fe)-limited chemostats (with either nitrate or

ammonium as fhe N-source). Under both forms of nutrient limitation, with growth rate

held as a cpnstant, biochemical and physiological paramefers wete measurcd to

determine any apparent differences between cells grcwn on nitnte nther than

ammonium.

Nitrogen-limited chemosfafs were maintained at eight grov'tth rafes, nnging ftom 0.16

to 0.77 d' (Lt =0.94 dl), under continuous photon flux densities of 150 pmot photons

m-' s-', which saturated photosynthes.s af att times. With increasing N-limitation

nitrate- and ammonium-limited chemosfafs showed a significant decrcase in the

nitrogen:carbon (N:C) rctio, net photosynthesis:particulate N, chlorophyll a (Chl-a)

per cell, and an tncrease in C:Chl-a. Nitrate-limited cells did not appear to drastically

alter any measured biochemical response to achieve the same grovtth rate as

ammonium-limited cells under N-limited light-saturated conditions. Nifiogen-limitation

did not produce a large decrease in the Fv/Fm ratio, an index of the efficiency of
photosystem II (PS'/I) photochemistry. Under N-limitatioA GS activtty was far higher
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(approx. S-fold) than that previously recorded for N-starued cells. GS activity per Chl-

a decreased with decrcasing N-limitation and was nof detectably different between

nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells. In N-limited (either nitrate or ammonium)

chemostafe fhe rate of maximum GS activity was positively conelated with the rate

of N incorporation. However, the maximum GS activity was not a 1:1 predictor of

total A/ incorporation under steady-state N-limited conditions. The

glutamine:glutamate (Gln:GIu) ratio (an index of the cellular N-sfafus) was

significantly reduced under N-limitation, largely due to a far lower concentration of

i ntracel I u I a r g I uta m i n e.

After a transient addition of ammonium, the maximum specific ammonium uptake

rate was significantly enhanced (a |2-fold increase) compared with uptake under

sfeady-sfate conditions. The enhancement of the maximum specific ammonium

uptake rate increased with incrcasing N-limitation, and could be defined by a linear

relationship with 1t:1t . The maximum specific assimilation rate (measured with the

protonophore method, Rees et al. (1998)), however, increased by only -3-fold over

the majority of the grovtth rates studied. The maximum specific assimilation rate was

relatively constant over most of the grovtth rafes investigated but decreased as p

approached p . The amount of GS activity being used for ammonium assimilation

under sfeady-state conditions was 7To and 60/o for nitrate- and ammonium-limited

cel/s rcspectively.

Fe-limited chemostats were grcwn at the grovvth rates 0.16 and 0.68 di (tt =0.94 tl),
under continuous photon flux densities of 150 pmot photons m-2 s-1 , which saturated

photosynthesis af all times. Fe-limited nitrate-grown cells excreted nitrite and

ammonium into the growth medium. This release of nitrite (and to a /esser extent,

ammonium) is probably a consequence of lack of reductant. With increasing Fe-

Iimitation nitrate- and ammonium-grown chemostafs showed a significant decrcase in

net photosynfhesis: particulate N, and Chl-a per cell. However, under Fe-limitation

cellular N and C was similar to that of Fe-replete cells, suggesfing that the N-source

used for grcvvth (e.9. nitrate or ammonium) did not influence N assimilation (i.e. that

nitrat*grown cells were able to secure the extra reductant required to support

growth) under Fe-limited, light saturating conditions. lron-limitation did produce a

large decrease in the Fv/Fu ratio, an index of the efficiency of PSII photochemistry.

Both Fo/Chl-a and FilChl-a were far higher for Fe-limited cells when compared to
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Fe-replete cells. Under Fe-limited conditions GS activity was on a similar sca/e fo

that measured for Fe-rcplete cel/s. As Fe-limitation decreased, nitrategrown cells

had higher GS activity. GS activity per Chl-a of Fe-limited cells was far lower than

that of N-limited cells, and for ammonium-grown cells decrcased with decreasing Fe-

limitation. Because GOGAT is an iron-metalloprotein, buf GS has no known metal

ion content, under conditions of Fe-limitafion GS activity should remain constant

while GOGAT activity should decrease. However, the Gln:Glu ratio measurcd under

Fe-limited conditions was similar to that of Fe-replefe cel/s, i.e. Gln did not increase

significantly under Fe-limitation. The response of glutamate and glutamine per Chl-a

to decreasing Fe-limitation appeared to be specific to the grcvvth N-source (e.9.

nitrate or ammonium).

A comparison of N- and Fe-limitation revealed that several biochemical paramefers

responded in a nutrient speciftc manner.

3.1 lntroduction

3.1.1 Nitrogen-limitation of phytoplankton growth.

The concept of a limiting nutrient governing phytoplankton growth in aquatic systems

has long been investigated, with initial work on nitrogen (N)-deficient Chlorclla

conducted by Spoehr and Milner (1949). In the marine environment, the two main

forms of inorganic N available to phytoplankton are nitrate (NOt) and ammonium

(NHrl. lf both N-sources are freely available, phytoplankton ecologists have

generally assumed that ammonium will be used preferentially by most marine algae

(theoretically, in response to the extra costs involved in converting nitrate to

ammonium; the form of N used by the cell) (Dugdale 1976, McCarthy 1981, Dortch

1990). Thus, cells growing on nitrate may have an extra demand for reductant, up to

25o/o of that required during concomitant reduction of carbon dioxide in

photosynthesis (Guenero et al. 1981). Nitrate-grown cells theoretically must

compensate for this additional cost, relative to cells growing on ammonium.

Thompson et al. (1939) and Levasseur et al. (1993) have outlined four potential

strategies that nitrate-grown phytoplankton may use to compensate for the higher

energy requirement of nitrate reduction. These are 1) a decrease in growth rate
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and/or carbon (Qc) and nitrogen (Qru) quotas; 2) an increase in light absorption

efficiency through an increase in pigment content (i.e. increased Chl-a cell-l1; 3) an

increase in net photosynthetic efficiency; and 4) use of different, more energy

efficient, metabolic pathways. The study by Levasseur et al. (1993) of two diatom

species identified that both species had reduced N per cell and higher carbon (C):N

ratios (strategy 1) when grown on nitrate as opposed to ammonium, under saturating

light conditions. In contrast, Levasseur et al. (1993) found that a dinoflagellate and a

chlorophge had similar growth rates under these conditions. A similar study by

Wood and Flynn (1995), of a marine raphidophyte, also identified a decrease in

growth rate and Qru (strategy 1) when cells were grown on nitrate as opposed to

ammonium. Wood and Flynn (1995) confirmed that any difference due to the N-

source that supported growth was less obvious at lower photon flux densities, as the

difference in C status at low photon flux densities will be less.

In many cases, however, nitrate-grown cells do not have significantly higher growth

rates than cells grown on ammonium (Syrett 1981, Thompson et al. 1989). Along

with these conflic'ting results, several other additional issues complicate the ability to

generalize concerning the relative costs of growth on nitrate as opposed to

ammonium. 1) Several studies have used continuous illumination, while other

studies have used a lighUdark cycle; and 2l many studies have been conducted in

strict batch culture systems where it becomes impossible to separate the effects of a

general deterioration in cell metabolism with increasing culture age, from the effects

of changing nutrient availability (Osbome and Geider 1986). However, semi-

continuous batch cultures have been used successfully by several investigators

(Thompson et al. 1989, Levasseur et al. 1993). Consequently, it remains largely

unclear how cells adapt to the greater energy requirement for the reduction of nitrate

to ammonium, and, whether this energy requirement is significant when compared to

the total energy avaihbb (Wood and Flynn 1995). By holding the growth rate as a

constant, under N-limited continuous culture conditions (i.e. steady-state growth), the

objective of this study was to investigate the relative physiological and biochemical

changes in response to two different N-sources (nitrate or ammonium) for

Phaeodactylum ticomufum cells grown under continuous saturating light conditions.

Nitrogen is a structural component of protein, nucleotides and chlorophyll in algal
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cells (Geider et al. 1998). Nitrogen-limitation is therefore expected to affect the

biochemical composition of cells; both the con@ntrations of macromolecules (e.9.

N:C ratio, Chlorophyll a (Chl-a)) and the amount of given enzymes (e.9. nitrate

reductase (NR), nitrite reductase (NiR), glutamine synthetase (GS) and glutamate

synthase (GOGAT)). The lack of sufiicient evidence supporting an energetic

advantage for ammonium-grown cells may simply be a case of not measuring the

processes that are most affected (Wood and Flynn 1995). In this study, by

incorporating measures of enzyme activity (i.e. GS) and the amino acid ratio -
glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu), and by holding the growth rate as a constant (i.e.

under steady-state conditions), a more focused analysis of the relative costs of

growth on nitrate, as opposed to ammonium, was undertaken.

Many authors have reported GS activity in marine phytoplankton from several algal

families, and in most cases GS has been found to provide the major route, and

sometimes the sole route, for ammonium assimilation (Maurin and Le Gal 1997).

Glutamine synthetase, in marine algae, fulfills several characteristics of a rate-limiting

enzyme (Newsholme and Crabtree 1986); it has a complex structure and post-

translational regulatory mechanisms (Maurin and Le Gal 1997). Therefore, GS may

be rate-limiting in the assimilation of ammonium into glutamine. However, it has

been difficult to interpret GS activity as a direct measure of ammonium assimilation,

as GS activity has been poorly characterised under steady-state conditions, An

experimental correlation between a specific enzyme activity (e.9. GS), and an

independently measured rate of the specific pathway function (e.g. ammonium

assimilation), is often lacking (Berges and Harrison 1995a). However, a study of NR

activity as a predictor of nitrate incorporation by Berges and Harrison (1995a)

identified that for several species, under specific groMh conditions (i.e. light

limitation), the in yifio assay did provide a true reflection of the in vivo activity of the

enzyme (Newsholme and Crabtree 1986). This conversion may be problematic

because enzyme activity is modulated rn vivo by phosphorylation and allosteric

modifications, and subsequently may bear little relationship to rn vivo activity (Berges

and Harrison 1995a). Using the in sifu colorimetric GS assay developed by Rees et

al. (1995), the relationship between maximum GS activity (measured with saturating

substrate concentrations) and N incorporation rate (under steady-state conditions)

was investigated.
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Flynn (1990) has suggested that the molar ratio of intracellular Gln:Glu may be used

as an indicator of the relative availability of C (via GOGAT) and ammonium (via GS)

for protein synthesis. Measurement of the Gln:Glu ratio under steady-state

conditions was therefore used as an indicator of the relative effects of different

growth N-sources, on the availability of these substrates for protein synthesis. In N-

replete cells of marine unicellular algae the Gln:Glu ratio is 0.5-1.5, however, this

ratio decreases during N-deprivation to <0.2 (Flynn 1990).

Nitrogen-limitation also affects the distribution of electron transfer through the light

reactions of photosynthesis, thereby affecting the fluorescen@ characteristics of an

algal cell (Turpin 1991). At ambient temperature ffuorescence emission is almost

entirely due to photosystem II (PSD (Krause and Weis 1991), therefore fluorescence

cannot provide information about photosystem I (PSI). The relative effects of N-

starvation or N-limitation on photosystems I and II have been investigated by several

researchers (e.9. Falkowski et al. 1989, Berges et al. 1996). In general N-deficiency

causes a decrease in PSIL however, highly variable results have been obtained for

PSI. This suggests that the effects of N-deficiency on PSI may be species specific,

or may vary with the type of N-deprivation (i.e. starvation vs. limitation) (Berges et al.

1996). Consequently, the variable fluorescence ratio (Fv/Fu), a measure of PStr

photochemical efficiency (Butler and Kitajima 1975) was used to evaluate any effect

of growth with ammonium or nitrate in NJimited P. ticomutum cells. As a general

rule, an Fv/Fu ratio of -0.65 is generally associated with physiologically healthy

phytoplankton (Kolber et al. 1988).

Several studies have demonstrated that N-deprived phytoplankton are capable of an

enhanced ability to take up sour@s of cpmbined N (i.e. the maximal uptake rate,

=Vp, is enhanced), which, over short time-periods, often exceeds the maximum

growth rate (Horrigan and McCarthy 1982, Quarmby et al. 1982, Wheeler 1983).

Rapid ammonium uptake by N-limited phytoplankton is also a well-established

phenomenon (Conway et al. 1976, McCarthy and Goldman 1979, Goldman and

Glibert 1982). However, if uptake is controlled intemally, it may be difficult to assess

the effect of preconditioning N-source. This may be exaggerated by the fact that

uptake is normally measured over a time-course long enough for assimilation to
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strongly affect the rate of uptake (Dortch et al. 1991). Very few studies have

compared the effects of the preconditioning N-source on ammonium uptake in

chemostat cultures (Dortch et al. 1991). Although there has been intensive research

into uptake of ammonium by marine phytoplankton, there has been very little work on

the subsequent down-stream processes (e.9. assimilation) (Flynn et al. 1999). The

effect of N-limited growth (with either nitrate or ammonium as the N-source) on rates

of ammonium uptake and assimilation, after a transient addition of ammonium to P.

tricomutum cells, was also investigated.

3.1.2 lron-limitation of phytoplanhon growth.

Even though N is considered to be the major limiting nutrient in the sea, iron (Fe) is

also essential for photosynthetic organisms (Reuter and Ades 1987, Raven 1988).

There is good evidence that Fe availability limits primary production in some parts of

the world's oceans (e.g. Kolber et al. 1994, Coale et al. 1996, Landry et al. 1997).

lron is also required by phytoplankton in the reduction of nitrate to ammonium via the

nitrate reductase pathway (Verstraete et al. 1980, Raven 1988), suggesting that

nitrate-grown cells should have a higher Fe requirement than cells utilising

ammonium. Raven (1988) has calculated that to achieve the same growth rates,

nitrate-grown cells demand a 6OVo higher Fe requirement compared with cells grown

on ammonium. Though field investigations and theoretical predictions have

promoted the interdependence of Fe and N metabolism, until recently very little

research has focused on this issue.

Because GOGAT is an iron-metalloprotein, but GS has no known metal ion content

(Galvan et al. 1987), under conditions of Fe-limitation GS activity should remain

constant while GOGAT activity should decrease. Assuming that these responses to

Fe-limitation are valid, decreased GOGAT activity as a consequence of Fe-limitation

should result in an increased cellular Gln:Glu ratio in comparison to N-replete cells.

The marine diatom P. ticomutum is an estuarine/coastal isolate, and therefore, is

likely to possess a high growth requirement for Fe when compared to oceanic

species adapted to low Fe environments (Brand et al. 1983, Sunda et al. 1991,

Sunda and Huntsman 1995). An examination of the affects of different N-sources,
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and Fe-limitation (under steady-state conditions) on the biochemical and

physiological status of P. tricomutum was conducted, in an attempt to determine

whether it is advantageous for this marine diatom to utilise ammonium rather than

nitrate, when faced with Fe-limited conditions.

3.1.3 Nitrogen- vs. lron-limitation

In summary, both Fe and N deficiency have profound effects on the physiological and

biochemical characteristics of unicellular algae (Healey 1973). Because many of

these characteristics are common to most, or all, forms of nutrient deficiency, this has

led to a limited ability to distinguish between different types of nutrient deficiency in

the field (Rees 1991). Comparisons of the biochemical and physiological responses

of P. tricomutum to both Fe- and N-limitation were made, to investigate the potential

for any nutrient specific indicators.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Chemostat Culture Conditions for Phaeodactylum tricornutum.

All chemicals used for media preparation or experimental analysis were analytical

grade or HPLC grade where appropriate.

3.2.1.1 General Chemostat Culture Conditions. Chemostats of the marine

diatom Phaeodactylum ticornufum Bohlin (NERC Culture Collection of Algae and

Protozoa 1052/0) were grown axenically in ASP2 medium (Provasoli et al. 1957), pH

8.0. All cultures were grown in replicate 0.5L chemostats (Goldman et al. 1982) in

continuous light (150 pmol photons m-2 s-l, photosynthetically active radiation) at 20o

C, with continuous aeration (sterile humidified air), and mixing (with a teflon-coated

magnetic stir bar). A consistent cell density (t 10%) over three successive days for

each individual culture identified that steady state had been reached. The

chemostats had generally been operating for at least two weeks before harvesting.

Cell densities were determined by haemocytometer (improved Neubauer). Due to

common difficulties in maintaining axenic chemostats after sampling at a specific

growth rate, fresh, uncontaminated chemostats were set-up for each new dilution

rate. Grovvth rates in the chemostat cultures were assumed to equal the dilution rate

(Herbert et al. 1956). For N-limited chemostats the entire experiment (i.e. all dilution

rates) was repeated twice during the period October 1996 to December 1997. For

Fe-limited chemostats one experiment (i.e. dilutions 0.16 and 0.68) vvas run over the

period March to April 1998.

3.2.1.2 Nitrogen-limited Chemosfafs. The ASP2 medium was modified as

follows: NaCl 240 mM, KCI 10 mM, NHIC| or NaNOg 200;rM, KzHPO+ 115;lM,

Na2EDTA 95 pM, and vitamin 812 3.7 nM. Three replicate 0.5 L chemostats were

grown under either ammonium- or nitrate-limited conditions. Culture dilution rates

were varied in a stepwise manner, from ca. 0.16 d-1, to just below the maximum

growth rate (estimated by cell washout) i.e. 0.16, 0.25, 0.34, 0.42, O.51, 0.60, 0.68

and 0.77 d-1. This corresponds to 1742o/o of the maximum growth rats (l,rmax=0.94)

attainabfe for P. tricomutum grown at 2Oo C in nutrient-replete batch cultures (A.

Rees, pers. comm.). In-flowing nutrient medium was checked for N concentration

periodically, and was constant at 200 pM t 5o/o.
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3.2.1.3 lron-limited Chemostats. Chemostats of the marine diatom P.

ticomutum Bohlin were grown axenically in ASP2 medium (Provasoli et al. 1957), pH

8.0, modified as described above, except that FeEDTA was omitted and the NHICI or

NaNOa was 5 mM. Tris buffer was added at twice the normal concentration to

neutralize any pH effects of NH+*. To reduce Fe contamination, all glassware was

soaked tor 24 h in 50% HCl, and then rinsed 3 times with deionized water prior to

use. Six 0.5 L chemostats (Goldman et al. 1982) were grown without Fe; three

replicates with either ammonium-, or nitrate-, as the growth N-source. Cultures were

grown at two dilution rates at the lower and higher ends of the growth conditions

attainable (i.e. 0.16 and 0.68 d-1). Although no Fe was added (theoretically violating

the definition of a true chemostat, controlled by a single limiting nutrient, e.g. Fe),

traces of Fe were undoubtedly present from impurities in the salts used to prepare

the artificial medium. This was confirmed by measurements of the Fe content of the

medium used (see section 3.3.2). Therefore, increasing the dilution rate would have

increased the rate of Fe input to the chemostat.

3.2.2 Measuring Nutrient Concentrations in the Culture Medium. Ammonium

concentration was determined spectrophotometrically using the indophenol blue

method of Koroleff (19S3a). Nitrate and nitrite concentrations were measured using

the methods of Grasshoff (1983a - copper/cadmium reduction followed by azo dye

method), and Grasshoff (1983b - azo dye method), respectively. Reactive Fe was

measured in ASP2 medium using the TPTZ method of Koroleff (1983b). In weak

acid solution (pH 3.5 - 5.8), fenous iron forms a violet complex with TPTZ (2.4,6-

tripyridyl,1,3,S-triazine. Fe(lll) was reduced to Fe(ll) using ascorbic acid. Total iron

was obtained after oxidation with persulphate in acid solution. The detection limit for

this method is 1 pg L-l (i.e. 18 nM) t20o/o (below 5 pg L-t, i.e.89 nM).

3.2.3 Cellular Carbon and Nitrogen Content Cells were collected by filtering

duplicate 10 mL volumes through 25 mm diameter pre-combusted (400o C for 4 h)

glass-fibre filters (\Matman GF/C), and then washed with 2.1% NaCl solution. Filters

were folded in hall wrapped in aluminum foil and stored frozen at -20o C until

analysis. The samples were then analysed with a Perkin Elmer 2400 CHN Elemental

Analyzer. Net photosynthesis:particulate nitrogen (PN) was calculated for each

growth rate. Net photosynthesis was defined as particulate C x growth rate (d-1)
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(Giddings 1977). The steady-state N uptake rate (Morel 1987), alternatively defined

as the N incorporation rate by Berges and Harrison (1995a, b), was calculated from

the product of the specific growth rate (p) and cell N quota (ar,r). Because under

steady-state conditions, all steps should be equal (i.e. uptake = assimilation), the

steady-state N uptake rate (converted to equivalent units) was then compared to

maximum GS activity.

3.2.4 Chlorophyll Determination. Cells were concentrated by centrifugation at

15009 for 10 min, to give a cell density of approximately 107 cells mL-1, then

resuspended in 1.5 mL extraction solvent (3:1 90% acetone:dimethylsulphoxide)

(Shoaf and Lium 1976). Three replicate samples from each experimental culture

were extracted at 40 G in darkness for 24 hr. Concentrations of chlorophyll a, and c

were determined spectrophotometrically, using the equations of Jeffrey and

Humphrey (1975).

3.2.5 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence, The quantum yield of fluorescen@ was

measured using a Ratio ll Fluorometer (Optical Technology Devices Inc.). Fv/Fu (or

CFC= Cellular Fluorescence Capacity) was calculated as described by Geider et al.

(1993), where Fo is the fluorescence in samples that were dark-adapted for 30 min,

and Frvr is the fluorescence after addition of 10 pM of the photosynthetic inhibitor

DCMU. Fy w€rs calculated using the following formula:

Fv=Frr,r-Fo.

All fluorescence measurements were conducted at room temperature, with Fo and Frrr

standardised for background fluorescence by blanking with a sample of ASP2

medium, with either nitrate or ammonium as the growth N-source. Fo/Chl-a and

Frrl/Chl-a were obtained by normalising the fluorescence measurements, to Chl-a

values obtained from extracts of the same cell suspension, as those used for

fl uorescen@ measurements.

3.2.6 Glutamine Synthetase Activity. Cells were concentrated by centrifugation at

15009 for 10 min, then resuspended in permeabilization buffer (Rees et al. 1995) to

give a cell density of 5 x 107 cells mL-l. Cell suspensions were immediately frozen in

liquid N2 for 10 to 20 seconds, and stored al -20o C prior to assaying enzyme activity

(Rees et al. 1995). Assays for glutamlne synthetase (GS) activity followed the
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method of Rees et al. (1995), and were performed within two weeks of sample

collection, with GS activity measured at 3Oo C, expressed as fmol Pi cell-l h-r or,

when normalised to Chl-a, as pmol Pi pg Chl-a-l h-1. Potential activities were

corrected for in sifutemperature using an apparent activation energy of 15.58 (T.R.

Larson, unpublished data). The maximum specific glutamine synthetase activity

(GS'M) was calculated by dividing the glutamine synthetase activity by the cellular N

quota. Relative glutamine synthetase activity (GS 4r:11 ) was calculated as the ratio of

the maximum specific glutamine synthetase activity to the maximum growth rate.

3.2.7 Rafes of Ammonium Uptake and Assimilation. Cultures were harvested by

centrifugation at 1 5009 for 10 min to give a cell density of 5 x 107 cells mL-l. As Tris

is known to interfere with the method used to determine ammonium (Rees 1995), the

cells were resuspended in experimental media where Tris buffer was replaced by

8.25 mM Hepes-KOH (pH 8.0). Ammonium uptake and assimilation experiments

were run for a period of 60 min, after the addition of NHrCl, to give an initial

ammonium concentration of 400 pM. Rates of ammonium uptake (tf1 and

assimifation (A) lor P. tricomutum were calculated as described in Chapter 2 -
section 2.2.4. The maximum specific ammonium uptake or assimilation rate (V'p or

A y) was calculated by dividing the ammonium uptake or assimilation rate by the

cellular N quota. Relative ammonium uptake orassimilation rates (Vlr: tt or A'u:u')

were calculated as the ratio of the maximum specific ammonium uptake or

assimilation rate to the maximum growth rate.

3.2.8 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio. Cell samples were filtered through 25 mm

glass-fiber filters (\Matman GF/F), and extracted for amino acids using the method of

Syrett and Peplinska (1988). The decanted supernatant was stored at -20o C and

assayed no longer than four weeks after sample collection. The method used to

determine the amount of glutamine and glutamate was a reverse-phase

phenylisothiocyanate (PITC) method modified from Bergeron and Jolivet (1991), as

outlined below.

To aliquots of phytoplankton extracts, 20 nmol norleucine (i.e. the intemal standard)

and 10 pL 3M lithium acetate (pH 6.7) were added before vacuum drying. After

incubation for 20 min at room temperature with methanol/triethylamine/water/P|TC
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(i.e.7111111, using 10% PITC in acetonitrile), additions of 150 pL water (to dissolve

the salt), and 150 pL heptane (to extract any excess PITC), were made. The amino

acid standard mixture, consisting of glutamine (55 nmol), glutamate (220 nmol) and

norleucine (20 nmol) was treated in the same manner.

The lower aqueous phase of the sample was injected (Rheodyne injector) onto an

Alltech AlltimarM P18 column (250 mm x 4.6 mm) fitted with a pre-column guard. The

temperature of the Alltimaru column was kept at a constant 45o C. The composition

of buffer A was sodium acetate (0.14 M, pH 6.4), acetonitrile (60 mL L-l1 triethylamine

(0.5 mL L-1), and 10 mM EDTA (t mL L-1). Buffer B was a mixture of acetonitrile and

water (80120 v/v). The phenylthiocarbamyl amino acids were separated by a gradient

elution (Waters 501 pumps), as depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Outline of the reverse-phase HPLC gradient used to quantify the

amino acids - glutamine and glutamate, contained in extracts of

Ph a eoda ctyl um tri corn utum cel ls.

The elution gradient used was modified from that of Bergeron and Jolivet (1991), to

account for the difference in HPLC systems and the 3.5 min solvent delay between

the HPLC pump and delivery to the AlltimarM column. Elution conditions were as

follows: starting at'12.5o/o B at time 0, a +5 curve up to 99.9% B at 15.5 min at a flow

rate of 1.0 mL min-1, 99.9% B for 1 min at a flow rate of 1.5 mL min-1, linear decrease

to 12.5o/o B over 30 sec. increase the flow rate to 2 mL min-l for 12 min, decrease
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flow rate to 1 mL min-1 over 5 min, run for 1 min al12.5o/o B at a flow rate 1 mL min-l.

The effluent was monitored at 254 nm (Waters 441 UV detector). The complete

analysis was realized in 35 min, with pump control and peak integration performed

using Maximaru 820 v.3.31 soffware. The long re-equilibration time at the end of the

gradient was crucial to consistent analysis of replicate samples. Initially, samples

were run in triplicate to assess HPLC performance, and the coefficient of variation

was routinely <10%,

3.2.9 Sfafisfical Analysis. Where reported means are given t their associated

S.E.

3.2.9.1 Nitrogen-limited Chemostats. All data were tested a prioi tor

normality and homogeneity of variance. The coefficient of determination, /, given for

each response factor versus growth rate, when testing the Ho: slope = 0, are those

which best fit the data by least squares regression (SASj, and apply only within the

range of the data (P <0.05). Data were analysed statistically (P <0.05) using

sequential Student's t-tests (Zar 1984) where a nonzero slope was found for both N-

source linear regressions (to tests the following null hypotheses, Ho: slopel = slope2,

Ho: interceptr = interceptz). lf a linear relationship was not found for either N-source,

data were analysed with an analysis of variance (ANOVA, SAS} (P <0.05). The two

different N sources (ammonium and nitrate) were used as the treatments, over the

various growth rates studied, with three replicate cultures for each growth rate.

A reduced major axis (RMA, Ricker 1973) regression was employed to investigate

the relationship between glutamine synthetase activity and N incorporation rate (P

<0.05) over the range of growth rates studied. RMA regressions are necessary when

there is error associated with both the X and Y variables. The X variable includes

measured cellular N content in the calculation of N incorporation rate and,

consequently, there is an error associated with this variable. Comparative tests for

the equality of slopes of these RMA regressions were performed according to Clarke

(1s80) (P <0.05).

3.2.9.2 lron-limited Chemostab. All data were tested a priorifor normality

and homogeneity of variance. Data were analysed statistically using Student's t-tests

(2{ailed) for either equal or unequal variance, where appropriate, with a significance

level of P <0.05.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Nitrogen-limited Chemostats.

3.3.1.1 Elemental Composition.

The cellular N composition reflected the acclimation of P. tricomufum cells to N-

limiting growth conditions. Qn, the cellular N quota (pg cell-l), displayed a significant

positive relationship with increasing growth rate (d") for both nitrate- (/=0.69,

slope=O.94, P <0.0001) and ammonium-limited (f=0.57, slope=0.80, P <O.O0O1)

cells (Fig. 3.2A). In absolute terms, the N content increased from 0.33 to 1.28 pg cell-
1 for nitrate-limited cells, and from 0.36 to 1.19 pg cell-1 for ammonium-limited cells,

with decreasing N-limitation (i.e. increased growth rate). Sequential t-tests

comparing the slopes and intercepts of these two regression lines identified no

detectable difference in these factors (P >0.05). This suggests that nitrate- and

ammonium-limited cells did not have detectably different QH ov€r the range of growth

rates studied.

Similarly, Qc, the cellular C quota (pg cell-1), showed a significant positive

relationship with growth rate (d-1) for both nitrate- (f=0.37, slope=4.18, P <0.003) and

ammonium-limited 1f=O.32, slope=4.32, P <0.009) cells, respectively (Fig. 3.28).

Sequential t-tests comparing the slopes and intercepts of these two regression lines

identified no detectable difference in these factors (P >0.10). This suggests that

nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells did not have detectably different Qc over the

range of growth rates studied.

N:C atomic ratios displayed a significant positive relationship, increasing 2.6-fold and

1.8-fold with increasing growth rate for nitrate- (f=0.67, slope=0.07, P <0.0001) and

ammonium-limited 1/=0.69, slope=0.06, P <0.0001) cells, respectively (Fig. 3.3A).

Sequential ttests comparing the slopes and intercepts of these two regression lines

identified no detectable difference in these factors (P >0.50). This suggests that

nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells did not have detectably different N:C atomic

ratios over the growth rates studied. For comparison, C:N atomic ratios are also

shown (Fig. 3.38).
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Figure 3.2. Changes in elemental composition with growth rate (d'r) in
nitrogen-limited chemostat cultures of Phaeodacfium

tricornutum. (A) Nitrogen (pg cell'r), and (B) Garbon (pg cell'r).

Each point represents the mean of two determinations from a
single culture. Lines reprcsent linear regressionE and associated

95% prediction intervals, continuous = nitrate and dashed =
ammonium.
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3.3.1.2 PhotosyntfiesisandPhotosyntheticPigments.

Net photosynthesis:PN also showed significant positive relationships with increasing

growth rate (Fig. 3.4), for both nitrate- (f=0.9'1, slope=6.40, P <0.0001) and

ammonium-limited (/=0.96, slope=7.17, P <0.0001) cells, respectively. Sequential t-

tests comparing the slopes and intercepts of these two regression lines identified no

deteclable difference in these factors (P >0.50). This suggests that nitrate- and

ammonium-limited cells did not have detectably different net photosynthesis:PN over

the range of growth rates studied.
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Figure 3.4. Net photosynthesis per unit particulate nitrogen vs. growth rate

for nitrogen-limited chemostats of Phaeodactylum trtcomutum.

Lines represent linear regressions and aesociated 95% prediction

intervals, continuous = nitrate and dashed = ammonium.
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Chl-a content per cell increased with increasing growth rate (d-1) (Fig 3.5A). Nitrate-

limited cells showed a significant positive relationship with increasing growth rate

(f=0.82, slope=0.14, P <0.0001), as did ammonium-limited cells 1f=O.OO,

slope=0.13, P <0.0001). A t-test comparing the slopes of these two regression lines

identified a significant difference (P <0.005) between nitrate and ammonium-limited

cells. This implied that nitrateJimited cells had a faster rate of decrease in Chl-a

content with increasing N-limitation than ammonium-limited cells, over the range of

grorvth rates studied.

The Chl-ca molar ratio was highly variable over the range of dilution rates studied

(Fig. 3.58). Low Chl-c:a ratios were recorded (inconsistently) at two growth rates

(due to large methodological measurement errors on the spectrophotometer

associated with very low Chl-c values). Subsequently these data points were

removed from the main data set and are not shown. Average ratios were 0.18 (t
0.017) and 0.17 (* 0.020) for nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells, respectively.

There was no significant difference from a nonzero slope for nitrate-limited cells with

respect to Chl'c:a ratios vs. growth rate (P >0.05, outliers excluded). However,

ammonium-limited cells did show a weak positive relationship with increasing growth

rate (f=0.14, slope=O.z1, P <O.O2r. Following this, an ANOVA identified that nitrate'

and ammonium-limited cells did not have detectably different Chl-c:a ratios over the

range of growth rates studied (P >0.90).

The C:Chl-a ratio ranged from 60 to 310 pg C [pg Chl-a]-1, and showed a significant

negative relationship with increasing growth rate (di) for both nitrate- (f=0.71,

slope=-194.74, P <0.OOO1) and ammonium-limited (/=O.OS, slope=-275.50, P

<0.0001) cells, respectively (Fig. 3.6). Sequential t-tests comparing the slopes and

intercepts of these two regression lines identified no detectable difference in these

factors (P >0.50). This suggests that nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells did not

have detectably different C:Chl-a ratios over the range of growth rates studied.
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Figure 3.6. Relationship between the carbon:chlorophyll a ratio (pg pg-t) and

growth rate (d'r) for nitrogen-limited Phaeodactylum tricornutum.
Lines represent linear regressions and associated 95% prediction

interuale, continuous = nitrate and dashed = ammonium.

3.3.1.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

The ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence provides an index of the efficiency of

PSII photochemistry. The Fv/Fpr ratio remained at a relatively constant level, with an

average value of 0.60 (* 0.005) and 0.57 (t 0.005) for nitrate- and ammonium-limited

cells, respectively (Fig. 3.71. Nitrate-limited cells exhibited a weak negative

relationship with increasing growth rate 1/=O.OS, slope=-0.06, P <0.044).

Conversely, ammonium-limited cells showed a weak positive relationship between

the Fv/Fu ratio and increasing growth rate (/=0.19, slope=0.08, P <0.006).

Sequential t-tests comparing the slopes and intercepts of these two regression lines

identified no detectable difference in these factors (P >0.05). This suggests that

nitrate- and ammoniumJimited cells did not have detectably different FvlFu ratios

over the range of growth rates studied.
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Figure 3.7. Response of the variable to maximum fluorescence ratlo (Fv/Fm)

with increasing growth rate (dt) in nitrogen-limited celts of
Phaeodactylum tricomutum. Lines rcpresent linear regrcssions

and associated 95% prediction intervals, contlnuous = nitrate and

dashed = ammonium.

The ratio of Fo/Chl-a showed a weak negative trend for both nitrate- (F=0.19, slope=-

0.07, P <0.003) and ammonium-limited (/=0.21, slope=-0.07, P <0.004) cells with

increasing growth rate (see Fig. 3.8A). Sequential t-tests comparing the slopes and

intercepts of these two regression lines identified no detectable difference in these

factors (P >0.05). This suggests that nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells did not

have detectably different Fo/Chl-a ratios over the range of growth rates studied.

The ratio of Fu/Chl-a showed a weak negative relationship for both nitrate- (f=0.34,

slope=-0.22, P <0.0001) and ammonium-timited cells with respect to increasing

groradfr rate (/=0.16, slope=-0.12, P <0.01, Fig. 3.SB). Sequential t-tests comparing

the slopes and intercepts of these two regression lines identified no detectable

difference in these factors (P >0.20). This suggests that nitrate- and ammonium-

1.0
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limited cells did not have detectably different Fu/Chl-a ratios over the range of growth

rates studied.
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Figure 3.8. (A) The minimum chlorophyll a specific fluorescence (Fo/Ghl-al in

relative units, and (B) Maximum chlorophyll a speclfic

fluorescence (Fm/Ghl-a) in relative units, in response to growth rate

(d") for nitrogen-limited cells ol Phaeodactylum tricomutum.

Lines reprcsent linear regressions and associated 95% prediction

interuals, continuous = nitrate and dashed = ammonium.
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3.3.1.4 GlutamineSynthetase Activity.

Glutamine synthetase (GS) activity was between 114 and 634 fmol cell-1 h'1, over the

range of growth rates studied (Fig. 3.9A). A weak positive relationship between GS

activity and growth rate was found for both nitrate- (f=O.12, slope=0.22, P <0.017)

and ammonium-limited (f=0.17, slope=0.32, P <0.007) cells, respectively.

Sequential ttests comparing the slopes and intercepts of these two regression lines

identified a significant difference in intercepts (P <0.05) between nitrate- and

ammonlum-limited cells. This indicates that nitrate.limited cells had higher GS

activity than ammonium-limited cells, over the range of growth rates studied.

A comparison of GS activity per microgram of Chl-a is useful to facilitate future

comparisons with field data, as cell numbers are difficult to determine in a field

situation. When expressed per unit Chl-a, GS activity ranged between 1.6 and 15.2

pmol pg-1 Chl-a h-1, over the range of experimental dilution rates studied (0.16 to

0.68, Fig. 3.9B). The GS per Chl-a showed weak negative relationships with

increasing growth rate for both nitrate- 1/=O.SS, slope=-9.59, P <0.0001) and

ammonium-limited 1/=O.tS, slope=€.60, P <0.013) cells, respectively. Seguential t-

tests comparing the slopes and intercepts of the two regression lines identified no

detectable difference in these factors (P >0.50). This suggests that nitrate. and

ammonium-limited cells did not have detectably different GS activity per Chl-a over

the range of growth rates studied.

A significant positive reduced major axis (RMA) regression (Ricker 1973) relationship

between GS activity (converted to 20o C) and N incorporation rate (Fig. 3.10) was

found for both nitrate. (f=0.43, slope=0.63, P <0.05) and ammoniumJimited (f=0.46,

slope=0.97, P <0.05) cells, respectively. A test for the equality of slopes of the two

RMA regressions was performed according to Glarke (1980). No significant

difference (t-test, P >0.05) in reduced major axis regression lines was detected when

nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells were compared. A comparison of both the

nitrate- and ammonium-limited slopes with a slope of 1 (Clarke 1980), identified that

the ammonium-limited slope (0.97) was not detectably different from 1 (P >0.05). In

contrast the nitrate-limited slope (0.63) was <1 (P <0.05).

The relative GS activity (GSy:p) did not appearto change in an ordered manner
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when plotted against the relative growth rate (p:p ), for either nitrate- or ammonium-

limited cells (Fig. 3.11).
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Figure 3.10. Glutamine synthetase (GS) activity (converted to 20o C) vensus

calculated rate of nitrogen incorporation. Each data point

represents the GS activity frcm a single culture. Black lines

reprcsent reduced major axis (RMA) regressions, continuous =

nitrate and dashed = ammonium. Dashdot red llne rcpresents tfie

1:1 relationship.
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Overall, there was no significant difference between the mean GS'u: 1t tor nitrate- or

ammonium-limited ells (t-test, P >0.7).

3.3.1.5 Rafes of Ammonium Uptake and Assimilation.

After the addition of 400 pM ammonium chloride, uptake rates (lf5l ranged between

23.7 - 49.2 and 18.1 - 49.8 fmol cell{ h{ for nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells,

respectively (Fig. 3.12A). In comparison to the estimated rates of N-source uptake

under steady-state conditions (square symbols, Fig. 3.12A), ammonium uptake rates

under transient conditions were considerably enhanced. At the lowest growth rate,

the rate of ammonium uptake was enhanced by more than 1800Gfold (Fig. 3.12A).

No significant difference (t-test, P >0.4) in the average uptake rate was detected

when nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells were compared. When the same data are

presented as the relative ammonium uptake rates (V'u: iJ, Goldman and Glibert

1982) (Fig. 3.128), ammonium uptake was enhanced relative to uptake coupled to

growth (dash-dot line), for both nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells. The relative

ammonium uptake rate (V'u:p ) increased with increasing N-limitation. The increase

in rate of uptake appeared to be greater in nitrate-limited cells (Fig. 3.128), but no

significant difference (t-test, P >0.6) was found for the average V'6:p between

nitrate. and ammonium-limited cells.

In comparison to the estimated rates of N-source assimilation under steady-state

conditions (square symbols, Fig. 3.13A, when rates of uptake and assimilation are

theoretically equal to the growth rate), measured rates of ammonium assimilation (A)

under transient conditions were considerably enhanced. At the lowest growth rate,

the rate of ammonium assimilation was enhanced more than 37-fold (Fig. 3.13A).

The ammonium assimilation rate appeared to be unaffected by increasing growth

rate (Fig. 3.13A), and again no significant difference (t-test, P >0.1) in the average

assimilation rate was apparent between nitrate- and ammoniumJimited cells.
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When the ammonium assimilation data were presented as the relative ammonium

assimilation rate (A'u: it ) versus the relative growth rate (p:P ), no clear decreasing

linear trend with growth rate was observed for either nitrate' or ammonium-limited

cefls (Fig. 3.138). The relative ammonium assimilation rate (A'p:p ) appeared to stay

fairly constant over the majority of the range of growth rates studied, and appeared to

decrease at values of ;r close to P. No significant difference between nitrate' and

ammonium-limited cells could be detected with respect to average A'u:.p (t-test, P

r0.3).

The average uptake rate for nitrate{imited cells was 38.05 t 2.98 ftnol cell-1 h{, while

the average assimilation rate was 8.95 t 0.89 fmol cell-1 h{. The average uptrake

rate for ammonium-limited cells was U.Oz t 5.19 fmol cell-1 h-1, while the average

assimilation rate was 7.01 * 0.91 fmol cell-l h-1.
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A comparison of the assimilation:GS ratio (GS activity converted to 20o C) provides

an estimate of the amount of enzyme activity used relative to the amount of

assimilation taking place. The results presented in Fig. 3.14 indicate that on average,

approximately 7 and 6% of GS activity was used in assimilation for nitrate- and

ammonium-limited cells, respectively. This is low in comparison to the

assimilation:GS ratio for N-replete cells, where approximately 18o/o of GS activity is

used for assimilation (Fig. 3.14).
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Figure 3.{4. The assimilation:GS ratio vs. relative growth rate fir:0 ) for nitrate-

and ammonium-limited Phaeodactylum tricomutum celle.

Nitrogen-replete ratio is calculated from the assimilation data from

Chapter 2, Table 2.1, and GS activity for nitrogen-replete (nitrate-

grown) cells from Reee et al. (1995).

3.3.1.6 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio.

The glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu) ratio for nitrate'limited chemostats showed a

significant positive linear relationship 1/=O.St, slope=O. 07 , P <0.04) with growth rate

(d-t). However, no significant linear relationship was found for ammonium-limited

cells (P >0.73) (Fig. 3.15). N{imited cells had very low Gln:Glu ratios when

compared to N-replete (nitrate-grown) P. tricomufum cells, which have a Gln:Glu ratio
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of approximately 0.25 (see Appendix 1). An ANOVA identified that nitrate- and

ammonium-limited cells were not detectably different (P >0.14), with respect to the

Gln:Glu ratio, for the growth rates 0.25-0.60 d-1 (growth rates outside this range had

i nsufficient repl icates for compa rative a na lysis).
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Figure 3.{5. Glutamine:glutamate ratios (mol mol'11 for nltrate- and ammonium-

limited cells ol Phaeodac$um tricornutum grown in chemostat

culture. Line represents the linear regrcssion and associated 95%

prediction intervals for nitrateJimited data only.

The concentration of intracellular glutamate was constant over most of the growth

rates studied, and appeared to increase as growth rates approached the maximum

(Fig. 3.16A). An ANOVA identified that nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells were not

detectably different (P >0.90), with respect to the intracellular glutamate

concentration, for the growth rates 0.25-0.60 d-1.

The concentration of intracellular glutamine was also constant over most of the

growth range, and appeared to increase as growth rates reached the maximum (Fig.

3.168).
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Figure 3.16. Gellular concentrations of (A) Glutamate and (B) Glutamine for

both nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells of Phaeodactylum

tricornutum grown in chemostat culture.

An ANOVA identified that nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells were not detectably

different (P >0.58), with respect to the intracellular glutamine concentration, for the

growth rates 0.25-0.60 d-r. In comparison to N-replete batch cultures, which grow

close to the maximum growth rate, the intracellular concentrations of glutamate were

generally constant (Fig. 3.164). However, the intracellular concentration of glutamine

appeared to be higher in N-replete cells.

When normalised to Chl-a (Fig, 3.17), the intracellular concentration of glutamate

expressed a significantly different pattern to the concentration per cell (Fig. 3.16).
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Figure 3.17. Cellular levels of (A) Glutamate and (B) Glutamine per chlorophyll

a for nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells of Phaeodactylum

tricornutum.

Glutamate per Chl-a was significantly enhanced with increasing N-limitation in

comparison to N-replete cells. Glutamine per Chl-a was still lower than that of N-

replete cells. However, values at the extremities (i.e. 0.16 and 0.68 d-1) appeared to

be enhanced. An ANOVA identified that nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells were

not detectably different for either the intracellular glutamate, or glutamine

concentration, (P >0.90 and P >0.97, respectively), per Chl-a, for the groMh rates

0.25-0.60 d-1.
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3.3.2 lron-limited Chemostats.

ln-flowing nutrient medium was analyzed periodically for N concentration. Results

were stable around 5 mM, varying by approximately 4%. The concentration of N and

Fe was also measured in the expelled medium from the outflow of each chemostat,

for the two Fe-limited growth rates studied (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 Average concentration of nitrogen (ammonium, nitrate, or nitrite, t
S.E.) and iron, present in the outflow medium of iron-limited

chemostats of Phaeodactylum tricornutum (D=0.16 and 0.68).

n.ass. = Not assessed. The growth N source for each chemostat is

highlighted in bold.

In Fe-limited N-grown cultures, concentrations of both ammonium- and nitrate-N

remained in excess of that necessary for growth, as approximately half of the initial N

concentration (i.e. 5 mM) supplied to the chemostats was not utilised. At the highest

growth rate (0.6S d-t) nitrate-grown cells released ammonium into the culture

medium. This parameter was not recorded in Fe-limited nitrate-grown cells at the

lowest growth rate. At both growth rates, nitrite was present in the Fe-limited cultures

grown on nitrate. Fe was present at the limit of detection in both nitrate and

ammonium grown Fe-limited cultures.

Responses of a variety of physiological and biochemical parameters, in nitrate- or

ammonium-grown chemostats, in relation to Fe-limitation, are outlined in Table 3.2.

Statistical comparisons are made using Student's t-tests (2-tailed) at the g5o/o

confidence level.

Growth

Rate (d'1)

Gulture No. NHa" (mM) NOr'(mM) NOi (mM) Fe'{nM)

0.16 1-3 (NO3)

4€ (NHa')
n.ass.

2.62 t0.33t

2.e8 (0.12)

0.006 (0.002)
0.33 (0.02)

0.0008 (0.0003)

<20

<20

0.68 1-3 (NO3)

4€ (NH"')
0.60 (0.1e)

3.35 t0.33)

3.78 (0.62)

0,014 (0.012)
0.14 (0.05)

0.003 (0.001)

<20

<20
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Table 3.2. Physiological parameters of iron-limited cultures ot Phaeodactylum tricomutum,

maintained with nitrate or ammonium as the nitrogen sourcer in response to incrcasing

growth rate (d'1). ## = ratio was not measured. Bold values are statlstically significaft.

'significant difference at P <0.05 between nilrate- and ammoniumgrown cells for a

particular ironjimited growth rate (i.e. 0.16 or 0.68 d't) with the asterisk placed next to

the greater value. "significant differcnce at P <0.05 between the two growth rates (d'1)

of 0.16 and 0.68 for a particular nitrogen-source (i.e. nitmte- or ammonium- grown) with a

double asterisk placed next to the greater value. lron-replete values arc from Rees

unpublished data, and Rees et al. (1995), for nitrategrown (10 mM) batch cultures, with

14 pM FeCl3, or valuas which are underlined from nitrate-limited chemostat cultures

(highest growth rate) previously measured in this study.

Response Variable Fe-

rcplete

Fe-limited,lFO.{6

NOg' , NH4*'

,Fe-limited, tt9.68
NOg' NH.*

Nitrogen (pg cell'r) 1.21 1.20
(0.134)

1.10
(0.068)

1.32

/o lon
1.09

(0.193)

Carbon (pg cell-r) 7.80 7.10
(1.1 16)

8.38
(0.750)

7.81

@.4471

7.1E
(0.990)

N:G (mol mol-t) 0.13 0.15'
(0.0071

0.11

/o oo4\
0.15.

(0.001)
0.13 -
(0.0041

G:N (mol mol'l) 7.5 6.8
(o 33)

E.9 t,*
(0.351

6.9
(0.06)

7.65'
(0-231

Net photosynthesis:PN 6.06 0.94
(0.046)

1.22'
(o.0491

4.03 *'
(0.0381

4.46',-
t0.113)

Ghl-a (pg cell'l) 0.24 0.077'
(0.0031

0.067
(0.002)

0.091"
to.o0il

0.091 -
t0.0o4l

Chl-c:a (mol mol-r1 0.160 0.179.
(0.0061

0.141

10 005)

0.381 "
(0.0171

0.445 -
t0.0431

C:Ghl-a (pg pg-t) 32.5 92.2
(9.898)

125.1 -
(8.757t

85.8
(1.683)

78.9
(1.891)

Fv/Fm

(relative unitsl
0.58 0.35 *

(0.0051
0.31

(0.004)
# #

Fo/Chl-a

{relative unitsl
0.11 0.55

(0.022)
0.59

(0.019)
# #

Fn/Chl-a
(rclative unitsl

0.27 0.84
(0.035)

0.86
(0.034)

# #

GS ac'tivity
(fmolcell'r h-1)

69

n\
91.74

(29.9s)
64.90
(5.91)

120.46',

{19.94)

53.29

0.791

GS activity
(umol uE'r chl-a-r h-t)

0.33
(0.04)

1.15
(0.311)

0.96 *
to-o371

1.31 '
(0.1851

0.58
(0.058)

Gln:Glu (molmol-r) 0.25 0.30'
t0.031

0.22
(0.04)

0.28'
(0.0191

0.19
(0.011)

Glu (fmolcell-l) CI.71

(0.03)
1.16

(0.10)
1.79

(0.36)

2.80 *
(0.02)

2.39
(0.21)

Gln (fmol cell-l) 0.17
(0.01)

0.35
(0.06)

0.39
(0.07)

0.79 *,*
r0.051

0.46
(0.0n

Glu (nmol pga chl.a'l; 2.95
(0.12)

't 3.91
(.44\

26.27
(3.93)

31.54 -
(0.19)

26.33
(1.95)

Gln (nmol pgt chl-au; 0.72
(0.04)

4.20
(0 75)

5.68
10 75\

8.E5 *,-
10.551

5.11
(0.56)
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3.3.2.1 Elemental Composition.

Qr.r, the cellular N quota (pg cell-1), was not significantly different when comparing

nitrate- to ammonium-grown Fe-limited cultures at either growth rate (0.16 or 0.68 d-

1; ltaOe e.21. Qu was unaffected by increasing growth rate for either nitrate- or

ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells. The Qru for either nitrate- or ammonium-grown

Fe-limited cells was similar to levels found in Fe-replete cells.

No significant difference in cellular C quota (Qc, pg cell-'1 could be detected, either

for the two N sources at each Fe-limited growth rate (0.16 or 0.68 d-1;, or between

the same N-source at different growth rates (Table 3.2). The Qc, for either nitrate- or

ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells, was similar to levels found in Fe-replete cells.

Nitrate-grown cells had a significantly higher N:C atomic ratio than ammonium-grown

Fe-limited cells at both Fe-limited growth rates. A comparison of N-sources for Fe-

limited cells, with respect to growth rate, identified a significant difference for

ammonium-grown cells at the higher growth rate of 0.68 d{, but this was not the case

for nitrate-grown cells (Table 3.2). N:C ratios for all Fe-limited cells were similar to

those measured for Fe-replete cells.

The ratio of net photosynthesis:PN was significantly higher in ammonium-grown Fe-

limited cells at both growth rates, when compared with nitrate-grown cells. A
comparison of the two Fe-limited growth rates identified a significant difference for

both nitrate- and ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells, with the higher growth rate

having a significantly higher ratio in both cases (Table 3.2).

3.3.2.2 Photosynthetic Pigmenb.

At the lower growth rate (i.e. 0.16 d-1), Chl-a (pg cell-l) was significantly higher in the

nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells, but at a growth rate of 0.68 d-l no significant difference

was apparent between N-sources. A comparison of the two groMh rates indicated

significantly higher levels at the higher growth rate (i.e. 0.68 d-1) for both nitrate- and

ammonium-grown cultures (Table 3.2).

The Chl-c:a ratio was significantly higher in nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells at the lower
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growth rate of 0.16 d-1, but there was no significant difference between N-sources at

the higher growth rate of 0.68 d-1. Significant differences were apparent for both N-

sources when high and low groMh rates were compared, with higher ratios of Chl-c:a

in the higher growth rate cultures of both nitrate- and ammonium-grown Fe-limited

cells (Table 3.2).

There was no significant difference in the C:Chl-a ratio between nitrate- and

ammonium-grown Fe-limited cultures at either growth rate. Yet, a comparison of

each N-source, with respect to growth rate, identified that ammoniumgrown Fe-

limited cells had a significantly higher C:Chl-a ratio at the lower (i.e. 0.16 d-l) growth

rate. No difference with growth rate was apparent for nitrate-grown cultures.

3.3.2.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

The ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence dropped significantly in Fe-limited

cultures, for both nitrate- and ammonium-grown cultures, when compared to Fe-

replete culture values of around 0.6, (Table 3.2). The ratio of variable to maximum

fluorescence (Fv/Fm) was significantly higher for nitrate-grown cells than ammonium-

grown cells, at the lower growth rate of 0.16 d-1.

Both the ratios Fe/Chl-a or Fu/Chl-a for nitrate- and ammonium-grown Fe{imited

cells were enhanced at the lower growth rate, when compared to Fe-replete culture

values. There was no significant difference, based on N-source, for either Fo/Chl-a

or Fu/Chl-a at the lower growth rate (Table 3.2).

3.3.2.4 Glutamine Synthetase Activity.

GS activity was on a similar scale to that measured for Fe-replete cells. GS activity

was not significantly different between nitrate- and ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells

at the lower growth rate of 0.16 d-1, but a significant difference (nitrate > ammonium)

was apparent for the higher growth rate of 0.68 d-1 (Table 3.2). No detectable

difference (Student's t-test, P >0.05) was observed between groMh rates for either

Fe-limited N-source.

GS activity per Chl-a was not detectably different between nitrate- and ammonium-

grown Fe-limited cells, at the lower growth rate of 0.16 d-l, but a significant difference
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(nitrate > ammonium) was apparent for the higher growth rate of 0.68 d-l (Table 3.2).

Ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells had significantly higher GS activity per ChFa at the

lower growth rate.

3.3.2.5 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio.

The Gln:Glu ratio for ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells was slightly lower than that of

Fe-replete cells. However, the Gln:Glu ratio for nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells

appeared to be slightly higher than that of Fe-replete cells. The ratio of Gln:Glu was

significantly higher in nitrate-grown, Fe-limited cells at both the lower and higher

grovrth rates, when compared to ammonium-grown cells (Table 3.2). A comparison

within each N-source at the two different growth rates indicated no significant

difference in the Gln:Glu ratio (Table 3.2).

The intracellular glutamate concentration (fmol cell-l; was not detectably different

between nitrate- and ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells at either growth rate (Table

3.2). However, a comparison within each N-source at the two different growth rates

indicated a significant difference for the nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells, with the higher

growth rate having significantly more intracellular glutamate.

The intracellular glutamine concentration (fmol cell-l1 was significantly different

between nitrate- and ammonium-grown FeJimited cells at the higher growth rate of

0.68 d-1 (Table 3.2), suggesting that nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells had a higher

intracellular glutamine concentration than ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells. A
comparison within each N-source at the two different growth rates indicated a

significant difference for the nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells with the higher growth rate

having significantly more intracellular glutamine.

When normalised to Chl-a, the intracellular concentrations of glutamate and

glutamine retained the trends described above (Table 3.2).
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Do Phaeodactylum tricornutum cells adapt to the ertra cost of nitnte

re d u cti o n u n d e r n itrog e n - I i m ite d, I i g ht- satu rated c o n di ti on s ?

Although N-limited conditions at each growth rate were well replicated (i.e. three

nitrate- and three ammonium-limited cultures) there was still large variability between

repeats of the same growth rate. Further replication at each growth rate may have

allowed better resolution of the response to each different N-source.

3.4.1.1 Etemental Composition.

Although changes in Qr.r for nitrate- or ammonium-limited cells have been

investigated over a range of growth rates (Caperon and Meyer 1972, Giddings 1977,

Goldman and Peavey 1979), rigorous comparisons between these two N-sources are

scarce. In this study, there was no detectable difference in QN between nitrate and

ammonium-limited cells. The observed increase in Qn obtained with decreasing N-

limitation suggested an increase in cellular protein levels with increasing growth rate,

although it is probable that not all proteins increased proportionally (see Kolber et al.

1988). A similar trend in Qr.r with growth rate has been identified for other

phytoplankton grown in N-limited chemostats (Caperon and Meyer 1972, Eppley and

Renger 1974, Goldman and McCarthy 1978, Goldman and Peavey 1979, Laws and

Bannister 1980, Osbome and Geider 1986, Herzig and Falkowski 1989, Geider et al.

1998, Riegman et al. 2000). In contrast to this, several studies have found no

change in Qru with growth rate under N{imited conditions (Caperon and Meyer 1972,

Giddings 1977, Berges and Harrison 1995b); this trend being more consistent with

studies of light-limited cells (Geider et al. 1985, Sakshaug and Andresen 1986,

Berges and Harrison 1995b).

Rigorous comparisons of changes in Qc between different N sour@s under

conditions of N-limitation are rare. Laws and Bannister (1980) compared Qc for

nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells of lhalass iosira weissflog4 showing that nitrate-

limited cells had significantly higher Qc than ammonium-limited cells. ln this study,

no detectable difference in Qc was found between nitrate and ammonium-limited

cells. A positive relationship between Qc and growth rate was evident in this study of

N{imited growth; a trend often associated with light limitation (Laws and Bannister
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1980, Berges and Harrison 1995b). A similar relationship of Qc increasing

proportionally with growth rate, was also identified by Terry et al. (1985) for N-limited

P. tricomutum cells, except for the lowest nutrient limited growth rate, which

maintained a very high Qc. However, under N-limited conditions the reported

relationships between growth rate and Qc have been variable. In comparable studies

of N-limitation (Goldman and Peavey 1979, Laws and Bannister 1980, Osbome and

Geider 1986, Geider et al. 1998, Riegman et al. 2000), Qc did not vary significantly

with increasing growth rate over a similar range of p: p . Altematively, a decrease in

Qc with increasing growth rate has also been recorded for several N-limited species

(Caperon and Meyer 1972, Rhee 1979, Herzig and Falkowski 1989, Berges and

Hanison 1995b), while Laws and Bannister (1980) and Riegman et al. (2000) found

this to be characteristic of P-limitation. The highly variable response of Qc to N-

limitation between studies may be a consequence of interspecific differences in

down-regulation of light harvesting and carbon dioxide fixation, or simply due to

uncontrolled variables (i.e. co-limitation by another nutrient, or light conditions)

actively influencing this factor. The variation in the relationship of Qc with growth rate

under steady-state N-limitation requires further investigation as the commonly quoted

relationship of constant Qc with growth rate (e.9. Sciandra et al. 1997) does not

appear to be entirely universal. As with several of the other biochemical indicators

measured in this study, the low / values for the linear regressions fit to the Qc data

suggest that further experimental replication may improve the resolution of the true

biological relationshi p.

The suggested decrease in the N:C ratio (Levasseur et al. 1993) for cells utilising

nitrate, relative to those using ammonium as an N-source, was not observed in this

study. The N:C ratio was not detectably different for nitrate- and ammonium-limited

cells. This is again consistent with the findings of Laws and Bannister (1980) who

compared N:C ratios for nitrate- and ammonium-limited cultures of L fluviatilis.

Maximum N:C values of 0.13 for the least nitrate-limited cultures were similar to

those values obtained for N-replete (10 mM, nitrate-grown) batch cultures of P.

tricomutum cells (i.e. 0.133, Larson and Rees 1996). The relationship between N:C

and growth rate was linear, a characteristic of N-limited cultures (Goldman and

Peavey 1979, Laws and Bannister 1980, Terry et al. 1985). The Redfield ratio of

106C:16N:P (N:C= 0.15) was not observed, even forthe most N-replete cells in this
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study. A similar positive relationship for N:C (or a negative G:N relationship) with

increasing growth rate was found for all the species mentioned previously, when

grown in N-limited chemostats. This result is different to the negative, or constant,

relationship for N:C versus growth rate for light-limited cells found by Laws and

Bannister (1980), and Berges and Harrison (1995b), and suggests that although

changes in Qc mimicked those of light-limited cells, overall the cells were consistently

N-limited.

Net photosynthesis:PN increased with decreasing N-limitation for both nitrat+ and

ammonium-limited cells. No difference in net photosynthesis:PN could be detected in

this study, with respect to the different N sources used (i.e. nitrate or ammonium).

This confirms the results of Giddings (1977'), who found no difference in net

photosynthetic production:PN between nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells.

'strategy 1) a decrease in Qc and Qr,r by nitrate-limited cells' (Levasseur et al. 1993)

could therefore not explain the theoretical higher energy requirement of nitrate'limited

compared with ammonium-limited phytoplankton in this study.

3.4.1.2 Photosynthetic Pigments.

Chl-a content per cell increased proportionally with growth rate (d-1), approaching

levels similar to N-replete cultures (nitrate-grown, 0.21 pg cell-l and ammonium-

grown,0.28 pg eell-l, Rees et al. (1995)) (Fig.3.5A). The positive relationship

obtained between increasing Chl-a and increasing growth rate supports the

hypothesis that N-limitation affects photosynthesis by reducing the efficiency of

energy collection due to the loss of Chl-a. Chlorosis has been commonly recorded in

N-limited chemostats (Thomas and Dodson 1972, Eppley and Renger 1974, Turpin

1983, Kolberet al. 1988, Roy 1988, Herzig and Falkowski 1989, Berges and Harrison

1995b, Geider et al. 199S). Statistically, levels of Chl-a decreased faster in nitrate-

limited cells, than in ammonium-limited cells, with increasing N-limitation.

Biologically, this may indicate that nitrate-limited cells compensate for the higher

energy requirement of nitrate reduction (relative to ammonium) by an increase in light

absorption efficiency through an increase in pigment content (i.e. strategy 2,

Levasseur et al. 1993). Whether the difference in response of Chl-a between nitrate-

and ammonium-limited cetls is important biologically remains difficult to answer. The

tiny increase in Chl-a in nitrate-limited cells (compared with ammonium-limited cells)
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with decreasing N-limitation does not seem enough to support the theorised 25o/o

extra reductant required (Guerrero et al. 1981). Several authors have suggested that

Chl-a cell-1 may be affected by the combined effect of irradiance and nutrient

limitation in chemostat cultures (Droop et al. 1982, Chalup and Laws 1990, Sciandra

et al. 1997). Under saturating photon flux (as was used in this study) nitrate-limited

cells may be able to procure the extra reductant necessary without increasing their

Chl-a levels. Any difference in response may become clearer under sub-saturating

light conditions.

Hezig and Falkowski (1989) proposed that an increase in the abundance of light

harvesting chlorophyll proteins (LHCPs) relative to reaction centers would be

mirrored by an increase in the Chl-c:a ratio, and identified that this ratio increased

with decreasing growth rate, for N-limited cells. Chl-c:a ratios showed no biologically

significant relationship with growth rate under nitrate-limiting conditions in this study.

When compared with Chl-c:a molar ratios obtained from N-replete (nitrate) batch

cultures (0.14, Rees unpublished data), results obtained in this study from N-limited

chemostats were very similar. An equivalent study of accessory light harvesting

pigments to Chl-a tor P. tricomutum grown in nitrate-limited batch culture also found

a ratio independent of N-status (Geider et al. 1993). General use of this ratio to

predict nutrient limitation may be flawed, as Geider et al. (1993) indicated that the

response of the Chl-c:a ratio to nutrient limitation appeared to show large interspecific

variation.

C:Chl-a ratios were not detectably different between nitrate- and ammonium-limited

cells in this study. Laws and Bannister (1980), in a similar study, found no difference

in the C:Chl-a ratio between nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells. In contrast,

Giddings (1977) found a greater C:Chl-a ratio for ammonium-limited cells when

compared to nitrate-limited cells, and ascribed this to the lower Chl-a content of the

ammonium-limited cells. The ratio of C:Chl-a increased markedly with decreasing

growth rate for both nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells, indicating increased storage

of carbohydrate and/or lipid with increasing N-deficiency. These results agree with

those obtained by Osborne and Geider (1986) for nitrate-limited chemostats of P.

tricomutum. Similar results were also obtained for N-limited chemostats of several

other phytoplankton species (Caperon and Meyer 1972, Thomas and Dodson 1972,
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Eppfey and Renger 1974, Laws and Bannister 1980, Turpin 1983, Hezig and

Falkowski 1989, Sakshaug et al. 1989, Berges and Harrison 1995b, Geider et al.

1998, Otero et al. 1998) suggesting that an increase in the ratio of C:Chl-a is a

common response to decreased N-limitation. In contrast, Giddings (1977) found no

effect of growth rate on the C:Chl-a ratio. The high degree of change in C:Chl-a with

increasing N-limitation suggests that the use of Chl-a to reliably estimate

phytoplankton biomass (as carbon) is indeed questionable. Furthermore Tang

(1996) has identified that dinoflagellates generally have higher C:Chl-a ratios than

diatoms suggesting that the use of Chl-a as an indicator of biomass in mixed

phytoplankton assemblages of unknown nutrient history is again highly debatable

(Clark et al. 1999).

3.4.1.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

Nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells did not have significantly different Fv/Fr,r ratios

over the range of growth rates studied. In this study, neither nitrate- nor ammonium-

limited cells had Fv/Fu ratios suggestive of a severe decrease in PSII photochemistry

with increasing N-limitation (i.e. levels decreased to only 79% of the N-replete

maximum value, for both nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells). Consistent with these

results Geider et al. (1993) found only a slight decrease in the Fv/Fu ratio when

comparing nitrate-replete and N-limited cells (i.e. with a decrease to 87o/o of the N-

replete value; p=0.25 d-1). Geider et al. (1998) compared their results obtained from

either a PAM fluorometer, or a Turner fluorometer (in the presence of DCMU, as

used in this study), identifying that this result was not an artifact of the method used.

Both of these results are consistent with the prediction by Osborne and Geider (1986)

that N-limited cells may not have reduced photochemical efficiency of electron

transport, despite the large change in chemical composition under steady-state N-

limitation. Results from this study, in conjunction with those of Geider et al. (1998),

when compared to those of Berges et al. (1996) suggest that PSII photochemistry is

not effected as severely by N-limitation as by N-starvation.

Intraspecific variability in response has been shown to exist for fluorescence

parameters under conditions of N-limitation, e.g. the Fv/Fu ratio was unaffected by N-

limitation in chemostats of lhalassiosira pseudonana grown on 50 pM nitrate (see

Fig. 5. in Cullen et al. 1992). However, a contrasting study of 7. pseudonana
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identified decreases (-71o/o) in the maximum fluorescence yield (using a pump and

probe fluorometer) with increasing ammonium-limitation (Kolber et al. 1988). These

intraspecific differences need to be addressed before the Fv/Fu ratio can be used as

a broad-spectrum diagnostic marker of N-limitation in the open ocean (Falkowski et

al. 1992, Geider et al. 1993). The results presented here for N-limited cells conflict

with the large decreases in the Fv/Fr,l1 ratio previously found for N-starved

phytoplankton (Rosen and Lowe 1984, Cleveland and Perry 1987, Geider et al.

1993), enforcing the theory that N-starvation affects variable fluorescence in a
different manner to N-limitation.

ln the present study, ammonium-limited cells were not detectably different from

nitrate-limited cells with respect to Fo/Chl-a. However, under N-replete conditions,

Flynn et al (1993) found that ammonium-grown cells had -25o/o higher Fo/Chl-a than

nitrate-grown cells in the marine phytoflagellate /sochrysis galbana. This may

suggest that in N-replete nitrate-grown cells, captured photons are used more

efficiently (i.e. for nitrate/nitrite reduction) with less energy being lost as fluorescence.

3.4.1.4 Glutamine Synthetase Activity.

This study is the first to measure GS activity in both nitrate- and ammonium-limited

chemostat cultures (see Slawyk and Rodier (1986) for nitrate-limited chemostat

measurements). Maximum GS activity was up to 3-fold greater, in both nitrate- and

ammonium-limited chemostats, than previously recorded under N-starved conditions

(Rees et al. 1995). Increased GS activity per Chl-a with decreasing growth rate

under N-limited conditions may be an advantageous strategy for rapid assimilation

during transient increases in availability of combined N (McCarthy and Goldman

1979). Results from this study tentatively suggest that cells grown with ammonium

have generally lower GS activity than nitrate-grown cells, as found in several other

studies (Sumar et al. 1984, Ahmed and Hellebust 1988, Syrett and Peplinska 1988,

Rees et al. 1995). However, when GS activity was normalised to Chl-a, no

detectable difference was found between nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells. The

rapid response of phytoplankton cells to decreased N-limitation may also entail

increased transcription and translation of glutamine synthetase. These processes

require further investigation under steady-state N-limited conditions, to assess the

coupling between enzyme activity and enzyme abundance, and to allow the
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regulating factors of transcription and translation to be identified.

3.4.1.5 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio.

Changes in the internal amino acid pool of microalgae during N-deprivation and

nutrient spiking have demonstrated the ability of the Gln:Glu ratio to monitor N-status

(Flynn et al. 1989). The Gln:Glu ratios measured in this study were exceptionally low

(-0.05) when compared to N-replete cells (e.9. Gln:Glu = 0.25 (see Appendix 1)),

with a value around 0.3 being consistent with a balance of C and N for amino acid

synthesis (Clark et al. 1999). This implied that the level of glutamine was down-

regulated in response to decreased ammonium availability via the GS pathway in N-

limited cells (Turpin et al. 1991). Values of a similar magnitude have been recorded

for N-stressed and/or C-stressed cells (Clark et al. 1999). The Gln:Glu ratio was not

influenced by the N source used for growth in N-limited cultures in this study.

Consistent with this, Flynn et al. (1992) found that /sochrysis galbana had similar

Gln:Glu ratios when grown on either nitrate or ammonium as the primary N-source.

The relative balance between Glu and Gln pool sizes generally reflects the relative

activities of GS and GOGAT (Vanlerberghe et al. 1990). Intracellular concentrations

of glutamate were generally similar to N-replete cells for both nitrate- and ammonium-

limited cells (except for growth rates 0.68 and 0.77 d'1). In contrast, glutamine

concentrations were far lower than in N-replete cells. This decrease in glutamine

relative to glutamate implies that GS activity is limited by ammonium availability

(Vanlerberghe et al. 1990). When the intracellular concentrations of glutamine and

glutamate were normalised per Chl-a, different trends became apparent. Glutamate

levels were systematically higher than those for N-replete cells while glutamine levels

were only approximately half of those obtained from N-replete cells.

3.4.1.6 Summary of the physiological conseguences of nitrogen-limited

growth on nitrate or ammonium.

At saturating photon flux, reductant production (electron flow) does not limit the rate

of photosynthesis (Sukenik et al. 1987). Considering this, the reduction-state of the

N-source should have less effect on the physiology of the cell. Results obtained

under saturating photon flux conditions used in this study suggested few

physiological differences between nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells (e.9. slight
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ditferences in Chl-a content and glutamine synthetase activity). In contrast a semi-

continuous batch culture study by Levasseur et al. (1993) identified that for two

species of microalgae (Dunaliella tertiolecta and Gymnodinium sanguineum) grown

at saturating photon flux, cells grown on nitrate had significantly lower Q1r and higher

C:N ratios than those grown on ammonium. In this study, Qr.r, Qc and C:N ratios

were not detectably different. The results from this study indicate that N-limited

growth on nitrate, under saturating photon flux, results in a slightly greater rate of

increase in Chl-a with decreasing N-limitation, but a constant Fo/Chl-a compared to

ammonium-limited cells, at identical growth rates. The factors measured here

suggest that the efficiency with which photons are absorbed and transformed into

chemical energy is similar for nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells. No significant

difference in maximum GS activity per Chl-a, or the levels of glutamine or glutamate,

was observed between the different N-sources used in this study. This suggests that

the any extra cost of growth, on nitrate, is met before ammonium is assimilated via

the GS/GOGAT pathway. This study provides evidence that for nitrate-limited cells,

N assimilation is not compromised, in relation to ammonium-limited cells grown under

identical N conditions. When compared with nitrate- and ammonium-deficient

microalgae investigated by Levasseur et al. (1993) there appears to be a high degree

of interspecific variability in the response of microalgae to growth on nitrate. Further

steady-state studies of nitrate- versus ammonium-limited growth are necessary under

both subsaturating and saturating photon flux, to assess the relative biochemical and

physiological adaptations of phytoplankton to these two N sources.

3.4.2 Maximum Glutamine Synthetase Activity and Nitrogen lncorporation.

Maximum in situ activity (activity at 20o C) remained well above estimated N

incorporation rates, under N-limited steady-state conditions. These results suggest

that for P. ticomufum the maximum enzyme activity is not a 1:1 predictor of N

incorporation under N-limited steady-state conditions. This is in strict contrast to the

results obtained by Slawyk and Rodier (1986), who found a good quantitative

relationship between N incorporation rate and GS activity (GS activity was 94% of the

N incorporation rate, using an optimised synthetase assay) for Chaetoceros affinis at

one nitrate-limited steady-state growth rate (i.e. 1.008 d-1).

However, in this study, maximum catalytic GS activity was positively corelated to N
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incorporation rate for both nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells. Although not a strict

1:1 quantitative relationship, GS activity for ammonium-limited cells did increase

proportionately with the N incorporation rate. This was not the case for nitrate-limited

cells, which showed proportionately higher GS activity at lower N incorporation rates.

The exceedingly low Gln:Glu ratios (which can be attributed to decreased glutamine

levels) measured under N-limited conditions, reinforce the fact that GS activity in vivo

is restricted by low ammonium availability to this pathway. Whether these results for

P. ticomutum are indicative of the relationship between GS activity and N

incorporation rates in other marine diatoms warrants further investigation under

steady-state conditions. lt is possible that N-limited cells maintain high GS activity in

anticipation of periods of rapid N uptake and assimilation. The method used in this

study measured the combined activity of the cytosolic and chloroplastic isoforms of

GS. Separation of the relative contributions of these two isoforms (as the two

isoforms perform different roles with respect to primary assimilation of ammonium,

Maurin-Defossez and Le Gal (1998)) may allow a more predictive relationship with N

incorporation to be identified.

3.4.3 Rafes of Ammonium Uptake and Assimilation.

An understanding of the uptake capacity for nitrate and ammonium in marine algae is

critical in identifying any adaptive benefit that may be derived from growth on these

N-sources (Flynn 1998). Under steady-state conditions, the rate of N uptake must

equal the rate of assimilation, which in tum must equal the rate of cellular synthesis

of organic N, so that there is no slowest step (ap Rees and Hill 1994). Under non

steady-state conditions (i.e. rapid changes in available N) uncoupling occurs,

subsequently, cells can only maintain a high mean growth rate by enhancing the rate

of uptake, and maximising internal storage.

In this study, transient additions of 400 pM ammonium to N-limited cultures resulted

in rapid uptake. Ammonium uptake rates were significantly enhanced in relation to

the estimated rates required to sustain N-limited growth rates, and concur with

previous results under steady-state N-limited conditions (McCarthy and Goldman

1979, Goldman and Glibert 19S2). The relative amount of enhancement in uptake

rate decreased consistently with decreasing N-limitation, for both nitrate- and

ammonium-limited cells, again confirming the outcome of similar studies comparing
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short-term uptake with nitrate- and ammonium-grown cells (Dortch and Conway

1984, Dortch et al. 1991). Eppley and Renger (1974), and Parslow et al. (1984), in

simifar experiments, also found decreasing V'ut1l with increasing growth rate.

The relative ammonium uptake rate (V'u:tt ) when plotted against the ratio of 1t:ft,

accentuates the steep decrease in uptake rate (tAl with increasing growth rate. In a

similar study using P. tricomufum, Goldman and Glibert (1982) found that V'11e5:1t

ranged from 4.6 to 15.4 (i.e. pr: tt = O.Sl and 0.21), while, rates were far higher over a

1 min period i.e. V'nf-1:p ranged between 17 and 52J . The data presented in this

study are consistent with these latter values.

A detailed analysis of the kinetics of uptake and growth (Morel 1987) allows the

relationship between the uptake of ammonium and N-limited growth ol P. tricomutum

to be explored in more detail. This analysis involves the relationship between a

number of key ratios that are defined below.

(1)

(2\

Qrn"r/Q,nin

Kol\'

(3) Phi-"rl pto^",

ratio of maximum to minimum cellular quota (or

coefficient for luxury N uptake)

ratio of the saturation constants for steady-state

uptake and growth

ratio of maximum short-term uptake rates

Ratio (3) comparesphi,n"r, which defines the maximum uptake rate under severe

nutrient stress and associated low growth rates, and pto^^r, which defines the

maximum uptake rate under nutrient satiety with associated high growth rates.

Details of the methods used to calculate these ratios are given in Fig. 5 and its

associated discussion in (Morel 1987).

The N quota ratio Q."x/Qmin = 3.8 (derived from Fig, 3.2A, using a combined average

for both N sources) for N-limited P. ticomutum cells. By extrapolating back to a zeto

growth rate (Fig. 3.128), the half saturation constant ratio Kp I\' = 49 (again an
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average of both nitrate- and ammonium-limited regression lines). Therefore from

equation (9) Morel (1987) phi^.J pto^",= 12.9. The saturation constant for growth of

P. tricomutum can then be approximated, lt = 30 nM, since the saturation constant

for ammonium uptake in Chapter 2 can be calculated as K p=1.47 )tM. The low l$

value suggests that P. ticomutum is well suited to sustaining high growth rates under

low ammonium concentrations (the average ammonium concentration from Jellicoe

Channel, north-eastern New Zealand (Chapter 5) was 120 nM at a 10 m depth). The

factor phi^ J pto^.r, describing the increase in maximum uptake under nutrient

stress, appears to be even higher than that calculated by Morel (1987) i.e. 12.9 from

this study compared with 5 from Morel's calculations. The magnitude of this new

factor is supported by the Vru:1.r rate of N-replete cells calculated as 3.8 (from Table

2.1, using ll=0.94), a factor of 12.9 smallerthan KplKr. The data obtained in this

study also appear to extend the range of ammonium concentrations over which

marine microalgae can acclimate, to a factor of -50, as opposed to 20 estimated by

Morel (1987). This ammonium uptake acclimation range is similar to that identified

for phosphorus uptake, but far smaller than that estimated for Fe, or manganese

uptake (see Morel 1987), Riegman et al. (2000), in a study of phosphorus-limited

cells, identified that not only did the maximum uptake rate decrease with growth rate

but that the affinity of the uptake system also declined. The change in affinity for the

ammonium uptake system was not examined in the current study, yet wanants

further investigation.

In the quest to identify traits that confer a competitive advantage to a particular

phytoplankton species under conditions of N-stress, the maximum specific uptake

rate and the ammonium acclimation factor are indeed important components, along

with Krl(,. In a competitive sense, it is important to have both the most efficient

transport (uptake) system, as well 8s, compatible down-stream biochemical

processes (e.9. assimilation and incorporation) able to exploit any advantage gained

from the uptake system (Wheeler et al. 1982, Flynn 1998). Although the relationship

between transient ammonium availability and enhanced short-term uptake capacity in

relation to groMh rate in N-limited cells seems well established, the subsequent

down-stream effect on ammonium assimilation requires elucidation. In this study, the

relative ammonium assimilation rate was far lower than the relative ammonium

uptake rate, and did not decrease in a linear f;ashion with increasing growth rate (Fig.
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3.138). With reference to Goldman and Glibert's (1982) assertion that high V'y:1t

may still be attainable at high p:tr (i e 0.80-0.95) in nutrient-poor waters, the uptake

data from this study would appear to support this suggestion. Bu| from very limited

data, A'u:p over this same pr;1.r appears to be relatively stable over most of the

growth range, and then decreases dramatically at high tt: tt (Ftg.3.138). This result

suggests that although enhanced uptake may be possible in nutrient-poor waters at

high trl:ll , assimilation may decline drastically at these higher growth rates. Again,

these assimilation results apply only to the single marine diatom species tested in this

study. Further investigation of the enhanced assimilation capabilities of various

diatom species and other groups of phytoplankton under N{imitation is necessary

before further conclusions can be made. However, the relative ammonium

assimilation rate was enhanced by a factor of -3 over most of the growth rates

studied, in relation to the assimilation rate in N-replete cells (Fig. 3.138). This initial

insight into the effect of transient ammonium addition on relative ammonium

assimilation rates of N-limited cells highlights the significant difference between the

maximum uptake potential and the actual amount of N assimilated into the cell.

Comparisons of the relative ammonium assimilation rate, over a variety of species,

will allow the formulation of an overall relationship between this parameter and the

steady-state growth rate.

The assimilation:GS ratio suggests that there is a large surplus of unutilized GS

activity upon addition of pulsed ammonium to N-limited cells. Although this ratio was

very low, it appears to be relatively constant across the growth range studied for both

nitrate- and ammonium-limited cells (i.e. 6.8% t 0.88 and 5.7o/o t 1.23, respectively).

Multi-species studies under steady-state conditions are necessary before this ratio

can be reliably used to predict N assimilation in natural assemblages. The data

presented here indicate that the maximum specific uptake:assimilation ratio may be a

better ratio for interspecies comparisons of ammonium-utilization. The maximum

specific uptake rate, normalised to Chl-a rather than maximum specific growth rate,

gives the same trend as Fig. 3128 (data not shown) and may allow the use of this

indicator in the field.
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3.4.4 Do Phaeodactylum tricornutum cerrs adapt to the extra cost of nitrate

red u cti o n u n d e r i ro n J i m i ted, I i g ht-satu rate d c o n d iti o n s?

3.4.4.1 Elemental Composition.

The Qr..r for Fe-limited cells, grown on either nitrate or ammonium, was similar to the

level obtained for Fe-replete cells, or for the highest growth rate (i.e. least N-limited)

of the N-limited chemostats. This implied that N incorporation was not significantly

affected by Fe-limited groMh for either nitrate- or ammonium-grown cells. No

significant difference in Qr,r was found between nitrate- or ammonium-grown cells.

However, results from several batch culture experiments have suggested significantly

higher QN levels in ammonium-grown, Fe-stressed cells, when compared to nitrate-

grown cells or to Fe-replete cultures (Doucette and Hanison 1991, Muggli and

Hanison 1996, Muggli et al. 1996). In contrast to this study, Greene et al. (1991)

found that under Fe-limited (nitrate-grown) conditions P. tricomufum cells had lower

Qru than Fe-replete cells.

The Qc in this study was similar to levels observed for Fe-replete batch cultures, or

for the highest growth rate (i.e. least N-limited) of the N-limited chemostats. No

significant difference in Qc was apparent for Fe-limited cells grown on either nitrate or

ammonium. With increasing growth rate and decreasing Fe-limitation, both nitrate-

and ammonium-grown cells maintained a constant Qc. A constant Qc has also been

reported under Fe-deficient conditions by several authors (La Roche et al. 1993,

Muggli and Harrison 1996). In contrast to this, the Qc did decrease significantly with

increasing Fe-stress in nitrate-grown batch cultures ol Actinocyclus sp. (Muggli et al.

1996), and in Fe-limited (nitrate-grown) cells ol P. tricomutum (Greene et al. 1991).

Nitrogen-deficient diatoms have been observed to have C:N ratios as high as 20 - 40

(La Roche et al. 1993), while, Fe-deficient diatoms have been reported to have C:N

ratios similar to N-replete diatoms (4 - 8) (Greene et al. 1991, La Roche et al. 1993,

Maldonado and Price 1996). C:N ratios for Fe-limited cells grown on either nitrate or

ammonium in this study, were similar to results for Fe-replete cells, and slightly

higher than those obtained for the highest groMh rate of N-limited chemostats of P.

ticomutum cells. However, ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells had significantly

higher C:N ratios than their nitrate-grown counterparts, at both extremes of the Fe-
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limited growth range. These results conflict with previous work by Muggli et al.

(1996), who found a significant increase in the C:N ratio for Fe-stressed nitrate-grown

Actinocyclus sp. (an oeeanic diatom), while ammonium-grown cells retained C:N

ratios similar to Fe-replete cells. In a similar study, Muggli & Harrison (1996) report

an increase in C:N ratios from 8.6 to 13 (no significant difference between nitrate-

and ammonium-grown cells) lor Emiliania huxleyi(an oceanic coccolithophore) grown

under low Fe. However, Milligan and Harrison (2000) also found a lower C:N ratio for

nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells when compared to Fe-replete cells. In several of these

studies, however, a decrease in the growth rate could also have explained these

differences in the C:N ratio.

In this study, nitrite excretion occurred at both the low and high growth rates for

nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells, and appeared to increase with increasing Fe-limitation.

Ammonium was also excreted from nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells in this study,

suggesting that GS activity also decreased. Flynn and Flynn (1998) previously

queried whether the release of nitrite was mainly a transitory response to changes in

illumination and nutrient availability. However, this study of steady-state nitrate-

grown Fe-limited cells indicates that nitrite release is not a transitory response to Fe-

limitation. The excretion of nitrite could be due to low rates of nitrite reduction, as a

consequence of insufficient Fe to maintain NiR activity (Flynn and Flynn 1998).

However, there are several possible situations that may give rise to the release of

nitrite. In a study of Fe-deficient cells, Milligan and Hanison (2000) used variable

fluorescence data to suggest that NiR was limited by the supply of photosynthetically

derived reductant. The Fv/FM results from Fe-limited nitrate-grown cells in the

present study (see below) concur with this hypothesis. Fe-limited ammonium-grown

cells also showed a marked decline in the Fv/Fu ratio, due to the effect of Fe-

limitation on chlorophyll synthesis (Reuter and Ades 1987). Nitrite release has also

been observed for N-depleted cells at low light levels (Syrett, 1981), and for N-

starved cells under good illumination (Martinez 1991, Sciandra and Amara 1994).

Nitrite release was not measured in the N-limited chemostats in this study. Lomas et

al. (2000) found that N-replete nitrate-grown diatoms release ammonium and to a

lesser extent nitrite, when light-limitation is relieved. In this manner, nitrate and nitrite

reduction may be being used as an electron sink to dissipate the extra

photoreductant generated with increased photon flux density, with the N that is
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surplus to growth being released as ammonium (Lomas et al. 2000). Under Fe-

limited conditions the release of nitrite (and to a lesser extent ammonium) may be

due to a lack of photoreductant. Further investigation of Fe-limited conditions is

necessary to elucidate the relationship between photoreductant supply and N

metabolism.

3.4.4.2 Photosynfhesis and Photosynthetic Pigments.

In comparison to Fe-replete cells, net photosynthesis:PN was drastically reduced in

Fe-limited cells. Fe-limited cells had net photosynthesis:PN ratios that were

consistently lower than those from the N-limited chemostats at similar growth rates.

Nitrate-grown cells had significantly lower net photosynthesis:PN ratios than

ammonium-grown cells at both Fe-limited growth rates studied. Again, this supports

the idea that growth of Fe-limited cells is severely limited by the rate of

photosynthesis. ln accord with these findings, Reuter and Ades (1987) identified that

ammonium-grown Fe-stressed cultures had higher C fixation rates than nitrate-grown

cells.

With increasing Fe-limitation (0.16 d-1), nitrate-grown cells had significantly higher

Chl-a values than ammonium-grown cells (-15o/o higher). Muggli and Harrison

(1996) also found significantly higher Chl-a levels for nitrate-grown Fe-stressed cells,

but only when normalised to cell volume. This contradicts the results of Muggli et al.

(1996), who reported ammonium-grown cells to have higher Chl-a values under Fe-

stressed conditions, The ability to maintain higher Chl-a levels in nitrate-grown Fe-

limited cells may be directly related to the higher level of reductant required for

utilising nitrate (Muggli and Harrison 1996). Chl-a levels were considerably reduced,

relative to Fe-replete levels, in both nitrate- and ammonium-grown Fe{imited cultures

(Chl-a was 32% and 28o/o of the Fe-replete level, respectively). Doucette and

Hanison (1991) recorded a similar drop down to 260/o of the Fe-replete level, for Fe-

deplete batch cultures of Gymnodinium sanguineum. However, Chl-a levels did not

decrease to the same degree as those for N-limited cells in this study. Chl-a levels

increased significantly as Fe-limitation decreased, for both nitrate- and ammonium-

grown cells, Glover (1977) found a similar increase in Chl-a levels with decreasing

Fe-limitation, for nitrate-grown P. ticomutum and /sochrysis galbana. Several other

studies (Sakshaug and Holm-Hansen 1977, Reuter and Ades 1987, Muggli et al.
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1996, Greene et al. 1992, McKay et al. 1997) have also found an increase in Chl-a

with decreasing Fe-limitation in nitrate- and ammonium{rown batch cultures.

However, the oceanic coccolithophore Emiliania huxleyiappears to be an exception,

as it does not decrease its Chl-a quota with increasing Fe-stress (Muggli and

Hanison 1996).

The Chl-c:a ratio was significantly higher for nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells than for

ammonium-grown cells, at the lowest FeJimited growth rate. At the lowest Fe-limited

growth rate the Chl-c:a ratio was similar to Fe-replete cells, but increased significantly

(2-3 fold increase) for both nitrate- and ammonium-grown cells as Fe-limitation

decreased, to a final level higher than that for N-replete cells. This increase in Chl-

c:a implied an increase in the abundance of LHCPS, relative to reaction centers, as

Fe-limitation decreased. Greene et al. (1992) identified only a slight change (approx.

2OYo\ in the Chl-c:a ratio with decreasing Fe-stress, for Fedeficient P. ticomutum

cells. The large variability observed in the Chl-c:a ratio for N-limited cells indicates

that this relationship should be investigated further, before any clear generalization

can be made with regard to a predictive response to Fe-limitation.

The ratio of C:Chl-a increased significantly with increasing Fe-limitation for

ammonium-grown cells. This is largely due to the fact that Fe is required in the

synthesis of chlorophyll (Spiller et al. 1982). The ratio of C:Chl-a was not significantly

different when comparing nitrate- versus ammonium-grown cells under either of the

Fe-limited groMh rates. This concurs with previous work by Muggli and Harrison

(1996) for Fe-limited batch cultures, but conflicts with a similar study by Muggli et al.

(1996), who identified that ammonium-grown cells had higher C:Chl-a ratios. N- and

Fe-limited cells displayed the same functional relationship between C:Chl-a and

growth rate, i.e. C:Chl-a decreased with increasing growth rate. A different functional

relationship exists for cells under conditions of light limitation, i.e. C:Chl-a increases

with increasing growth rate (Laws and Bannister 1980), which may confound use of

this ratio to estimate growth rate in a field situation.

3.4.4.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

In this study, nitrate- and ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells (when compared to Fe-

replete cells) re-emitted a higher proportion of the light energy absorbed as variable
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fluorescence (i.e. Fe-limited cells had a lower Fv/Fu ratio). This concurs with the

findings of Greene et al. (1992), who upon relieving Fe-stress in P. tricomutum cells,

noted an increase in Fv/Fu from 0.18 to 0.58. The results of this study also agreed

with decreased Fy/FM values for cells of Ihalassiosira weisfloggii, grown at steady-

state under low Fe supply (Milligan and Harrison 2000). Reuter and Ades (1987) and

Doucette and Harrison (1990, 1991) also found similar results, as the Cellular

Fluorescence Capacity (CFC = Fv/Fn ratio) increased with decreasing Fe-limitation

for nitrate- and ammonium-grown batch cultures.

A comparison between Fo/Chl-a values obtained for Fe-limited cells at the lowest

growth rate, and values obtained for the highest dilution rate of NJimited cells,

indicates a possible 4-fold increase with Fe-limitation. This implies that

photosynthetic electron transport was less efficient under Fe-limitation (Sakshaug

and Holm-Hansen 1977). This increase in Fo/Chl-a, under Fe-limited conditions, is

consistent with the results of several other studies (Sakshaug and Holm-Hansen

1977, Doucette and Harrison 1990, 1991, Greene et al. 1992, Muggli and Harrison

1997). No significant difference was found for Fo/Chl-a, with respect to the two N

sources, in the present study. Muggli and Harrison (1996) also reported no

difference in FolChl-a for Fe-stressed cells grown on nitrate, or ammonium, and

recorded values similar to this study when normalised to ng Chl-a (data not shown).

However, Doucette and Harrison (1991) and Muggli et al. (1996) identified that

nitrate-grown cells had significantly higher Fo/Chl-a than ammonium-grown cells

under Fe-stress. These latter results suggest that nitrate-grown cells have less

efficient photosynthetic electron transfer processes under Fe-deficient conditions.

Moreover, Muggli et al. (1996) suggest that in both studies nitrate-grown cells may

also have been N-stressed, as N per cell dropped, but did not decrease in

ammonium-grown cells.

No significant difference was found for F#Chl-a, with respect to the different N

sources, in the present study. Fru/Chl-a values for the lowest Fe-limited growth rate

were far higher than values for e,ells growing at the highest N-limited dilution rate,

indicating a possible 3-fold increase with Fe-limitation. Again, this is consistent with

previous results for Fe-deficient, nitrate-grown batch cultures (Doucette and Harrison

1990, Greene et al. 1992).
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3.4.4.4 Glutamine Synthetase Activity.

This is the first study to measure GS activity in both nitrate- and ammonium-grown

Fe-limited chemostat cultures. GS activity displayed a variable response to

decreasing Fe-limitation, depending on the N-source used. As Fe{imitation

decreased, GS activity was significantly reduced for ammonium-grown cells (when

normalised to cell Chl-a); while nitrategrown cells retained a fairly constant GS

activity per Chl-a. This differing response of GS activity to decreasing Fe-limitation

dependent on the growth N-source suggests that Fe-limitation effects the assimilation

of ammonium slightly differently dependent on the N-source being utilised.

3.4.4.5 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio.

This is the first time that the Gln:Glu ratio has been compared in nitrate- and

ammonium-grown Fe-limited chemostat cultures. Gln:Glu ratios were comparable to

Fe-replete cells, and were far higher than the ratios obtained for N-limited cells.

Because GOGAT is an iron-metalloprotein, but GS has no known metal ion content

(Galvan et al. 1987), under conditions of Fe-limitation GS activity should remain

constant while GOGAT activity should decrease, inferring an increased Gln:Glu ratio

relative to Fe-replete cells, However in this study, Gln:Glu ratios of Fe-limited cells

were not significantly higher than Fe-replete cells. lron-deficient cells of

Ihalassiosira weisfloggii also have Gln:Glu ratios akin to Fe-replete cells (Fe-

repfete=O.37 and Fe-deficient=0.31, K. Flynn and A. Milligan, pers. comm.).

In Fe-limited cells, glutamate and glutamine coneentrations per cell were consistently

higher than either Fe-replete or N-limited cells. For nitrate-grown cells the glutamate

concentration was significantly higher at the highest growth rate (i.e. least Fe-limited).

Furthermore, the glutamine concentration per cell was higher than that for Fe-replete

cells (by a factor of 4.6 for nitrate-grown cells at a growth rate of 0.68 d-1), and was

substantially higher than that for N-limited cells (by a factor of 23 for nitrate-grown

cells at a groMh rate of 0.68 d-1). At the highest growth rate, the glutamine

concentration was significantly higher in nitrate-grown cells, when compared to

ammonium-grown cells.

When normalised to Chl-a, glutamate values were very similar to N-limited cells at
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the lowest growth rate, and far higher than values for Fe-replete cells. Furthermore,

glutamine concentrations per Chl-a were far higher than Fe-replete or N-limited cells

at either growth rate. Any increase in the glutamine pool of Fe-limited cells is likely to

be due to an inhibitory effect on the GOGAT pathway (Vanlerberghe et al. 1990).

This pathway could be inhibited in several ways: either by the lack of reductant (due

to lower photosynthetic capacity), or by the lack of C skeletons in the form of a -

ketoglutarate. An enzyme of the citric acid cycle, aconitase, which contains a non-

heme Fe as 4Fe-4S, may limit the availability of cc -ketoglutarate (Somerville et al.

1999) to the GOGAT pathway, under conditions of Fe-limitation. This study suggests

that under Fe-limited conditions GOGAT activity is not downregulated due to low Fe

supply. Further, the results from this study of Fe-limited, nitrate-grown cells suggests

that NiR activity was decreased, as nitrite excretion was observed at both growth

rates, this finding concurs with the results of Milligan and Harrison (2000). Milligan

and Harrison (2000) also suggested that the supply of reductant (e.9. fenedoxin or

flavodoxin, which is dependent on the rate of electron fiow through the electron

transport system) may be limiting NiR activity under Fe-limited conditions. The

variable fluorescence data from this study of Fe-limited P. ticomutum are consistent

with Fe-limitation decreasing the electron transfer efficiency within the electron

transport system. However, ammonium was also excreted from nitrate-grown Fe-

limited cells at the highest growth rate (0.68 d41 in this study suggesting that GS

activity may also be effected. This was supported by the increase in glutamate per

Chl-a for nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells at the highest growth rate. Further

investigation of the role of Fe-limitation on the GS/GOGAT pathway is necessary to

identify the true role of Fe in this pathway.

The results presented here for the Gln:Glu ratio, under conditions of Fe-limitation are

only representative of the culture conditions used in this study. For example, in the

natural environment, free available ferric ions are strongly hydrolysed in seawater so

that a large amount of Fe may be available in the colloidal form (Anderson and Morel

1982). Organic ligands such as siderophores may play an important role in

maintaining Fe in solution and making it available for biological uptake (Neilands

1974). Afthough P. tricornufum does not produce its own siderophores, it has been

shown to utilise exogenous siderophores (those produced by eubacteria and

cyanobacteria) to take up Fe (Soria-Dengg and Horstmann 1995). This altemative
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source of bioavailable Fe was not approximated in this study of Fe-limitation. The

associated metabolic cost of these siderophore-mediated Fe transport pathways

requires further investigation. The effects of any associated cost of siderophore

transport of Fe on the Gln:Glu ratio should also be investigated under steady-state

conditions.

3.4.4.6 Summary of nitrate vs. ammonium iron-limited growth.

Raven (1988) calculated that nitrate-grown cells require a 600/o higher Fe requirement

eompared with those grown on ammonium, to achieve the same growth rates. Under

Fe-stressed conditions, nitrate uptake could be more adversely affected than

ammonium uptake (Muggli and Harrison 1996), resulting in nitrate-grown cells being

unable to maintain their normal QH. Ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells had

significantly higher C:N ratios than their nitrate-grown counterparts, at both extremes

of the Fe-limited growth range. This suggests that N assimilation was low with

respect to C assimilation. In this manner, the ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells

would appear to be slightly N-limited. This same trend in increased G assimilation for

ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells was mirrored by an increase in the net

photosynthesis:PN ratio, when compared to nitrate-grown cells. The increased C per

N in ammonium-grown cells may reflect the increased amount of reductant

necessary, when cells are grown on nitrate (Thompson et al. 1989). With increasing

Fe-limitation, nitrate-grown cells had significantly higher Chl-a values than

ammonium-grown cells (-15% higher). The ability to maintain higher Chl-a levels in

nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells may be directly related to the higher level of reductant

required when utilising nitrate (Muggli and Hanison 1996). Nitrate-grown Fe-limited

cells also had a significantly higher Fv/Fr,,r ratio than ammonium-grown cells, at the

most Fe-limited growth rate, although this difference could not be specifically

attributed to increases in either Fo/Chl-a or Fu/Chl-a. The effects of Fe-limitation on

photosynthetic electron transport have focused on PSII in this study, however Fe-

limitation is also known to effect PSI (Greene et al. 1991). A similar study of nitrate-

or ammonium-grown Fe-limited cells is necessary to elucidate the effects of each N-

source on PSI efficiency.

Muggli and Harrison (1996) attributed this stability between N-sources to a
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substantial decrease in cell volume for nitrate-grown cells; but in the current study,

unfortunately this comparison was not made. Generalisation of results from these

strict growth conditions (i.e. Fe-limitation under saturating light conditions) is further

complicated by the fact that the proportion of Fe in photosystems may vary with

inadiance (Flynn and Hipkin 1999). This suggests that it is impossible to allocate a

single cost for the effects of Fe-limitation on nitrate assimilation.

GS activity, and GS activity per Chl-a, was significantly higher for nitrategrown cells

at the least Fe-limited growth rate. This suggests that GS activity increased as Fe-

limitation decreased for nitrate-grown cells. This was not apparent for ammonium-

grown FeJimited cells. A similar pattern was apparent for the intracellular

concentrations of glutamine and glutamate. Intuitively, this increase in GS activity

with decreasing Fe-limitation for nitrate-grown cells does not seem conect. lt may be

that, as Fe-limitation is decreased, the relative proportions of Fe supply between the

nitrite reductase (NiR) pathway and the GOGAT pathway become readjusted, with

more Fe supplied to the GOGAT pathway. This in tum would provide more substrate

for the GS pathway leading to an increase in GS activity. \Mth decreasing Fe-

limitation, no adjustment of Fe partitioning is necessary for ammonium-grown cells,

with respect to NiR (because NiR is inactive), and subsequently, both GS activity and

the Gln:Glu ratio remain the same.

This study provides evidence that nitrate-grown cells may adapt their physiology so

that N assimilation is not compromised in relation to ammoniumgrown cells under

identical Fe-limited conditions. Further steady-state studies are necessary before

any conclusions can be drawn with regard to the biochemical and physiological

adhptations necessary for grovrrth on nitrate as opposed to ammonium under Fe-

limited conditions. The enzyme activity measurements made in this study under Fe-

limitation suggest some interesting differences in N assimilation with respect to N-

source.

3.4.5 Com pa risons of N itrogen- a nd lron-lim itation.

Comparisons of the biochemical and physiological parameters measured in this study
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result in the following differences beh/veen N- and Fe-limited P. ticomufum cells

when compared to nutrient-replete cells:

1). Qru, Qc and the N:C ratio decrease under N-limitation, but remain relatively

constant under Fe-limitation.

2). Net photosynthesis:PN, Chl-a and Chl-c:a decrease in a similar manner under Fe-

limitation or N-limitation.

3). C:Chl-a increases more with decreasing growth rate under N-limitation than under

Fe-limited conditions.

4). The Fv/Fu ratio declines significantly (- 43%) under Fe-limitation but only slightly

(-21 o/o) under N-li mitation.

5). Both FolChl-a and Fn11/Chl-a increase with increasing nutrient limitation, while, the

increase is approximately 2-fold greater with Fe-limitation.

6). Maximum GS activity is significantly enhanced with decreasing N-limitation, but is

only slightly enhanced in Fe-limited cells.

7). Maximum GS activity per Chl-a is at least 3-fold higher under N-limitation than Fe-

limitation.

S). The Gln:Glu ratio is very low under N-limitation, but remains largely unchanged

under Fe-limitation.

Fe-limitation has been proposed to cause Fe-N co-limitation (Price et al. 1991).

Milligan and Harrison (2000), when studying NiR and NR activity found that although

these enzyme activities were reduced under Fe-limitation, and that NiR was the rate-

limiting step, N incorporation was not reduced relative to Fe-replete cells (as was

found in this study). In this study, ammonium assimilation may also have been rate-

limiting in nitrate-grown Fe-limited cells as evidenced by the release of ammonium

into the culture medium at the higher grovuth rate. However, a Gln:Glu ratio greater

than or equal to Fe-replete cells implies that the GOGAT pathway may, in fact, also

be a rate-limiting step under Fe-limitation (as C assimilation may be impaired). The

Gln:Glu ratio for N-limited cells was, in contrast, very low (i.e. no glutamine build up),

implying that this stands as a good indicator of the two different types of nutrient

limitation under the particular growth conditions used in this study.

A larger decrease in Fv/Fu ratio also characterized Fe-limited cells, when compared

to N-limited cells grown under steady-state conditions, indicating that Fe-limitation
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severely affects photosynthetic performance. However, as fluorescence emission at

ambient temperatures is almost entirely due to PSII photochemistry (Krause and

Weis 1991), little evidence about the effects on PSI can be gained from this study.

However, several other studies have identified that both PSI and II are impaired

under Fe-deficient (Vassiliev et al. 1995) while under N-deficiency PSI remains

relatively unaffected (Berges et al. 1996).

Although the ultimate effect of nutrient limitation is a reduction in photosynthesis and

growth, the differences in specific functions of each nutrient suggest that the

mechanisms leading to reduction of growth are nutrient specific. However, this study

highlights the necessity for multiple indicators when separating out the effects of Fe'

and N-limitation, particularly when confounded by variations in growth rate.

Although this study provides several answers, more laboratory-based studies need to

be conducted on organisms originating from 'High Nutrient Low Chlorophyll' (HNLC)

areas as suggested by Muggli and Harrison (1996), so that their responses under

standard laboratory conditions may allow increased understanding of organisms

adapted to that particular environment. Although many studies have looked at the

biochemical composition of nutrient limited cells, enhanced research into the effects

nutrient limitation has on specific enzyme activities (i.e. NR, NiR, GS and GOGAT)

appears necessary to unravel the intricacies of each specific limiting nutrient.
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4: BIOCHEMICAL SruDY OF THE NUTNIENT

STNTUS OF PnwoPLANKTON FROM THE

SU BTROPICAL COT.IvERGENCE ZOT.TE, N EW

ZeetAND.

Summary: Measurcment of the ratio of glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu), in situ

maximum glutamine synthetase (GS) activity, and the quantum yield of fluorescence

(Fv/Fd, permitted the relative impact of iron- (Fe) and nitrogen- (N) Iimitation on

maine phytoplanffion to be investigated, during the NIWA Ocean Fronts programme

over the Subtropical Convergence Zone, New Zealand (1995, 1997 and 1998).

Sampling of natural phytoplankton populations and water mass properties revealed

significant differences between Subantarctic waters (SAW and Subtropical waters

(SWV). GIn:Glu rafios were low 1<0.2) in both SAW and STW during spring and

winter, implying consr'sfenf N4eficiency. Relative changes rn GS activt$ (a measure

of ammonium assimilation in maine phytoplankton) eould only be linked to changes

in N-source (e.9. nitrate or ammonium) utilization in STW in the spring of 1997. The

FvlFu ratio, an index of the efficiency of photosystem II (PSil) photochemistry, was

fairiy consr'sfenf between STW and SAW in both the spring (1997) and winter (1998).

However, during summer (1995) the Fv/Fn ratio was considerably lower in SAW

suggesting increased nutrient deficiency in these waters.

An Fe-enrichment experiment conducted on samples from SAW, under Fe clean

conditions, produced significant rncreases in Chl-a for both trcatments (largely for the

diatom poftion) and the control. /ncreases in the Gln:Glu ratio initially implied

improved N-sfafus in all carboys. However, continued increases in the Gln:Glu ratio

for both Fe and Fe + Si treatments above 0.5 suggested increasing C-sfress rclative

to N over the latter half of the enrichment. The control also showed enhanced

Gln:Glu rafios indicative of decreased N-sfress, buf their was no suggestion of C-
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sfress as fhe Gln:Gtu ratio did not exceed 0.5. /ncreases in the control carboy may

be due to contamination by Fe or another factor, e.g. reduction of grazer control, or

/rglhf-sfiess.

An N-enrichment experiment conducted on samp/es from STW, produced similar

rncreases in the Gtn:Glu ratio for both the control and treatment carboys, with the

increase in the control carboy due to contamination or another factor, e.g. reduction

of g razer control, or /ighf-sfress.

4.1 Introduction

The Subtropical Convergence (STC) is a major oceanographic feature, situated off

the southeast coast of New Tealand, which represents a complex zone of mixing

(Nodder 1997) (Fig. 4.1A). The STC separates Subtropical water (Sn /) to the north

and Subantarctic water (SAW) to the south (Fig. 4.1B) (Heath 1985, Butler et al.

1992). Further south the SAW is bounded by the Polar Front (PF) (Heath 1985).

Although several studies have focused on waters south of the PF, a paucity of

information exists on SAW to the north (Banse 1996, Boyd et al. 1999).

STW is characterised by warm, highly saline, nutrient-poor water, with average winter

to spring column integrated chlorophyll a (Chl-a) concentrations of 20 to 50 mg m-2.

In contrast, SAW is characterised by cold, less saline, nutrient-rich water, with

average winter to spring column integrated Chl-a concentrations of 12to 14 mg m-2

(Heath 1985, Chiswell 1994, Nodder 1997). Despite the high nitrate concentrations

in SAW, phytoplankton biomass remains low. SAW therefore represent a High

Nutrient Low Chlorophyll (HNLC) region, with characteristic excess nitrate levels

(Banse and English 1997), while STW are in macronutrient balance (Zentara and

Kamykowski 1981). Mean values of Chl-a in SAW, are as low as other HNLC

regions (0.1 to 0.5 mg m-31, except at times near the STC (Banse and English 1997).

In addition to this diagnosis, Dugdale et al. (1995) postulated that SAW could be

defined as a high nitrate, low silicate (Si), low chlorophyll (HNLSLC) region. Boyd et

al. (1999) refined this concept further by suggesting that Si deficiency may not be

present in austral spring.
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Figure 4.1 A) Map showing the general study area in relation to New Zealand.

B) Close-up view of the Subtropical Convergence Zone, identifying

the Subtropical waters to the north and Subantartic waterc to the

south.

Several factors have been cited as being responsible for the low rates of nitrate

uptake in HNLC regions, such as grazing pressure (Frost 1991), ammonium inhibition

of nitrate uptake (Wheeler and Kokkinakis 1990) and iron (Fe) -limitation (Martin and

Fitzvater 1988, Boyd et al. 1996). These limiting factors are not necessarily mutually

exclusive (Frost 1 991 ).

lron-limitation in these areas has received considerable attention and several HNLC

regions have been postulated to be Fe-deficient (Martin et al. 1994, Banse 1996). In

several cases Fe-limitation has been demonstrated directly (Coale et al. 1996, La

Roche et al. 1996). Although, in the Southern Ocean Fe-limitation may not be the

major factor controlling phytoplankton growth (de Baar et al. 1990). The specific role
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of Fe-limitation in the SAW of the Pacific region has only recently been investigated

and may be complicated by Fe/Si co-limitation (Boyd et al. 1999).

lron is a particularly important micronutrient because it is involved in the biosynthesis

of chlorophyll, and is an important component of fenedoxin, which facilitates the

intracellular transfer and storage of photosynthetically incorporated energy (Davis

1990, Geider and La Roche 1994). lron-limitation also affects heme and Fe-sulphur

compounds, which serve as co-factors in the reduction of nitrate to ammonium

(Timmermans et al. 1994). Accordingly, through its effect on photosynthetically

derived reductant, Fe-limitation may affect the rate of "neu/' production, which relies

on the utilisation of nitrate as opposed to ammonium. The associated down-

regulation of nitrate reductase (NR), and, more significantly, nitrite reductase (NiR) in

response to Fe-deficiency has been identified under laboratory conditions (Milligan

and Harrison 2000). However, in the same study, in vitro activity of NiR remained

well above nitrogen (N) incorporation rates, suggesting that either reductant supply or

transport of nitrite into the chloroplast was actually limiting the assimilation of nitrate.

Additionally, variable fluorescence data are consistent with Fe-limitation decreasing

the electron transfer efficiency within the photosynthetic electron transport system

(Milligan and Hanison 2000). In contrast, Fe-limitation is suspected to be of less

consequence to phytoplankton utilising ammonium, as ammonium can be readily

incorporated into the cell under Fe-limitation (Raven 1988). However, neither nitrate

nor ammonium appeared to affect Fe-limited growth, under light saturating

conditions, in Phaeodactylum ticomutum (see Chapter 3).

lron-limitation in HNLC regions has been postulated to preferentially affect larger

cells, i.e. diatoms (Hudson and Morel 1990, Morel et al. 1991, Price et al. 1991,

Sunda and Huntsman 1997). As smaller sized cells (<5 pm) have increased

competitive ability to assimilate recycled nutrients (e.9. ammonium) at low diffusion

limited, ambient concentrations (Raven 1986). In turn it has been suggested that the

smaffer picoplankton may be under grazer control (Banse 1990, Boyd et al. 1996,

Landry et al. 1997). Armstrong (1999) has suggested that diatoms may also be

controlled at low densities by generalised grazers such as copepods. Thus, Fe

through its effect on N metabolism (Banse 1991), or photosynthetic electron transport
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(Flynn and Hipkin 1999, Milligan and Harrison 2000) may affect the structure and

functioning of HNLC marine ecosystems.

Although nutrient limitation in natural assemblages of marine ph$oplankton has been

investigated using a large variety of indicators (e.9. G:N ratio, C:Chl-a, uptake

experiments), biochemical indicators have only recently been applied to field

situations (Slawyk et al. 1997, Erdner and Anderson 1999, Boyd et al. 1999). \A/hile

still in their infancy, with regard to laboratory ground-truthing, many of these

biochemical indicators provide useful insights into phytoplankton responses to

nutrient limitation. For example, measurements of enzyme activity may indicate a

response to nutrient limitation on time-scales far shorter than standard indicators

such as changes in levels of Chl-a.

Use of the glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu) ratio as a tool to distinguish the relative N-

status of a natural phytoplankton assemblage (Flynn et al. 1989) was investigated,

along with the possibility of determining which nutrient (Fe or N) is limiting growth of

phytoplankton in STW and SAW. Laboratory investigation of the Gln:Glu ratio by

Flynn et al. (1989) has identified that N-replete phytoplankton should have a high

Gln:GIu ratio (-0.5), as available N is converted to glutamine via the GS pathway.

Conversely, after prolonged N-stress, phytoplankton would have a low Gln:Glu ratio

(<0.1), as the production of glutamine is lowered due to the lack of available N. Flynn

and Fielder (19S9) suggested that a lower Gln:Glu ratio of 0.3-0.4 could indicate N-

sufficiency in mixed phytoplankton population studies.

lron-limitation may also effect the Gln:Glu ratio. GOGAT is an Fe metalloprotein

(Galvan et al. 1987). lron is involved in providing carbon (C) skeletons for the

GOGAT pathway, via the production of c-ketoglutarate (Somerville et al. 1999).

Theoretically then, if Fe becomes limiting (even when N is in excess), the rate at

which glutamine is converted into glutamate will decrease resulting in a high Gln:Glu

ratio (see Fe-limited chemostat results in Chapter 3). However, Fe-limitation is

hypothesised to affect photosynthesis first and N metabolism second (Geider and La

Roche 1994).
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The variability in phytoplankton photosynthetic parameters (Falkowski et al. 1992)

can be used to assess the degree of cellular physiological limitation of phytoplankton

growth in the ocean. However, it is important to note that fluorescence

measurements from bulk water samples represent a weighted average of all

fluorescent particles present in the sample (Olson et al. 1996). In laboratory cultures,

the Fv/Fu ratio, an index of the efficiency of photosystem II (PSII) photochemistry, is

low in Fe-deficient cultures (Greene et al. 1991, 1992) as well as in nitrate-deficient

phytoplankton (Kolber et al. 19S8). Under steady-state conditions (probably

simulating a different model of nutrient stress), Fe-limitation causes a marked

decrease (-43Yo) in the Fv/Fu ratio (see Chapter 3). In contrast, N-limitation causes

only a slight decrease (-21o/o) in the Fv/Fu ratio (Chapter 3, Geider et al. 1998).

Under nutrient-replete conditions the Fv/Fr,r ratio is largely independent of growth

irradiance and maximal at 0.65 (Kolber et al. 1988). Because both N- and Fe-

limitation may affect the photosynthetic performance of a cell to different extents, the

Fv/Fn ratio was used to evaluate the efiec{s of nutrient limitation on the

photosynthetic capacity of phytoplankton populations from ditferent water masses in

the STC zone.

Glutamine synthetase (GS) has been suggested to be the primary ammonium-

assimilating enzyme, for both ambient ammonium and that derived from nitrate-nitrite

reduction, in marine phytoplankton (Syrett 1981, Wheeler 1983, Slawyk and Rodier

1986, Zehr and Falkowski 1988). Subsequently GS activity has been postulated to

be an alternative to measuring inorganic N incorporation (i.e. by Ntt methodology,

Slawyk et al. (1997); also results from Chapter 3 of this study). In this manner any

potential difference in combined N utilisation by SAW, STW and STC phytoplankton

was assessed.

The purpose of this study is to present biochemical data, that in conjunction with

hydrological and chemical data, may elucidate the types of nutrient limitation that

occur in both SAW and STW adjacent to the Subtropical Convergence Zone. By

comparing the activity of GS, with the ambient concentrations of nitrate and

ammonium from different water masses, an attempt was made to find a conelation

between this enzyme activity and the dynamics of phytoplankton N utilization.

Furthermore, the ratio of Gln:Glu in conjunction with the Fv/Fu ratio was utilised to
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provlde lioight lnto flre possib-ilrty that dlfferent nutrients were limlting fhytoplankton
growth in $AlA/,andl:STW- These purametsrs may also help elucidate the hypothesis

that SAW ph toplankton strffier fiom a deliciency ot Fo.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Cruise 3024: Austral Summer, 19 February - SWarch 1995.

4.2.1.1 Phytoplankton and Water Sampling. ln February/March 1995

discrete plankton and water column samples were collected aboard the R. V.

"Giljanes', from stations in the Subtropical Convergence Zone (STC), including

stations from STW, to the north and SAW, to the south (Fig. 4.1). Hydrocasts were

made at each station (Table 4.1 , see Appendix 2 for specific site locations) using a

SeaBird 9/11 plus CTD, with an attached Niskin water boftle (10 L) rosette (with nylon

covered stainless steelsprings). At each station, samples were collected from several

depths (Table 4.1), down to 1o/o /e (surface incident radiation, measured using

calibrated LiCor collectors), nominally the depth of the euphotic zone. Temperature

profiles were obtained from the Seabird 9/11 plus CTD sensors which were calibrated

periodically.

4.2.1.2 Nutrienb and biomass. Ambient concentrations of nitrate and

ammonium were measured on filtered seawater samples from each depth sampled,

using a Technicon AAll autoanalyzer following the methods of Nydahl (1976) and a

modified method of Crooke and Simpson (1971) respectively. Particulate matter was

collected by filtration of 500 mL seawater onto precombusted (5000 C for 24h)

Whatmann GF/F filters (25 mm diameter). Particulate organic nitrogen (PON) was

determined with a Perkin Elmer model 2400 CHN Analyzer. Chlorophyll a (Chl-a, pg

L-r) was calculated from in vitro Chla fluorescence following the method of Strickland

and Parsons (1972). Size fractionated Chl-a was determined by sequential filtration

through 20 pm nylon mesh, 2 pm Nucleporeru membrane filter, and a Whatmanru

GF/F filter.

4.2.1.3 Glutamine Synthetase Activity. GS activity was measured on the

particulate matter contained in 1 L seawater samples, filtered onto 25 mm glass-fibre

filters (Whatmanru GF/F) in triplicate (i.e. 3 blank and 3 assay filters from each

depth). Filters were then immersed in buffer containing 0.2 M Hepes-KOH, pH 7.9,

50 mM MgCl2, 5 mM NazEDTA, and 1 mM DTT, and frozen immediately in liquid Nz.

Filters for GS activity were subsequently stored at -20" C prior to analysis. Samples

were analysed for GS activity using the method of Rees et al. (1995). Potential
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activities were corrected for in sifu temperature using an apparent activation energy

of 15.58 (T. R. Larson, unpublished data). Enzyme activities are expressed either as

pmol Pi L-1 h-1 or as Chl-a-specific rates (units, pmol Pi pg Chl-a h-1).

Tabfe 4.1. An outline of the hydrocast-sampling regime for Cruise 3024

(February-March 1995).

4.2.1.4 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence. The quantum yield of fluorescence

was measured using a Ratio-ll fluorometer (Optical Technology Devices Inc.). Fv/Fn

was calculated as described by Geider et al. (1993a) on duplicate samples, where Fs

is the fluorescence of samples that were dark-adapted for 30 min and Fu is the

fluorescence after addition of 10 UM DCMU. Fv was calculated using the following

Subtropical

Convergence Zone

(src)

20-2-95 w431

w432

w440

w441

w442

w445

w476

w478

5, 10,25,32, ffi
10,20, 30, ffi

10,20, 35, 45,60

10,20,35

10, 18,25

10,20, 35

5, 10, 15,20, 25, 40

5,20,40

0830

1600

0800

1330

1800

0000

0800

1600

21-2-95

27-2-95

Subantarctic Waters

(SAV,l)

23-2-95

24-2-95

2*2-95

26-2-95

w458

w459

w461

w462

w467

w468

w470

10, 15, 25, 40, ffi,65
5,20,60

10,20,28, 35, 50, 80

8,30,45

10, 25, 40, 55,70

10,20,40

10,20, 30, 40, w,70

0800

1600

0800

1600

1300

1800

0700

Subtropical Waters

(sw

28-2-95 w482

w483

w485

w486

w488

w489

w490

w492

10, 25, 35, 45,60

10,25, 42

10,20, 28, 34,50, 60

10,30, fi
10,25, 47

10,25, 43

10, 40, 55

5, 10, 15,20, 30, 38

0830

1630

0800

1330

1900

0000

1600

0730

7-3-95

2-3-95

3-3-95
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formula:

Fv=Frvr-Fo.

All fluorescence measurements were conducted at ambient air temperature. F6 and

Fy w€r€ standardised for background fluorescence by blanking with a sample of <0.2

pm filtrate from each station.

4.2.1.5 Statisfrcal Analysis.

4.2.1.5.1 Glutamine Synthetase Activity. A reduced major axis (RMA, Ricker

1973) regression was employed to investigate the relationship between glutamine

synthetase activity and Chl-a concentration (P <0.05) for Subantarctic, Subtropical

and Subtropical Convergence water masses. RMA regressions are necessary when

there is enor associated with both the X and Y variables. Comparative tests for the

equality of slopes of these RMA regressions were performed according to Clarke

(1e80) (P <0.0s).

4.2.2 Cruise 3040: Austral Spring, 18 October - 2 November 1997.

4.2.2.1 Phytoplanffion and Water Sampling. In October-November 1997

plankton samples and water column samples were collected aboard the R. V.

"Tangaroa', from stations in STW and SAW (Fig. 4.1). Hydrocasts were made at

each station (Table 4.2, see Appendix 2 for specific site locations) using techniques

and equipment as described above (4.2.1.1). However, the same geographic

position was held for a period of 5-6 days within each water mass to observe possible

small-scale (between day) temporal variation.
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Table 4.2. An outline of the hydrocast-sampling regime for Gruise 3040

(October-November I 997).

Subantarctic Waters

(sAVO

18-10-97

19-10-97

20-10-97

21-10-97

24-10-97

ul159

ul163

ul165

u1174

u1195

5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 130

5, 10,20,35,55,85

as above

as above

10,20, 35, 55,85

0515

0400

0600

0600

0600

Subtropical Waters

(srw

28-10-97

29-10-97

30-10-97

31-10-97

1-1 1-97

2-1 1-97

ul211

ul215

ul225

u1231

u1235

ul238

5, 10, 15,25, 40, 60

as above

as above

as above

as above

as above

0600

0600

0600

0600

1700

0600

4.2.2.2 Other Methods. Seawater ammonium and nitrate concentrations,

PON, Chl-a, GS activity, and quantum yield of fluorescence were all measured as

previously detailed for Cruise 3024 (sections, 4.2.1.2,4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4), except

that Fv/Fu was determined in triplicate.

4.2.2.3 Glutamine:Glutamate (Gln:Glu) Ratio. Samples were also collected

for analysis of the Glutamine:Glutamate (Gln:Glu) ratio (at a standard depth of 10 m).

Three replicate 1L samples were filtered through 25 mm glass-fiber filters (Whatman

GF/F) and extracted for amino acids using the method of Syrett and Peplinska

(1988). The decanted supernatant was stored at-20o C until assayed. The method

used to determine the amount of glutamine and glutamate was a reverse-phase PITC

method modified from Bergeron and Jolivet (1991), as described in Chapter 3.

4.2.2.4 lron-Enrichment yersus Untreated Control. At station U1159 (SAW

a single in vitro enrichment experiment was performed to determine the effects of

DFe (dissolved Fe) and DFe plus Si (silicate) (replicate experiments could not be

conducted due to logistical constraints). Dissolved Fe plus Si was investigated as

Subantarctic waters are thought to have relatively low Si levels, in part due to an

elevated Si uptake rate relative to nitrate (Minas and Minas 1992), and to the
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circumpolar character of the water mass (Zentara and Kamykowski 1981). Water

sampling and transfer to carboys, were as previously described by Boyd et al. 1996.

The polycarbonate carboys had a volume of 25 L. The control carboy contained

seawater only, while the individual treatment carboys contained: 1) seawater and

DFe, added to a final concentration of 2 nmol kg-l after Boyd et al. (1996) (i.e. plus

Fe), and 2) seawater and DFe (as above) plus Si, added to a final concentration of 4

pmol kg-l, with contaminants removed by Ghelex treatment (i.e. plus Fe + Si). In all

cases Fe was added as a 1:1.5 Fe:EDTA solution to ensure initial Fe solubility.

During this experiment sealed carboys were held in a simulated in sifu on-deck

incubator at a constant temperature of 80 C, maintained by continuously flowing

seawater, and shaded with neutral density screens to simulate the light level from

which the sample was collected (50o/o surface photon flux density (/o)). Carboys were

subsampled concurrently at t = 0, and then at 2 day intervals (f = 2, 4, 6 days) at

approximately 1530 NZST. At each sampling interval duplicate samples were taken

for gfutamine:glutamate ratio determination as described above (section 4.2.2.3\.

4.2.2.5 Nitrogen-Enrichmenf yersus Untreated Contol. At station U1215

(STW) an N-enrichment experiment was performed. Water sampling and transfer to

carboys was as described (Boyd et al. 1996). Seawater from the euphotic zone (low-

N, i.e. the control) and seawater from depth (i.e. high in nitrate, the high-N treatment)

were added to individual carboys (replicate experiments could not be conducted due

to fogistical constraints). The polycarbonate carboys had a volume ol 25 L.

Experimental carboys were again held in a simulated in situ on-deck incubator, at a

constant temperature of 14o C, with continuously flowing seawater, and shaded with

neutral density screens to simulate the light level from which the sample was

collected (30% surface photon flux density (/o)). Carboys were subsampled

concurrently at t = 0, and then at 2 day intervals (t = 2,4, 6 days) at approximately

1530 NZST. At each sampling interval, duplicate samples were taken for

glutamine:glutamate ratio determination as described above (section 4.2.2.3).

Additional information was attained from Dr. P. Boyd (NIWA, Dunedin) who

concurrently measured size-fractionated Chl-a to assess the composition of the

plankton population within each carboy.
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4.2.2.6 Sfatistical Analysis.

4.2.2.6.1 Glutamine Synthetase Activity. A reduced major axis (RMA, Ricker

1973) regression was employed to investigate the relationship between glutamine

synthetase activity and Chl-a concentration (P <0.05) for Subantarctic and

Subtropical water masses. RMA regressions are necessary when there is enor

associated with both the X and Y variables. Comparative tests for the equality of

slopes of these RMA regressions were performed according to Clarke (1980) (P

<0.05).

4.2.3 Cruise 3047: Austral Winter, 23 August - 2September 1998.

4.2.3.1 Phytoplankton and Water Sampling. In August-September 1998

plankton samples and water column samples were collected from stations aboard the

R. V. "Tangaroa', in the vicinity of the Subtropical Convergence Zone, including

stations in STW and SAW (Fig. 4.1),

Table 4.3. An outline of the hydrocast-sampling regime for Gruise 3047

(Aug ust-Septembe r 1 998).

Hydrocasts were made at each station (Table 4.3, see Appendix 2 for specific site

focations) using equipment and techniques as described for cruise 3024 above

(4.2.1.1).

D .:.:

::.::.tii-.:jii

Subantarctic Waters

(sAw

27-8-98

28-8-98

29-8-98

R956n

R977

R996

10, 30,60,90, 120

as above

as above

0500

0730

0730

src 30-8-98 R1015 10,30, fr,60,80 0800

Subtropical Waters

(sru/)

23-8-98

24-8-98

25-8-98

R901

R918

R937

10,24, 30

10, 30, ffi,75, 100

as above

0730

0640

0630
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1.2.3.2 Other Methods. Ammonium and nitrate concentrations in seawater,

PON, Ghl-a, and quantum yield of fluorescence were all measured as previously

described for Cruise 3024, except that the quantum yield was measured in triplioate.

Samples were collec{ed for determination of the Gln:Glu ratio, as described above br
Cruise 3040 (4.2.2.31. Variation in the Gln:Glu ratio with depth was studied by

collecting samples at up to five depths, down to the 1% surface inadiance level.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Cruise 3024: Austral Summer, 19 February - 5 March 1995.

4.3.1.1 Nutrienb and Biomass.

Ambient nitrate and ammonium concentrations, for each water mass sampled, are

outlined in Table 4.4. Average nitrate concentrations were highest in SAW and

lowest in STW, with ammonium concentrations following a similar trend. The STC

zone was characterised by slightly higher nitrate concentrations than STW and by

intermediate ammonium concentrations. SAW nitrate concentrations were always

higher than the corresponding ammonium concentrations (Fig. 4.3). In contrast, both

STW and the STC had ambient nitrate concentrations that were ofien below the

detection limit (i.e. 0.0a pM) in the upper euphotic zone (0-25 m) (see Figs. 4.5 and

4.6) and of a similar magnitude to ambient ammonium concentrations, These low

concentrations of nitrate suggest nitrate depletion in surface waters at STC and STW

sites in austral summer.

Concentrations of PON ranged from 0.64 to 2.90 ;rM for SAW and from 0.49 to 2.04

pM for Sn /. PON concentrations for the STC ranged from 0.18 to 3.87 pM.

Table 4.4. Ambient concentrations of nitrate and ammonium in seawater

samples from Subantarctic waters, Subtropical waters, and the

Subtropical Gonvergence Zone, Cruise 3024 (February-March

1995), indicating both the average concentration (! 1 S.E) and the

overall range within the euphotic zone.

Water!U+e

:il ';;:I 'r i .,-: '. _'

.,..:.:'Il.,I:.' i- 
_l

' ,,'':.t: :., ' ''
.:," : ,; r\ i ... .'r : .,.,'

;'Hftrate

sAw 7.01 *0.58 2.82--14.79 O.47 tO.O7 0.1 1-1.65

STW 0.32 rQ.17 <0.04-4.48 0.15 10.01 0.04-0.35

sTc 1.19 10.36 <0.04-9.11 0.28 r0.05 0.o7-1.29
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Average Chl-a concentrations were similar for both the STC and STW with values of

0.35 + 0.04 prg L-1 and 0.35 t 0.05 pg L-1 respectively. Average Chl-a concentration

was lower in SAW alO.27 * 0.02 pg L-l. The phytoplankton size composition differed

for each water mass (Table 4.5), as SAW had higher levels of >20 pm phytoplankton

and lower levels of picoplankton than both STW and the STC.

Table 4.5. Partitioning of chlorophyll a between phytoplankton size fractions

in seawater samples from Subantarctic waterc, Subtropical waters,

and the Subtropical Convergence Zone, Cruise 3024 (February-

March 1995). Values are means over the euphotic zone t 1 S.E.

SAW 6.5 t 0.94 39.8 r 1.25 53.8 * 1.46

STW 2.7 t0.36 32j *.2.6 65.1 r 2.05

src 3.4 r 0.35 28.4 t1.32 68.2 t 1.46

4.3.1.2 Glutamine Synthetase Activity.

Because GS activity will vary according to rn sifu water temperature, its relationship

with Chl-a levels was investigated after GS aclivity was corrected for in situ water

temperature using an apparent activation energy of 15.58 (T. R. Larson, unpublished

data) (FiS. 4.2). GS activity displayed a positive relationship (reduced major axis

regression (RMA), Ricker 1973) with increasing levels of Chl-a (Fig.4.3), for STC

1f=0.41, slope=0.268, P <0.05), SAW (y'=O.42, slope=0.406, P <0.05) and STW

(f=0.O52, slope=O.165, P <0.05). Comparative tests for the equality of slopes of the

three RMA regressions were performed according to Clarke (1980). No detectable

difference (t-test, P > 0.05) in slopes was identified for any combination of the

different water masses studied.
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Figure 4.2 The relationship between glutamine synthetase activity (corrected

tor in sifu water temperature) and chlorophyll a concentration for

Cruise 3024 (February{tlarch 1995), grouped by water mass (circle

= Subtropical Gonvergence Zone, square = Subantartic watens,

and triangle = Subtropical waterc). RmA regression lines are

depicted as follows, eolid line = Subtroplcal Gonvergence Zone,

dashed line = Subantarctic waters, and dashdot line = Subtropical

waterc.

The variation in GS activity (conected Jor in sifu water temperature) per Chl-a, for

each water mass with depth, is illustrated in Figures 4.3.+.5 for SAW, STW and the

STC respectively. The maximum GS activity measured was 0.79 pmol pg-1 Chl-a h-1

for all stations sampled. Average GS activig was remarkably consistent between all

water masses, i.e. 0.20 i 0.021 ,0.21i0.033, and 0.21 r 0.037 pmol pg-l Chl-a hr for

SAW, STW and STC waters respectively. GS activity generally peaked at 20-30 m in

SAW (Fig. 4.3) while STW (Fig. 4.4) and STC stations (Fig. 4.5) showed no

distinctive paftern. When GS activity was normalised to PON, as opposed to Ghl-a,

similar trends with depth were apparent (data not shown). Variation in maximum GS

activity with depth did not appear to be correlated with ambient ammonium or nitrate

concentrations for any water mass examined.

:4.
*""."'fr4 AO
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Figure 4.3. Depth distribution of ammonium (open circles) and nitrate (closed

circles) concentration and glutamine synthetase (GS) activity per

chlorophyll a (closed squares) for Subantarctic stations (W458-

W470), Cruise 3024 (February-March f 995). Stations W44l-W445

are not show.n as GS activity was only measured at two depths.
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4.3.1.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

The ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence (Fy/FM) of dark-adapted cells was

highly variable between sites within each water mass (Fig. 4.6). In SAW (Fig 4.6A),

Fv/Fr,,r ratios appeared to be higher on the first day's sampling (stations W458 and

W459) with an average Fy/Fy ratio of Q.44 x 0.06 (Table 4.6, SAW ratio A).
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The remaining stations in SAW displayed far lower Fv/F1,,1 values, with an average

Fv/Fu ratio of 0.18 t 0.03 (Table 4.6, SAW ratio B). STW stations (Fig. 4.68) had

slightly higher FvlFr,,r values than ratio B for SAW stations, with average levels of 0.24

r 0.06. ln comparison, the STC zone (Fig. a.6C) had higher average Fv/Fnr levels of

0.46 t 0.03, similar to ratio A from SAW. These lower average Fv/Fu ratios in SAW

and STW imply physiological limitation of phytoplankton photosynthesis in

comparison to STC phytoplankton, Based on the average Fv/Frrr ratio found in each

water mass, an estimate of the % of functional reaction centres (f) can be made by

normalising to the nutrient-replete value of 0.65 (Greene et al. 1994) (Table 4.6).

Table 4.6 Gomparison of the percentage of functional reaction centres (D in

photosystem II (PStr) for each water mass (Subantarctic waters,

Subtropicalwaters, and the Subtropical Convergence Zone, Cruise

3024 (February-March 1995)). The average ratio of variable to

maximum fluorescence (Fv/Fii) was calculated using data from all

depths measured within each water mass, except for Subantarctic

waters where it was split into the first days sampling (ratio A) and

all subsequent days (ratio B).

SAW - ratio A

ratio B

o.44

0.18

68

28

sTw o.24 37

src 0.46 71

4.3.2

4.3.2.1

Cruise 3040: Austral Spring, 18 October - 2 November 1997

Nutrienb and Biomass.

Ambient nitrate and ammonium concentrations for each water mass sampled are

detailed in Table 4.7. Consistent with cruise 3024, average nitrate concentrations

were again higher in SAW than in STW. However, both water masses revealed far

higher average nitrate concentrations than those found during the previous cruise,

with an approximate 1.8-fold greater average nitrate concentration in SAW and an
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approximate 6-fold greater concentration in STW. Nitrate levels in SAW displayed a

far narrower range when compared to results from cruise 3024 (see Table 4.4).

Nitrate concentrations for STW displayed a range consistent with data from the

previous cruise. Unlike the previous cruise, nitrate levels remained relatively

constant with depth in SAW but increased with depth in STW (see Figs. 4.8 and 4.9).

Average ammonium concentrations exhibited a reverse trend when compared to

cruise 3024, with STW showing higher values than SAW. SAW displayed a tar

narrower range in ammonium concentration when compared to the previous cruise,

while STW exhibited the reverse trend with an approximate 3-fold greater range.

Table 4.7 Goncentrations of nitrate and ammonium in seawater samples

from Subantarctic waters and Subtropical umterc, Cruise 3040

(October-November 1997), indicating both the average

concentration (t 1 S.E.) and the overall range within the euphotic

zone.

Concentrations of PON ranged from 0.15 to 0.64 pM for SAW and from 0.07 to 1.16

pM for STW. Average Chl-a values were 0.18 t 0.01 and 0.58 t 0.05 pg L-l for SAW

and STW respectively. Again the phytoplankton size composition differed between

the two water masses, with STW having a greater proportion of >2O pm

phytoplankton (Table 4.8). The percentage of >20 pm phytoplankton increased in

STW over the last three days of sampling, with a subsequent decrease in the other

size classes.
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Table 4.8 Partitioning of chlorophyll a between phytoplankton size fractions

for each water mass (Subantarctic waters, and Subtropical waters)

Cruise 3040 (October-November 1997). Values are means over the

euphotic zone t 1 S.E. For Subtropical waters values are for the

first 3 days, with values in brackets for the last 3 days after a water

mass change.

>20 9m,,{%}' e-20 um (36J ; ,:f$f

SAW 14.4 x6.97 42.3 r.1.63 43.3 r 6.34

srw
26.8 i 4.5

(38.8 r 4.49)

34.5 r 11.33

(30.0 t 1.5)

38.7 r.7.M
(31.2 r 3.09)

4.3.2.2 Glutamine Synthetase Activity.

Because GS aclivity will vary according to rn sifu water temperature, its relationship

with Chf-a levels was investigated after GS activity had been conected for in situ

water temperature using an apparent activation energy of 15.58 (T. R. Larson,

unpublished data) (Fig. 4.7). Glutamine synthetase activity (pmol Pi fl h-1) displayed

a significant positive relationship (reduced major axis regression (RMA), Ricker 1973)

with increasing levels of Chl-a (Fig.4.7), for SAW (f=0.23, slope=0.351, P <0.05)

and STW (f=0.62, slope=0.319, P <0.05). Comparative tests for the equality of

slopes of the SAW and STW RMA regressions were performed according to Clarke

(1980). No detectable difference (t-test, P > 0.05) in slopes was identified between

SAW and STW.
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Figure 4.7 The relationshlp between glutamine synthetase activity (conected

lor in sifu water temperature) and chlorophyll a concentration for

Cruise 3040 (October-November 1997) grouped by water mass

(square = Subantarctic waterc, and triangle = Subtropical waters).

RMA regression lines are depicted as follows, solid line =
Subantarctic waterc and dashdot line = Subtropicalwaterc.

The variation in GS activity when normalised to Chl-a, and in sifu seawater

temperature, with depth, for each water mass is illustrated in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.

The maximum GS activity for all stations sampled was 0.35 pmol pg-1 Chl-a h-1. The

mean GS activity over all depths sampled was remarkably consistent between SAW

and STW, i.e. 0.20 t 0.014 and 0.19 * 0.017 prmol pg-1 Chl-a h-1 respectively. In

several SAW stations, GS activity decreased in the lower half of the euphotic zone.

STW stations also displayed a general decrease in GS activity with depth. High GS

activity in surface STW appeared to be linked with low nitrate concentrations, with

lower GS activity recorded in deeper water where the nitrate concentration increased.

Variation in maximum GS activity with depth did not appear to be conelated with

ambient ammonium or nitrate concentrations in SAW.
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4.3.2.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

The ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence (Fy/FM) of dark-adapted cells was, on

average, slightly lower in SAW (0.422 t 0.018) than in STW (0.474 t 0.024). The SA

stationsdisplayed a variable Fv/Fu ratiowith depth (Fig.4.10), while, in contrast, the

Fv/Frll ratio decreased consistently with depth for all ST stations (Fig. 4.11\.
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Figure 4.1O. Depth distribution of the quantum yield of fluorescence (Fv/Fu) for

Subantarctic stations, Cruise 3040 (October-November 1997).

Values are means t 1 S.E.
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Based on the average Fv/Fu ratio found in each water mass, an estimate of the % of

functional reaction centres (D can be made (Table 4.9) by normalising to the nutrient-

replete value of 0.65 (Greene et al. 1994). STW had a slightly higher % of functional

reaction centres than SAW.

Table 4.9 Comparison of the percentage of functional reaction centres (fl in

photosystem II (PSII) for each water mass (Subantarctic waters,

and Subtropical waters), Cruise 3040 (October-November f 997)).

The average ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence (Fv/FM) was

calculated using data from all depths measured within each uater

mass.

4.3.2.4 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio.

The Gln:Glu ratio was extremely low for the majority of both the SAW and STW

stations sampled (Fig. 4.12), with values <0.2 indicating N-limitation (Flynn et al.

19Sg). The highest ratios recorded were at the ST stations U1235 and U1238 with

values of 0.34 and 0.35 respectively.
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of the glutamine:glutamate ratio for both Subantarctic

and Subtropical stations, for Cruise 3040 (October-November

1997). All samples were taken at a standard depth of 10 m, except

for station U1215, where a sample was also taken at 20 m (denoted

by an asterisk) to represent day 0 of the nitrogen+nrichment

experiment.

4.3.2.5 lron-Enrichment versus Untreated Control.

The Gln:Glu ratio increased rapidly in both the 'plus Fe' and the 'plus Fe + Si'

treatments over the period of the addition experiment (Fig. 4.13). The 'plus Fe'

treatment had the fastest rate of increase, reaching maximal levels on day 4, and

then decreasing slightly to day 6. The 'plus Fe + Si' treatment also showed an

increasing Gln:Glu ratio throughout the entire 6 day experiment, but had a slower rate

of increase than the 'plus Fe' treatment. The control also displayed an increased

Gln:Glu ratio over the duration of the experiment, but this increase was substantially

less than that which occurred in either of the treatments (Fig. 4.13).
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of the glutamine:glutamate ratio for the iron-

enrichment experiment, Gruise 304{l (October-November 1997).

Treatments are 'plus Fe' (circle) and 'plus Fe + Si' (triangle), and

the controlwith no additions (square).

Following changes in the relative amounts of glutamine and glutamate per Chl-a over

the time @urse of the experiment, it was apparent that the difference between the

treatments and the controls was largely due to an increase in glutamine (Fig. 4.14\.

Furthermore, for both treatment carboys, glutamine exceeded glutamate levels in the

latter half of the experiment. Glutamate levels also increased during the experiment,

with higher final values in the control than in either of the treatments (Fig. 4.14).
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4.3.2.6 Nitrogen-Enrichmenf versus Untreated Control.

The Gln:Glu ratio increased markedly in both the control ('low-N') and treatment

('high-N') carboys from day 0 to day 4, and subsequently decreased to day 6, with

final values of 0.28-0.32 (Fig. 4.15). The Gln:Glu ratio for the'low-N'carboy was

slightly higher than the 'high-N' carboy until day 2, after this the 'high-N' treatment

maintained higher ratios for the rest of the incubation.
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Figure 4.15. Comparison of the glutamine:glutamate ratio for the nitrogen'

enrichment experiment, Gruise 3040 (October-November 1997).

The treatment carboy is plus nitrate from deeper water (squares =

'high-N') while the control (circles = 'low-N') had no added nitrate.

Assessing the relative amounts of glutamine and glutamate per unit Chl-a through

time allowed more detailed analysis of the high-N treatment effect (Fig. 4.16). In the

'high-N'treatment glutamate levels remained relatively constant for the first two days

and then decreased markedly to day 4, subsequently increasing again to day 6.

Glutamine levels followed a similar trend over a smaller range. The 'low-N' carboy

showed a decrease in glutamate levels in the first two days and a subsequent

increase to the end of the experiment, with a steep increase to day 6. Glutamine

levels were very similar for the first two days, and then increased to day 6. The 'low-
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N' carboy ended the experiment with higher levels of glutamate than the 'high-N'

carboy, but with similar levels of glutamine.
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Figure 4.16. Ghlorophyll a specific levels of glutamine (open circles) and

glutamate (closed circles) for the nitrogen+nrichment experiment,

Cruise 3040 (October-November 1997).

Chl-a data allowed a comparison of the effects of N addition on different portions of

the phytoplankton community i.e. picoplankton, dinoflagellates and diatoms (P. Boyd

unpublished data). The 'high-N' treatment revealed initial dominance of picoplankton

on day 2. However, by day 4 picoplankton had declined and large and small diatoms

were predominant. Following this all size fractions decreased to day 6. In contrast

the 'low-N' carboy did not show an increase in diatoms on day 4, but rather all size

fractions decreased towards day 6 (data not shown).
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4.3.3 Cruise 3047:Austral Winter, 23 August - 2 Sepfember 1998.

4.3.3.1 Nutrients and Biomass.

Ambient nitrate and ammonium concentrations for each water mass sampled are

detailed in Table 4.10. Consistent with the previous two cruises, ambient nitrate

concentrations were higher in SAW than in STW. SAW had very similar average

nitrate concentrations and range to cruise 3040. However, STW had far higher

nitrate values than the previous two cruises, with an approximately 4.8-fold greater

average concentration, with values distributed over a very nanow range. Even

higher average nitrate concentrations were recorded for the STC, again with values

distributed over a narrow range.

Table 4.10 Concentrations of nitrate and ammonium in seawater samples

from Subantarctic waters, Subtropical waterc and the Subtropical

Convergence Zone, Cruise 3A47 (August-September 1998),

indicating both the average concentration and the overall range

within the euphotic zone. Values are means t 1 S.E.

Average ambient ammonium concentrations were far lower than any recorded for the

previous two cruises (with the majority of values at the detection level). The STC had

the highest average ammonium concentration, followed by STW, with SAW having

the lowest ambient ammonium concentration with values distributed over a very

narow range.

"fi#

sAw 13.44 r0.13 12.76-',t4.57 0.12 t0.03 0.07-0.59

srw 9.73 r0.05 9.46-10.00 0.08 r 0.01 0.074.18

STG 14.93 r0.28 13.6,4-15.61 0.14 10.05 0.07-0.39
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Concentrations of PON ranged from 0.28 to 0.99 pM for SAW and from 0.46 to 1.6

pM for STW. PON in the STC ranged from 0.44 to 1.1 pM.

Average Chl-a levels were 0.26 t 0.01 pg L-1 and O.42x 0.05 pg L-1 for SAW and

STW respectively. Size fractionation of the phytoplankton population within each

water mass identified that SAW had lower levels of >2O pm phytoplankton and higher

levels of picoplankton than STW (Table 4.11).

Table 4.11 Partitioning of chlorophyll a between phytoplankton size fractions

for Subantarctic waters, Subtropical waters and the Subtropical

Gonvergence Zone, Cruise 3047 (August-September 1998). Values

are means over the euphotic zone t 1 S.E.

. >20 pm ("6)
I ,1.1,,11'.,,,_'' ,. i ,,,,. ,, '1,

-:.:t;.lii

;::.. ,

2;2-9,um (?!J 
_ i,

.,..tt.' . .. ,.:.,'','.';.'.

sAw 18.7 r 6.39 39.41 4.87 41.9 r 4.80

STW 3O.1 !1.26 41 .2 t 1.16 28.3 t1.O7

4.3.3.2 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio.

Figure 4.17 depicts the variation in the Gln:Glu ratio with depth in both SAW (Fig.

4.17A) and STW (Fig. 4.17B). SA stations displayed increasing Gln:Glu ratios with

depth. ST stations displayed a smaller range in the Gln:Glu ratio than SA stations.

On average SAW had a higher Gln:Glu ratio of 0.22 *.0.03, when compared to STW

with an average ratio of 0.07 t 0.01.
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Figure 4.17. Depth distribution of the glutamine:glutamate ratio for both

Subantarctic (A) and Subtropical (B) stations, for Cruise 3047

(August-September 1 998).

4.3.3.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

The ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence (Fv/FM) of dark-adapted cells was very

similar for both water masses, with an overall average of 0.34 f 0.017 for SAW and

0.36 r 0.019 for STW (Fig. 4.18). FvlFr,,1 was relatively constant with depth in both

SAW and STW. Based on the average Fv/Fur ratio found in each water mass, an

estimate of the % of functional reaction centres (0 can be made (Table 4.12) by

normalising to the nutrient-replete value of 0.65 (Greene et al. 1994). STW had a

slightly higher % of functional reaction centres than SAW.
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Figure 4.18. Depth distribution of the quantum yield of fluorescence (Fv/Fu) for
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column) stations Cruise 3047 (August-September 1998). Values
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Tabfe 4.12 Gomparison of the percentage of functional rcaction centres (D in

photosystem tr (PStr) for each water mass (Subantarctic watem,

and Subtropical rraters), Cruise 3047 (August€eptember f998).

The average ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence (Fv/Fm) ms
calculated using data from all deptJrs measured within each water

maas.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Natural Phytoplankton Samples.

4.4.1.1 Nutrients and Biomass.

Ambient N concentrations measured in this study were consistent with those

recorded for previous studies of the STC zone for autumn, winter and spring

(Bradford-Grieve et al. 1997, 1999, Boyd et al. 1999). However, insufficient data is

currently available to allow interannual comparisons of summer nitrate or ammonium

values obtained from 1995. Average nitrate levels within the euphotic zone were

consistently higher in SAW than in STW, suggesting that relative to the amount of

Chl-a produced, SAW can be classified as a HNLC region (Banse and English 1997).

Yet, during austral winter (Cruise 3047) nitrate levels were significantly elevated in

STW when compared with spring (Cruise 3040) and summer (Cruise 3024\, although

this may not be due to nitrate-limitation, as Chl-a levels remained relatively high.

Nitrate levels were highly variable on both a temporal and spatial basis. In the

summer of 1995, nitrate levels were often as low as ammonium levels (<0.1 pM) in

both STW and STC waters. This was not the case in SAW, where nitrate levels were

consistently high (-7 pM). In the spring of 1997, nitrate levels were even greater

(-12 pM) and constant with depth in SAW. Nitrate levels were also higher (-2 pM)

and generally increasing with depth (to a maximum of -4.4;tM) in STW, possibly due

to increased use of nitrate as an N-source in the upper 20 m of the euphotic zone.

Mixing of nitrate from deeper water was unlikely to have caused this increase in

nitrate with depth in STW, as the mixed layer depth was at approximately 60 m (Boyd

et al. 1999). In the winter of 1998, nitrate levels were high (>9 pM) and constant with

depth for both SAW and STW. Ammonium levels were consistently low for all water

masses investigated.

The range of Chl-a concentrations reported in this study was of the same order as

values reported from previous studies of the STC zone (Bradford-Grieve et al. 1997,

1999, Boyd et al. 1999). Chl-a concentrations recorded in this study were

consistently higher in STW than in SAW over all seasons studied. In contrast to a

previous study of Chl-a concentrations over the STC zone (Bradford-Grieve et al.
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1997), SAW had lower average Chl-a @ncentrations in spring than in either summer

or winter.

Phytoplankton size-fractionation and subsequent Chl-a analysis identified that

phytoplankton population composition was variable, dependent on both the water

mass, and the season (as found in a similar study of this region by Bradford-Grieve et

al. (1999)). In the summer of 1995 picoplankton were dominant in all water masses

(>50%), while phytoplankton >20 Um were relatively scarce (<10olo). In the spring of

1997 the composition was more evenly spread between picoplankton (>30%), and

the 2-20 pm size class (>30%) in both SAW and STW. Cells >20 pm were more

prevalent (compared to summer densities) in both water masses (>10%), but

markedly higher (-25o/o) in STW (especially over the last 3 days where large diatoms

were predominant (Boyd et al. 1999)). In the winter of 1998 picoplankton and 2-20

prm phytoplankton numbers were even in SAW (>39%), with >20 pm phytoplankton

comprising approximately 18o/o of the total assemblage. In comparison, in STW

picopfankton numbers were slightly lower (-28o/o), with a relative increase in cells >20

pm (-30o/o).

Silicate regulation of diatom new production (i.e. nitrate uptake) has been suggested

for the HNLC equatorial Pacific (Dugdale and \Mlkerson 1998). In this study, the low

proportion of >20 pm phytoplankton in both SAW and STW in the summer of 1995

compared to that in spring and winter samples, may be attributable to low Si levels

inhibiting large diatom growth (low summer Si levels of 1 prM where recorded by

Hawes et al. (1997) in SAW and STW over the same sampling period). In

comparison Si levels measured for Cruise 3040 (spring 1997) were -2.O2 and 3.90

;rM for SAW and STW, respectively (Boyd et al. 1999).

4.4.1.2 Glutamine Synthetase Activity.

GS activity has been reported for cultured marine phytoplankton from several algal

families (Bressler and Ahmed 1984, Casselton et al. 1986) and is hypothesised to be

the predominant route for ammonium assimilation (Cullimore and Sims 1981, Ahmed

and Hellebust 1988). However, data relating to the enzymes of ammonium

assimilation (GS or GOGAT) in the natural marine environment or under nutrient-

limited laboratory conditions are extremely rare (although see Dortch et al. 1985,
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Slawyk et al. 1997). In this study of phytoplankton from the STC zone, the scale of

maximum GS activity per Ghl-a did not appear to ditfer between the various water

masses studied. The maximum GS activity measured in this study (up to 1373 nmol

L-l h-1) was very high (- 50 fold higher) when compared with previously recorded GS

levels of approximately 25 nmol L-1 h-1 for cells associated with weak upwelling

activity (Slawyk et al. 1997), and eutrophic lake conditions (Charpin et al. 1996). Chl-

a-specific activities were also higher in this study (up to 0.79 pmol pg Chl-a h-1, with

average values around 0.20 prmol pg Chl-a h-1; when compared to those of Slawyk et

al. (1997), who found levels between 0.004 and 0.06 pmol pg Chl-a h-l. The values

of Slawyk et al (1997) are similar to those recorded for nitrate-grown P. tricomutum

cells (Rees et al. 1995). The values obtained in this study are of a similar magnitude

to those recorded for N-limited (with either nitrate or ammonium as the N-soure) P.

ticornutum cells at near maximum growth rate (Chapter 3). A comparison of GS

activity (corrected for in sifu water temperature) versus Chl-a concentration

suggested that the STW and SAW sites were not significantly ditferent for either

Cruise 3024 or 3040.

GS has been shown to be a highly regulated enzyme in bacteria, however, regulatory

mechanisms are far less understood in marine phytoplankton (Maurin and Le Gal

1997). Regulation of GS activity in marine phytoplankton has been correlated with

light and nutrient limitation (Tischner and HUttermann 1980, Slawyk and Rodier 1986,

Maurin and Le Gal 1997, Oliveira and Coruzzi 1999). The results of steady-state N-

limited growth in Chapter 3 suggested that the maximum GS activity was a good

indicator of N incorporation for ammonium- and possibly nitrate-limited cells of the

coastal marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum. However, in this open ocean

study, a relationship between changes in seawater nitrate concentration and GS

activity per Chl-a was only apparent in STW in the spring of 1997 (Cruise 3040).

Changes in maximum GS activity per Chl-a with depth recorded in this study most

likely result from changes in phytoplankton biomass.

Temperature is known to be an important factor that may influence the dominance of

phytoplankton species (Goldman and Ryther 1976). Thus a turther complicating

issue when comparing GS activity per Chl-a between natural phytoplankton

assemblages (e.9. cold SAW and warm STW in this study) is caused by the
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difference in ambient seawater temperature found in these two water masses.

Although variations in nutrient supply are known to effect Chl-a concentrations (see

Chapter 3 of this study), temperature differences may also affect the production of

Chl-a. Kudo et al. (2000) identified o 4!o/o decrease in cellular Chl-a in laboratory

cuftures of P. tricomutum with a temperature decrease of 10 degrees (e.g. a

decrease from 20 to 10o C); this decrease being consistent for both Fe-replete and

Fe-stressed cells. Thompson et al. (1992) also found that Chl-a decreased with

decreasing temperature for eight different marine phytoplankton, however C:Chl-a

increased with decreasing temperature. Further, Thompson et al. (1992) suggest

that the relationship between the C:Chl-a ratio and temperature is species specific.

This suggests that the effects of temperature on Chl-a production may confound the

interpretation of GS activity per Chl-a in response to nutrient limitation.

The results of enrichment experiments (see betow) suggest that different

phytoplankton size classes may respond to nutrient limitation in different ways.

Subsequently analysis of maximum GS activity on a size-class basis may allow a

predictive relationship with nitrate utilisation to be uncovered. Investigation of the

relationship between GS activity and N-incorporation in different sized phytoplankton

(e.g. diatoms and dinoflagellates) will first need to be undertaken in a controlled

environment. Measurement of GS activity in enrichment experiments is also crucial

to a better understanding of the functional relationship between this enzyme and

ammonium assimilation.

4.4.1.3 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

The Fv/Fru ratio, measured in nutrient-replete phytoplankton cultures, has been

reported to be 0.65, (Kolber et al. 1988, Geider et al. 1993a, Berges et al. 1996,

Geider et al. 1998). However, in laboratory cultured cyanobacteria (Berges et al.

1996) and in offshore oceanic surface waters (Falkowski et al. 1991, Greene et al.

1994, Kolber et al. 1994, Olaizola et al. 1996) the Fv/Fu ratio rarely exceeds 0.5.

Lower Fv/Fu ratios were recorded in this study, suggesting that growth of

phytoplankton in both STW and SAW was controlted by nutrient deficiency. Hawes

et al. (1997) identified that the overall differences in photosynthetic parameters

between SAW and STW are remarkably small, at least over the summer period (e.9.

February-March 1995). This may suggest that differences in the Fv/Fu ratio relate to
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variations in limiting nutrient concentration when comparing SAW and STW, rather

than varying light effects on photosynthesis.

Interestingly, for the first day of SAW sampling Cruise 3024 (summer 1995), relatively

high Fv/Fu ratios were found when compared to stations sampled in SAW over the

following period. Investigation of ancillary data suggests that nitrate concentrations

were higher for the SAW stations W458 and W459 (e.9. a mean of 10.26 ;tM * 1 .15

compared with 5.60 pM t 0.40 for the remaining stations), while Chl-a levels were

relatively similar between all stations (-0.25 pg L-1). The stations (W458 and W459)

on the first day's sampling in SAW were different in that they were far closer to the

coastline of the South lsland of New Zealand (see Appendix 2 for relative locations)

than any of the other sampling stations. The position of these stations also suggests

that they may have been influenced by the Southland Front (see Fig. 4.1). Higher

Fv/Frvr ratios at these stations may suggest the release from some form of nutrient

limitation, due to variations in water chemistry when compared to the other SAW

stations from Cruise3O24 (summer 1995).

In some cases (i.e. summer 1995), phytoplankton had extremely low Fv/Fu ratios in

both SAW and STW, indicative of severe nutrient limitation (Geider et al. 1993a).

Nutrient limitation is not the only factor that may affect the fluorescence produced by

a natural phytoplankton assemblage. Other variables include photoinhibition (caused

by supraoptimal inadiance levels around midday), photoprotection (caused by

increases in photoprotective pigments that are inefficient at transfening excitation

energy to the reaction centres), diel variability, 'dissolved' fluorescence and

particulate fluorescence from chlorophyll degradation products (Geider et al. 1993b).

Diel variations in in vivo fluorescence have been estimated to account lor -40o/o

change in photochemical activity in equatorial Pacific phytoplankton (Greene et al.

1994). In this open ocean study the Fv/Fu ratio gave far more variable results for

Cruise 3024, than for the other two cruises. This is to be expected for the following

two reasons. First, Cruise 3024 covered vastly different sampling sites (see above)

within each water mass, while sampling stations from the other two cruises were

concentrated within a defined sampling area within each water mass. Second,

phytoplankton samples were collected at various times of the day for Cruise 3024,

while for the other two cruises phytoplankton samples were collected at the same
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time each day, minimising the effects of diel variability on fluorescence parameters.

Average Fv/Fr,,r ratios recorded in this study did not vary markedly between SAW and

STW, with levels in both areas being highest in the spring and lowest in the summer

months. No relationship was found between nitrate levels in the water and the Fv/Fr,,r

ratio for either STW or SAW, consistent with the findings of Olaizola et al. (1996).

In this study average Fv/Fr,,1 ratios were only slightly lower in SAW than in STW. The

difference between these two water masses was not as profound as was expected

based on the hypothesis that SAW would be significantly affected by Feiimitation

(see Chapter 3 for comparison of Fe- and N-limited cells). Comparison of Fv/Fu data

measured using the Ratio ll fluorometer (samples from 5m, SAW=0.43 t 0.03,

STW=0.53 r 0.03), with that obtained by Boyd et al. (1999) using a fast repetition

rate fluorometer (FRRF) at the same study sites in October-November 1997

(samples taken at night at 5m, SAW=0.28 * 0.02, STW=0,51 r 0.05) identified

similar, yet less exaggerated trends. The FRRF technique also identified an increase

in the Fv/Fu ratio in STW (Cruise 3040) over the last three days of sampling (P. Boyd,

pers. comm.). This differen@ was later attributed to a change in the phytoplankton

assembtage (see Table 4.7). Initially, over the first 3 days, the community was

dominated by picoplankton (<2 Um) and 2-20 pm phytoplankton. After a large water

mass change on day 3, large diatoms (>20 pM) were more abundant in STW (Table

4.7). This difference was not picked up by the standard Fv/Frvr ratio from the Ratio ll

fluorometer (see Fig. 4.14). However, when Fo and Fi, wer€ normalised to Chl-a

values obtained from the same stations, a clear difference became apparent (i.e.

FolQhl-a and Fr,l;/Chl-a for first four days = 2.53 and 4.22, while for the last two days

Fo/Chl-a and Fru/Chl-a = 9.05 and 4.56 respectively). An increase in Fo/Chl-a has

been identified in several batch culture studies of Fe-deficient cells (Sakshaug and

Holm-Hansen 1977, Doucette and Harrison 1990, 1991, Greene et al. 1992). This

may suggest that STW phytoplankton became Fe-stressed due to the northem

movement of cold-core eddies of SA origin (Boyd et al. 1999). In support of this

change in STW, Gln:Glu ratios also increased dramatically over the last two days in

STW (see below).

Results obtained from the DCMU method used here in combination with a Ratio ll

fluorometer gave a coarse indication of the nutrient status of marine phytoplankton
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over the STC zone. Considerable advances in fluorescence measurement (i.e.

FRRF, PAM and 'pump and probe' techniques) allow far more relevant (i.e. FRRF

allows in situ measurements which reduce the effects of changing water temperature

on fluorescence measurements) fluorescence information to be obtained (Kolber et

al. 1994, Behrenfeld et al 1996). Further investigation, utilising these techniques to

compare SAW with STW should allow the degree of nutrient limitation to be identified

(see Boyd et al. 1999). As fluorescence emission at ambient temperatures is almost

entirely due to PSII photochemistry (Krause and Weiss 1991), little evidence about

the effects on photosystem I (PSD can be gained from this study. However, several

laboratory studies have identified that both PSI and tr are impaired under Fe-

deficiency (Vassiliev et al. 1995) while under N-deficiency PSI remains relatively

unaffected (Berges et al. 1996). lf these enhanced fluorescence techniques can be

incorporated into standard nutrient-enrichment experiments (see Boyd et al. 1998) a

more thorough understanding of phytoplankton photosynthetic responses to each

limiting nutrient may be obtained (for example see Zettler et al. 1996).

4.4.1.4 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio.

The high Gln:Glu ratios expected (as measured in Chapter 3, under steady-state Fe-

limitation, and also identified by K. Flynn and A. Milligan, pers. comm. for Fedeficient

cells) under the scenario of Fe-limitation proposed for HNLC areas (Martin et al.

1994, Banse 1996) such as the SAW in this study, were not recorded at any stations

sampled within SAW. Instead very low Gln:Glu ratios (-0 2) indicative of N-stress

(Flynn et al. 1994) at levels similar to those from STW were found. These low

Gln:Glu ratios, despite relatively high ambient seawater nitrate levels in SAW,

indicated that the phytoplankton assemblage appeared to be consistently N-limited.

However, similar low Gln:Glu ratios in STW were not related to high ambient

seawater nitrate levels in the spring of 1997 (Cruise 3040). Higher Gln:Glu ratios

were recorded in STW over the last two days of Cruise 3040. A slight decrease in

glutamate with a corresponding larger increase in glutamine typified the Gln:Glu ratio

for these two days suggesting that the phytoplankton assemblage either became Fe-

limited or less N-limited.

In contrast to the spring of 1997, although nitrate levels in STW during the winter of

1998 (Cruise 3047) were far higher, Gln:Glu ratios remained consistently low (< 0.2)
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suggesting N-stress (Flynn et al. 1994). In support of this, a low maximum quantum

yield of photosynthesis measured in SAW and STW by Hawes et al. (1997) was

consistent with nutrient limitation similar to that of strongly N- or Fe-limited cells

(Herzig and Falkowski 1989, Greene et al. 1994).

Future studies of the Gln:Glu ratio as an indicator of nutrient-stress in natural marine

phytoplankton assemblages would benefit from a size-fractionated approach, to

further separate out any differences in response to proposed nutrient limitation

between different sized phytoplankton, for example to determine the effect of

phytoplankton size on the assimilation of Fe (Sunda and Huntsman 1997).

4.4.2 lron or Nitrogen Enrichment.

4.4.2.1 lron-Enrichment versus Untreated Control.

This is the first time that the Gln:Glu ratio has been quantified in a shipboard Fe-

enrichment experiment. Although natural sampling in SAW did not produce the

expected high Gln:Glu ratios associated with Fe-limited continuous cultures (see

Chapter 3), the Gln:Glu ratio increased dramatically upon addition of Fe to samples

from SAW.

Levels of Chl-a in both the treatment and control carboys increased dramatically after

the addition of Fe (Boyd et al. 1999), and after day 2, were consistently above the

highest in situ levels found in SAW (i.e. 0.26 pg L1). As Fe plays a key role in the

biochemical synthesis of Chl-a it is not surprising that Fe addition enhances the net

increase in Chl-a in all "plus Fe" treatments. In conjunction with Chl-a data (Boyd et

al. 1999) the relative effects of Fe addition on different portions of the phytoplankton

assemblage i.e. picoplankton, dinoflagellates and diatoms, were assessed. Initially

the carboys were dominated by picoplankton, which appeared to be largely N-limited

(i.e. low Gln:Glu ratio). In the control carboy picoplankton appeared to be able to

utilise the available nitrate with an increasing Gln:Glu ratio (i.e. a maximum of 0.4E on

day 6) similar to that of N-replete phytoplankton, possibly due to reduced grazing

pressure (although mesozooplankton abundance was not assessed). Similar

increases in growth rate in controls have also been observed in other shipboard Fe-
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enrichment experiments (e.9. Martin and Fitzwater 1988, de Baar et al. 1990, Coale

1991), and were attributed to reduced grazer pressure or turbulence regime. This

increase in picoplankton biomass may also be attributed to a small amount of Fe

contamination (see Boyd et al. 1999). However, in both treatment carboys, Fe

addition allowed >20 Um phytoplankton (mainly diatoms, Boyd et al. 1999) to

increase in number (after day 2), possibly by using the available nitrate (i.e.

decreased Fe-limitation), or again by decreased grazer pressure. Frost (1991)

suggests that the increased diatom component can not be controlled by the

indigenous grazer assemblage. A similar increase in diatom Chl-a was correlated

with a measured increase in biomass under conditions of Fe-enrichment, using flow

cytometry by Zettler et al. (1996). Additionally, Zettler et al. (1996) found that

although Chl-a increased in other size-fractions (i.e. picoplankton), this did not

correspond to increased biomass. Furthermore, after day 4 both Fe-enrichment

carboys showed very high Gln:Glu ratios suggesting limitation of C (high Gln) relative

to N incorporation (low Glu). This was not apparent in the control carboy. In a similar

experiment Boyd et al. (1999) also found that Fe-enrichment had a transient effect on

afgal Fe stress, with reduced accumulation of flavodoxin by day 2 and increasing

flavodoxin accumulation thereafter (note that this antibody is specific to diatoms, La

Roche et al. (1995)). Similar transient results have also been recorded in Fe-

enrichment experiments in the NE Subarctic Pacific (Boyd et al. 1998). However, the

assumption that Chl-a concentration has a linear relationship with algal biomass after

nutrient addition may not hold for all size-classes (Boyer et al. 1987). To this end,

modeling results from Flynn and Hipkin (1999) suggest that Fe refeeding results in a

rapid recovery in growth and a proportionately greater increase in Chl-a.

The addition of 4 pM Si to one of the +Fe treatment carboys did not cause a marked

difference from the +Fe treatment. However, over the spring period Si levels were

close to the K for Si uptake, thus conditions in spring may be more simply described

as HNLC (Boyd et al. 1999).

These results suggest that picoplankton and large diatoms respond to Fe-deficiency

in different ways, as small cells may be able to sequester Fe more efficiently (Raven

1990, Sunda and Huntsman 1997). This identifies the need for steady-state studies

of both N- and Fe-limited growth in picoplankton as well as diatoms.
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Fe-enrichment experiments have indirectly supported the hypothesis that diatoms

switch from ammonium to nitrate utilization due to increased NR activity (Martin et al.

1989, Boyd et al. 1996), however it is difficult to distinguish this factor from the effects

of reduced grazer pressure. Nitrate and ammonium concentrations in the carboys

were not measured in this study, so no comment on changes in their concentrations

can be made.

4.4.2.2 Nitrogen-Enrichment versus untreated control.

The Gln:Glu ratio increased significantly in both the high- and low-N carboys

suggesting that physiological growth limitation was relieved. However, added nitrate

did not drastically enhance the ratio in the treatment carboy over the control.

However, size-fractionated Chl-a data (P. Boyd, pers. comm.) and glutamine- and

glutamate-per Chl-a information identified that there were significant differences in

the response for control and treatment carboys. Variability in response of different

size-classes to addition of the limiting nutrient was again apparent. Upon addition of

extra nitrate (high-N) the >20 pm phytoplankton gained an advantage (i.e. increased

Chl-a), due to the incubation conditions. This enhancement was not sustained and

Chl-a decreased by day 6. In the control carboy all size-classes displayed a

consistent decline in Chl-a (but not necessarily biomass) over the course of the N-

enrichment experiment, implying that some form of nutrient or light limitation was

causing down-regulation of chlorophyll synthesis. Again these results imply that it

was the >20 pm portion of the phytoplankton assemblage that was most affected by

increased nitrate in the 'high-N' treatment carboy. However further explanations of

these results with respect to nutrient limitation in STW require analysis of the

utilisation of nitrate and ammonium within each carboy.

The biochemical indicators utilised in this study are clearly in their infancy as far as

their use in field situations is concerned. GS activity could not be conelated with

changes in N utilization between SAW and STW. The Gln:Glu ratio indicated that

both SAW and STW were severely N-stressed. In an effort to identify the cause of

these unexpected results future work utilising the Gln:Glu ratio as an indicator of N-

status in natural populations should incorporate size'fractionation to allow

identification of the relative contributions of each size class to the overall ratio. lt has
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been suggested that Fe may limit total nitrate use in HNLC regions such as SAW,

both by limiting nitrate utilization within algal size classes, and by excluding larger

size classes from the phytoplankton assemblage (Banse 1991, Price et al. 1994). In

a similar fashion in STW N-stress appears also to have an effect on different parts of

the phytoplankton assemblage.
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5: A TemPORAL STUDY OF NTNOGEN

UnLISATION BY MnnINE PnwOPLANKTON

IN NERITIC WETERS.

Summary: The temporal utilisation of the macronutrient nitrogen (N), by neritic

phytoplankton was investigated in Jellicoe Channel, aff the northeasf coasf of New

Zealand. During the spring bloom, production of phytoplanldon biomass is thought to

be limited by the level of one pafticular nutrient, often N in the form of nitrate.

However, the physiological N-sfafus of phytoplankton during fhese bloom periods

remains largely unknown. Seyera/ bio-indicators, namely the glutamine:glutamate

(Gln:Glu) ratio, the Fv/Fu ratio (an index of the efficiency of photosystem II (PSil)

photochemistry), and the maximum activity of glutamine synthetase (GS) (the primary

ammonium assimilating enzyme in marine algae), were used to identify fhe N-sfafus

of a neritic phytoplankfon assemblage during bath bloom and non-bloom periods.

These indicators suggesf that the N-sfafus of the phytoplankfon assemblage varied

considerably over the examined spring bloom. ln contrast, the autumn bloom was

largely N-replete.

5.1 Introduction

Continental shelf (neritic) waters occupy only about 10% of the total global ocean

surface area, yet it is estimated that they contribute between 18 and 33o/o ot

phytoplankton production (Zeldis et al. 1998). Temperate shelf waters show strong

seasonal fluctuations in phytoplankton abundance, reaching bloom concentrations in

spring and/or autumn, with concomitant nutrient depletion (Cushing 1975, Denman et

al. 1981, Landry et al. 1989, Kudo et al. 2000). These spring blooms produce a large
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al. 1981, Landry et al. 1989, Kudo et al. 2000). These spring blooms produce a large

proportion of the annual 'new production' (i.e. production based on utilisation of

nitrate, as opposed to ammonium) (Conover 1975, Garside and Garside 1993,

Townsend et al. 1994). Diatoms are ofien the first to flourish during spring blooms

(van Boekel et al. 1992), suggesting a greater ability to utilise available nitrate. This

spring bloom production often accounts for up to one-third of the annual production in

some areas (Smetacek 1980, Kudo and Matsunaga 1999).

The initiation and evolution of the spring bloom is determined by a combination of

factors such as solar radiation, concentration of dissolved inorganic nutrients, grazing,

respiration, and sedimentation (Townsend et al. 1994). Although many spring blooms

appear to be initiated by the onset of a thermocline, this is not always the case,

provided that vertical mixing is insufficient to produce light-limited conditions, and that

the growth rates of phytoplankton exceed other forms of loss (e.g. grazing)

(Townsend et al. 1992, Garside and Garside 1993). Production of phytoplankton

biomass appears to be limited by the initial level of one particular nutrient, often

nitrogen (N), in the form of nitrate (Conover 1975, Kanda et al. 1990, Sieracki et al'

1993, van Boekel et al. 1992). The extent of the bloom may also depend on the

temporal lag in physiological acclimation of the phytoplankton population to improved

growth conditions (Collos 1986, Zimmerman et al. 1987). A phytoplankton bloom may

eventually surcumb at any given point of time, for one of several reasons, e.g- a

shortage of nitrate, a trace element, or light; or intense grazing pressure (de Baar et

al. 1990). lt is important to note that some metabolic shifts identified under bloom

conditions may be entirely attributable to shifts in species enmposition, each species

having a different metabolic lag response. Ecologically, the rate of metabolic

induction is important because it can cause significant temporal lags between any

environmental change and subsequent groMh, and may be affected by the prior

metabolic state of the cell (Smith et al. 1992). For example, regulatory processes

acling on N assimilation pathways (e.g. activation of nitrate reductase (NR)) may also

cause a lag in response of N-stressed marine phytoplankton to improved growth

conditions (e.g. increased nitrate availability). Although the utilization of nitrate by

phytoplankton during bloom periods has been examined (Kanda et al. 1990, Garside

and Garside 1993, Kudo et al. 20OO), the actual physiological response of the

phytoplankton assemblage remains largely unknown (Flynn et at. 1994).
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The Hauraki Gulf (Fig. 5.1) on the northeast coast of New Zealand is a shallow,

partially enclosed sea, bounded on 3 sides by the North lsland of New Zealand, and

open on its northern side to the Pacific Ocean (Proctor and Greig 1989). In 1971,

Jillett suggested the possibility of an oceanic eomponent inside the Hauraki Gulf,

being strong in early winter and diminishing by mid-summer. Cross-shelf intrusions of

oceanic waters atong the northeast coast of New Tealand can also be infened from

surface salinity measurements made by Mercer (1979). More recently, Zeldis et al.

(1995) have made similar observations concerning oceanic influences along the

northeast coast in summer months. Sharples (1997) studied the cross-shelf intrusion,

and proposed that the surface intrusion of subtropical water may propagate

southward, eventually reaching the coastline over most of the shelf. Following this,

Sharples and Greig (199S) suggested that the most important source of new

dissolved nutrient for the Hauraki Gulf would be from the shelf slope, as the

catchment sunounding the Gulf was represented by low rainfa!|, suggesting limited

freshwater runoff.

This temporal study of the phytoplankton assemblage in the neritic waters of Jellicoe

Channef , off the northeast coast of New Zealand, attempts to elucidate phytoplankton

N-status (i.e. the degree of N-stress) in relation to bloom and non-bloom periods.

The principal method employed to identify the relative amount of N-stress was the

intracellular glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu) ratio, as this ratio reflects the activity of the

GS/GOGAT pathway of ammonium assimilation (Flynn and Fielder 1989, Flynn 1990,

1991). Flynn and Fielder (19S9) have stated that a Gln:Glu ratio of 0.3-0.4 could

indicate N-sufficiency in mixed phytoplankton population studies, in comparison to a

higher value of -0.5 for N-sufficient laboratory cultures. In contrast, a Gln:Glu ratio of

<0.1 indicates significant N-stress (Flynn et al. 1989).

In addition to the Gln:Glu ratio described above, the Fv/Fu ratio, an index of the

efficiency of photosystem n (PSII) photochemistry (Butler and Kitajima 1975), was

also employed to elucidate the N-status of this temperate neritic phytoplankton

assemblage. Fv/F1,,r ratios in nutrient replete phytoplankton cultures have been

reported to be -0.65 (Kolber et al. 1988, Geider et al. 1993a, Berges et al. 1996,

Geider et al. 1998). Although in otfshore ocean surface waters the Fv/Fu ratio rarely
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exceeds 0.5 (Falkowski et al. 1991, Greene et al. 1994, Kolber et al. 1994, Olaizola et

al. 1996). In laboratory cultures, the Fv/Frvr ratio is low in both Fe-deficient (Greene et

al. 1991, 1992) and nitrate-deficient cells (Kolber et al. 1988). lt is important to note

that fluorescence measurements from bulk water samples represent a weighted

average of all fluorescent particles present in the sample (Olson et al. 1996). This

ratio, in conjunction with the Gln:Glu ratio, should allow identification of the N-status

of phytoplankton under bloom conditions.

Glutamine synthetase (GS) has been suggested to be the primary ammonium-

assimilating enzyme in marine phytoplankton, for both ambient ammonium and that

derived from nitrate-nitrite reduction (Syrett 1981, Wheeler 1983, Slawyk and Rodier

1986, Zehr and Falkowski 19SB). Subsequently, GS activity has been postulated to

be an alternative to measuring inorganic N incorporation (i.e. by Ntu methodology,

Slawyk et al. 1997, also results from Chapter 3 of this study). In this study, maximum

GS activity was measured to investigate the N-status of the phytoplankton

assemblage. These biochemical and physiological indicators allowed the metabolic

evolution (during bloom and non-bloom periods) of the neritic phytoplankton

population in Jellicoe Channel, northeastern New Zealand to be analysed.
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5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Phytoplankton and Water Sampling. From March 1997 to June 1998

plankton and seawater samples were collected on a fortnightly basis (weather

permitting), aboard the R. V. "Proteus". Samples were collected from Station M,

located at 360 18.52'S, 174o 53.49' E off the northeastem coast of New Zealand (Fig.

5.1).

Figure 5.1. Position of Station M, within Jellicoe Channel, outer Hauraki Gulf,

northeastern New Zealand.
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This station was chosen as it was in water deeper than the 50 m depth contour of

Jellicoe Channel, and consequently tidal water exchange and freshwater discharge

(both sources of nutrient enrichment from land) were considered negligible. Samples

were taken at a standard depth of 10 m, using a portable oscillating diaphragm pump

(chosen to minimize mechanical stress on the phytoplankton sampled), with an

attached length of reinforced polyvinyl chloride tubing to the desired depth (weighted

at the bottom to maintain a vertical drop). Samples were transported back to the

Leigh Marine Laboratory for analysis in acid-washed (SQa/o HCI), opaque 20 L plastic

containers (the delay between sample collection and analysis being approximately 1

hour).

5.2.2 Chlorophytl Determination. Seawater (500 mL) from Stn M was filtered onto

cellulose nitrate filters (0.S pm pore size) under low vacuum and stored at -20o C until

analysis. Chlorophyll a (Chl-a, pg L-1) was determined as described by Larson and

Rees (1994).

5.2.3 Nutrienb Seawater (500 mL) was filtered through 25 mm glass-fibre filters

(Whatmanru GF/F) to remove all particulate material. The filtrate was collected and

stored at -20o G until analysis. Seawater ammonium concentrations were determined

spectrophotometrically using the indophenol blue method of Koroleff (1983).

Seawater nitrate concentrations were measured using the method of Grasshoff

(1e83).

5.2.4 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence. The quantum yield of fluorescence was

measured using a Ratio ll fluorometer (Optical Technology Devices Inc.). Fv/Fu was

calculated as described by Geider et al. (1993a) on triplicate samples, where Fo is the

fluorescence in samples that were dark-adapted for 30 min and Fu is the

fluorescence after addition of 10 pM DCMU. Fv w?s calculated using the following

formula:

Fv=Fu-Fo'

All fluorescence measurements were conducted at ambient air temperature. Fo and

Fra w€re standardised for background fluorescence by 'blanking' with a sample of

<0.2 ;rm filtrate from Station M.
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5.2.5 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio. Samples were also collected for analysis of the

Gln:Glu ratio. Three replicate 1L samples were filtered through 25 mm glass-fiber

filters (WhatmanrM GF/F), and amino acids extracted using the method of Syrett and

Peplinska (1988). The decanted supernatant was stored at -20o C and assayed no

longer than four weeks after sample collection. The method used to determine the

amount of glutamine and glutamate was a reverse-phase PITC method, modified from

Bergeron and Jolivet (1991), as described in Chapter 3.

5.2.6 Glutamine Synthetase Activity. GS activity was measured on the particulate

matter contained in 1 L seawater samples, filtered onto 25 mm glass-fibre filters

(WhatmanrM GF/F) in triplicate (i.e. 3 blank and 3 assay filters). Each filter was

immersed in 0.9 mL buffer containing 0.2 M Hepes-KOH, pH 7.9, 50 mM MgGle, 5

mM NazEDTA, and 1 mM DTT in a polypropylene scintillation vial, and snap-frozen

immediately in liquid N2. Filters for GS activity were stored a -ZQo C prior to analysis.

GS activity from thawed filters was determined as described by Rees et al. (1995).

Activities obtained at 30o C were corrected lor in situ temperature using an apparent

activation energy of 15.58 (Larson, unpublished data). Enzyme activities are

expressed as Chl-a-specific rates (pmol pg-'Cn|-a h"1.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Biomass and Nutrients.

Ambient Chl-a levels were generally between 0.16 and 1.6 pg L-1 over the 1S-month

study period (Fig. 5.2). However, there were two major bi-modal peaks in Chl-a, the

first from 6 October 1997 to 12 January 1998 (the spring bloom) and a smaller

autumn bloom with an initial peak on the 3 April and a secondary peak from the 4

May to I June 1998. During the spring bloom, the Chl-a levels increased to 6.9 Ug L'
1, with a smaller increase to 4.9 pg Ln during the autumn bloom.
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Figure 5.2. Ghanges in phytoplankton chlorophyll a and ambient seawater

nitrate concentration from Station M (at a depth of 10 m), Jellicoe

Channel, over the period March {997 to June 1998. The Sampling

Date axis is by fortnightly intervals. The vertical dashdot line

indicates the beginning of in vivo fluorescence sampling.
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Ambient nitrate concentration in seawater at Station M ranged between 0.1 (the

minimum level of detection) and 1.9 pM over the study period (Fig. 5.2). From the

onset of the spring bloom (6 October 1997), the nitrate concentration decreased from

0.27 pM to <0.1 UM and stayed relatively constant at this level until the end of the

bloom (12 January 1998). The highest nitrate concentrations were observed from

April to June 1998, coinciding with the autumn bloom. A marked decrease in nitrate

concentration (from 1.9 to 0.7 pM) coincided with the peak Chl-a level of the auturnn

bloom on 19 May 1998.

Ambient seawater ammonium concentration appeared to increase significantly

towards the end of both the spring and autumn bloom periods (Fig, 5.3) and in both

cases reached levels >1.5 trM.

I lr

Sampling Date

Figure 5.3. Changes in phytoplankton chlorophyll a and ambient seawater

ammonium concentration from Station M (at a depth of l0 m),

Jellicoe Ghannel, over the period March 1997 to June 1998. The

Sampling Date axis is by fortnightly intervals. The vertical dash-

dot line indicatee the beginning of in vivo fluorescence sampling.
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5.3.2 Quantum Yield of Fluoreseence.

The ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence of dark-adapted cells, Fy/Fp1, showed

considerable temporal variability over the study period (Fig. 5.4), with values as low

as 0.18 and as high as 0.74. The quantum yield of fluorescence was usually well

below the value of 0.65 expected for N-replete phytoplankton cultures (Kolber et al.

1988, Geider et al. 1993a). However, the highest values coincided with high Chl-a

levels, with the exception of the early part of the spring bloom that had an Fv/Fm ratio

suggestive of nutrient limited cells. In this study, the highest recorded Fv/Fu ratio

was 0.74 on the 3 April 1998.
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Figure 5.4. Quantum yield of fluorescence (Fv/Fn) and phytoplankton

chlorophyll a concentration, in phytoplankton samples from

Station M (at a depth of 10 m), Jellicoe Channel, over the period

March 1997 to June 1998. Fv/Fu ratios begin in July 1997. The

Sampling Date axis is by fortnightly intervals. The solid line at an

Fv/Fu ratio of 0.5 identifies a high ratio for a natural phytoplankton

assem blage, su g gesti n g n utrient-replete cond ltions.
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Using this as the maximum value, the average value of 0.41 indicated cells were only

utifising 55o/o of the functional reaction centres available under nutrient-replete

conditions (Greene et al. 1994).

On five occasions the Fv/Fu ratio exceeded the 0.5 cut-off level indicating

increasingly nutrient-replete conditions. These high ratios were all correlated to

either the spring or autumn bloom periods. However, the Fv/Fu ratio did not appear

to be linearly correlated with increasing nitrate concentration at station M (Fig. 5.5).

12
Nitrate (pM)

Figure 5.5 The rclationshlp between ambient seawater nitrate concentration

and the Fv/FH ratio at Station M (at a depth of l0 m), Jellicoe

Channel, over the period July 1997 to June 1998.

5.3,3 Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio,

The Gln:Glu ratio was highly variable over the study period (Fig. 5.6). In general, the

Gln:Glu ratio was <0.4 (designated as the cut-off point) below which a mixed

population can be considered to be increasingly N-stressed (Flynn and Fielder 1989).

lncreased Gln:Glu ratios (i.e. >0.4) were recorded for both the spring and autumn

bloom periods. On two occasions (18 and 26 January 1997) spring bloom samples

had Gln:Glu ratios that were indicative of increasing carbon (Clstress (i.e. > 0.5).

This was not the case for any samples from the autumn bloom. The highest Gln:Glu
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ratios (-0.8) were recorded immediately after the spring bloom, in particular the

samples trom 27 January and 23 February 1998, despite very low accompanying

Chl-a and nitrate levels. Again, these high Gln:Glu values obtained after the spring

bloom are indicative of increasing C-stress.

'.r" Gln:Glu ratio
e Chl-a

Sampling Dates

Figure 5.6. The glutamine:glutamate ratio and phytoplankton chlorophyll a for

phytoplankton samples from Station tU (at a depth of l0 m)'

Jellicoe Channel, over the period March {997 to June 1998. The

shortdash horizontal line at a Gln:Glu ratio of 0.4 depicts the cut-

off point, below which a mixed phytoplankton population can be

considerod to be increasingly Nctreseed (Flynn and Fielder 1989),

while the longdashed horizontal line at a Gln:Glu ratio of 0.5

depicG the cut-off point, above which eells are increasingly C-

stressed (Flynn et al. 1994). The Sampling Date axis ls by

fortnightly interyals. The vertical dashdot line indicates the

beginning of in vivo fluorescence sampllng.
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5.3.1 Glutamine Synfhefase Activity.

GS activity ranged between 0.04 and 0.87 pmol Pi L-1hr (rates determined at 30o C).

When normalised to Chl-a and rn sifu water temperature, GS activity varied between

0.01 and 0.49 pmol pg-t Chl-a h'1 over the study period (Fig. 5.7). During both the

spring and autumn blooms, maximal GS activity remained low. In contrast, the

highest GS activities coincided with the lowest Chl-a levels recorded just after the

end of the spring bloom.
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Figure 5.7. Glutamine synthetase (GS) activity per chlorophyll a, and

chlorophyll a, in phytoplankton samples from Statlon M (at a depth

of 10 m), Jellicoe Channel, over the period March 1997 to June

1998. The Sampling Date axis is by fortnightly intervals. The

vertical dash-dot line indicates the beginning of in vivo

fluorescence sampling,
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 lndicators of Nitrogen-utilisation

5.4.1.1 Nutrienb and biomass.

Large increases in Chl-a identified a spring and autumn bloom in the neritic waters of

Jellicoe Channel, off the northeastern coast of New Zealand, during this study period.

Previous investigations have identified stratification of the water column in Jellicoe

Channel over the summer months (Paul 1968, Maddock and Taylor 1984, Zeldis et al.

1995), with a tendency for this thermocline to dissipate in August when seawater

temperatures are at a minimum. In concordance with the possible development of a

thermocline over the summer period in this study, nitrate concentrations were

reduced to very low levels (-0.1 trM) over the summer months (November 1997 to

January 1998), suggesting that phytoplankton associated with the spring bloom had

utilised the available nitrate.

Assuming the phytoplankton assemblage was resident long enough for one to draw

conclusions from successive samples, the spring bloom (1997-98) appeared to be

associated with tight usage of available nitrate. This could not be infened for the

autumn bloom period (1998), as nitrate levels were consistently high. The differences

in autumn nitrate concentrations between 1997 and 1998 may have been due to a

cross-shelf intrusion of nitrate rich oceanic water in early 1998. This kind of intrusion

has been recorded previously by Sharples (1997) and Zeldis et al. (1998), who

recorded similar wind-driven upwelling of nitrate-rich water across the Hauraki Gulf.

Initial stages of a large, warm oceanographic anomaly off the North lsland east coast

of New Zealand was identified in February-March 1998 (J. Zeldis, pers. comm.). This

type of cross-shelf intrusion of nitrate-rich water may be a crucial factor in defining the

initiation of the autumn bloom, as no autumn bloom was detected in this study in 1997

when ambient nitrate levels remained relatively low (<0.5 ;tM). Further research is

necessary to identify the causative factors for initiation of the autumn bloom in

Jelficoe Channel, northeastern New Zealand.

Ammonium also appeared to be utilised in the early stages of both the spring and

autumn blooms. Moreover, after an initial lag period, ammonium levels increased
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dramatically as the phytoplankton bloom progressed, for both spring and autumn

bloom periods. This slightly delayed increase in ambient ammonium @n@ntrations

suggests large increases in zooplankton abundance, with associated ammonium

excretion, A delayed response in regenerated ammonium from heterotrophic activity

has been identified in a similar study of a spring phytoplankton bloom by Kanda et al.

(1990). These elevated ammonium levels may also have been due to the

decomposition of organic material produced by the bloom (Kudo et al. 2000).

Several studies have suggested that silicate (Si)-deficiency may cause the end of the

spring bloom, as diatoms are generally associated with "new production" from the

utilisation of available nitrate (Tsunogai and Watanabe 1983). Other studies suggest

it is caused by co-limitation of both nitrate and Si (Sieracki et al. 1993, Kudo and

Matsunaga 1999), orsimply nitrate (Riegman et al. 1990, van Boekel et al. 1992). An

intensive temporal study of a spring bloom (Kudo et al. 2000) indicated that nitrate

was depleted first, followed by subsequent Si depletion. However, an explanation of

the reasons involved in determining the end of both the spring and autumn blooms is

beyond the scope of this study.

5.1,1.2 Quantum Yield of Fluorescence.

The Fv/Fu ratio, an index of the efficiency of PStr photochemistry, reaches levels as

high as 0.65 for nutrient-replete laboratory cultures (Kolber et al. 1988, Geider et al.

1993a). Previously, Fy/F1,1 ratios approaching this level have only been recorded in

nutrient-rich estuaries (Geider et al. 1993b), while in offshore ocean surface waters

values rarely exceed 0.5 (Falkowski et al. 1991, Geider et al. 1993b, Kolber et al.

1994). The average Fv/Fr,4 ratio recorded in this study was 0.41 and is consistent with

an average value of 0.43 found by Olaizola et al. (1996) for the surface mixed layer of

the eastem basin of the North Atlantic ocean. During both the latter part of the spring

bloom, and over the entire autumn bloom, Fv/Fu ratios were above 0.5, indicating

decreased nutrient-stress, with three of these data points indicating a nutrient-replete

phytoplankton assemblage (i.e. values >0.6).

Results recprded in this study indicate that changes in the Fv/Fu ratio measured in

natural samples were not solely a reflection of changes in ambient nitrate

concentration (see discussion of Gln:Glu ratio below). Olaizola et al. (1996) reached
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a similar conclusion for a phytoplankton assemblage in the North Atlantic Ocean.

This suggests that in both water masses a greater diversity of physical and

biochemical processes may be in operation. Nutrient-deficiency is not the only factor

that may affect the fluorescence produced by a natural phytoplankton assemblage.

Other variables include photoinhibition, photoprotection, diel variability, and

fluorescence from chlorophyll degradation products (Vincent 1981, Geider et al.

1993b). These effects were minimised wherever possible, e.g. diel variability was

minimised by collecting samples at a consistent time each day (i.e. mid-moming

between O9OO-1000), as suggested by Greene et al. (1994). Fluorescence from

chlorophyll degradation products is far more likely following the decline of a bloom

period (Geider et al. 1993b). However, consistent use of particulate-free seawater

from Station M as a blank should have minimised changes in this factor during bloom

and non-bloom periods.

fn this study, a very high Fv/Fu value ol 0.74 was recorded (at the initiation of the

autumn bloom). This may simply be indicative of the composition of the

phytoplankton assemblage, as the maximum Fv/Fr,,r ratio recorded in laboratory

studies to date (-0.65) is based on a very small number of monospecific

phytoplankton studies, all grown under nutrient-replete conditions (Olaizola et al.

1996). Alternatively, this high Fv/Fru ratio may indicate a preferential growth

environment that is not being duplicated by current laboratory culture conditions

(either batch or chemostat culture). However, the possibility remains that it may

simply be an effect of the greater variability in results obtained when using the DCMU

method, in comparison to other fluorescence measurement techniques (see Geider et

al. 1993b). This high ratio appears to be inconsistent with the Gln:Glu ratio recorded

from the same sample, which indicated a slightly N-stressed phytoplankton

assemblage.

5.4.1.3 Glutamine:GlutamateRatio.

The Gln:Glu ratio has been suggested to be responsive to N-status, as glutamine and

glutamate are the end products of N assimilation through the GS/GOGAT pathway

(Syrett 1981). Several studies of cultured microalgae have confinned the use of the

Gln:Glu ratio as an indicator of changing N-status (Flynn and Fielder 1989, Flynn et

al. 1993). The high Gln:Glu ratio measured on the 21 July 1997 may have been
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indicative of increasing C-stress in the phytoplankton assemblage. However,

fluorescence data was not avaihble to allow further interpretation of this result.

During the spring and autumn bloom periods the Gln:Glu ratio increased to values

>0.4, indicating decreased N-stress in a mixed phytoplankton assemblage (Flynn and

Fielder 1989). Initially, as the Chl-a concentration increased with the initiation of the

spring bloom, high Gln:Glu ratios (>0.5) indicated increasing C-stress relative to N.

Carbon-deficiency of phytoplankton during spring bloom periods has been suggested

previously by Riebesell et al (1993), who found that under spring bloom conditions

groMh rate could be limited by COz supply to the cell surface.

During the latter half of the spring bloom the Gln:Glu ratio declined significantly

(-0.29), suggesting a return to a more N-stressed situation. At this stage, availability

of nitrate may have become limiting above the thermocline. In contrast, ammonium

levels were still high at approximately 0.5 pM. The low Gln:Glu ratios (indicative of N-

stress) measured over this period (17 December 1997 and 12 January 1998) are in

direct contrast to the high Fv/Fr,l ratios (indicative of N-replete cells) obtained for the

same samples. A single phytoplankton net haul on the 12 January 1998 (during the

decline of the spring bloom) allowed identification of large numbers of the

heterotrophic dinoflagellate Noctiluca sp. The large numbers of this heterotrophic

dinoflagellate at the end of the spring bloom may allow the discrepancy between

these two ratios to be addressed. The Fv/Fru ratio would have remained largely

unaffected by the presence of Noctiluca sp. cells (i.e. no change in Chl-a

fluorescence because Noctiluca sp. is heterotrophic). The Gln:Glu ratio may have

been susceptible to interference from the Gln:Glu ratio of this heterotrophic

dinoflagellate species. Lowering of the composite Gln:Glu ratio by another

heterotrophic dinoflagellate (Oxyrrhis maina\ has been suggested by Flynn and

Fielder (1989) from a laboratory study investigating the predation of this species on

Dunaliella pimolecta. This suggests that interpretation of these relatively new

indicators of N-status would be aided by a thorough knowledge of changing species

composition, especially during bloom conditions. Following the spring bloom, Gln:Glu

ratios increased dramatically to levels >0.8 suggesting severe C-stress relative to N.

The unusually high Fv/Fm ratio of 0.74 (recorded on the 3 April 1998), suggesting an

extremely N-replete phytoplankton assemblage, was in discord with a low Gln:Glu
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ratio (indicating N-stress). As suggested above, the Fv/Fu ratio for this date may be

spurious. During the autumn bloom, high Gln:Glu ratios were recorded suggesting an

N-replete phytoplankton assemblage. Fv/Fr,,1 ratios recorded at this time mirrored this

proposed N-status. Over this time period nitrate concentrations were high, possibly

from an influx of nitrate from a cross-shelf intrusion. This makes the subsequent

utilization of this N-source by the phytoplankton population, with regard to Gln:Glu

ratios, difiicult to interpret. Ammonium concentrations again increased significantly

after the autumn phytoplankton bloom; however, Gln:Glu ratios decreased,

suggesting increased N-deficiency. ln this instance, Fy/Fy ratios also decreased,

strengthening the assessment of increased N-stress.

Temporal variation in the free amino acid pool has been previously used by several

authors to explain the nutrient or physiological status of a natural phytoplankton

assemblage (Dortch et al. 1985, Dortch and Postel 1989, Martin-J6z6quel et al.

1992). The Gln:Glu ratio has been used by Flynn et al. (1994) to investigate N-stress

in a natural dinoflagellate population. Gln:Glu ratios recorded by Flynn et al. (1994)

varied from -0.35 to 1.18, with the higher values being recorded at depth, suggesting

C-stress due to light limitation. Gln:Glu ratios in this study also reached very high

levels (-0.8) following the spring bloom, indicating increased C-stress relative to N.

The Gln:Glu ratios measured in the neritic waters of Jellicoe Channel, New Zealand,

were generally higher (indicating decreased N-stress) than those measured in

Subantarctic or Subtropical waters surrounding the Subtropical Convergen@ Zone

(see chapter 4).

5.4.1.4 Glutamine Synthetase Activity.

Regulation of GS activity in marine phytoplankton has been conelated with light and

nutrient limitation (Tischner and HUttermann 1980, Stawyk and Rodier 1986, Maurin

and Le Gal 1997, Oliveira and Coruzzi 1999). The results of steady-state N-limited

growth in Chapter 3 suggested that the maximum GS activity was a good indicator of

N incorporation for ammonium- and possibly nitrate-limited cells grown under steady

state conditions. GS activity has been used as an indicator of N-status for natural

assemblages of marine phytoplankton (Dortch et al. 1985, Slawyk et al. 1997). In the

study by Dortch et al. (1985), very low levels of GS activity were recorded, possibly

due to the N-sufficiency of the phytoplankton assemblage (indicated by a high
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IAA:protein ratio). Slawyk et al. (1997) showed that the ratio of NR:GS activity was

analogous to the f-ratio (i.e. the ratio of nitrate uptake to total inorganic N uptake,

(Eppley and Peterson 1979)).

Maximum GS activity (corrected for in sifu seawater temperature) per Chl-a measured

in this study was relatively constant through time (<0.1 pmol pg-t Chl-a h-r), although

following the spring bloom, GS activity per Chl-a was significantly increased (up to

0.49 pmol pg-' Chl-a h-1). Increases in GS activity per Chl-a in laboratory cultures

indicate increased N-deficiency (see Chapter 3, Rees et al. 1995). Over part of this

period, Gln:Glu ratios indicated high C-stress relative to N, followed by severe N-

stress (10 March 1998). However, the high GS activity observed on the 20 March

1998 does not correlate with either the Gln:Glu or Fv/Fu results for that sample. The

rapid response of phytoplankton cells to improved nutrient conditions (e.9. during a

bloom period) may entail activation of existing enzyme pools, as well as increased

transcription and translation (Smith et al. 1992). Unfortunately, the process of

transcription and translation were not investigated in this study.

5.4.2 Nitrogen-status of Spring and Autumn Blooms.

Although the metabolic indicators used in this study to identify the N-status of a neritic

phytoplankton assemblage are in their infancy, the level of agreement between

various indicators is very encouraging for their future use. Although Chl-a levels

increased significantly over the spring and autumn bloom period, several bio-

indicators of the nutrient status of this phytoplankton assemblage suggested that at

times during these blooms, phytoplankton were nutrient-stressed.

As Smith et al. (1992) have suggested, the surcessional changes in species

composition of an assemblage during a bloom event may obscure the analysis of

events that control the physiological processes sensitive to environmental changes.

This study has investigated nutrient limitation within the very strict framework of C-

and N-stress, however, several other macro- and micro-nutrients not measured in this

current study (i.e. Si, phosphate, Fe) may also play a significant role in shaping the

metabolic status of this neritic assemblage during bloom periods. Further

investigation of the physiological status of neritic phytoplankton during bloom events
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is warranted to elucidate the contribution of various sectors of the phytoplankton

community by size fractionation analysis, especially for the Gln:Glu ratio, which may

be directly influenced by phytoplankton community composition.
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6: GeTERAL DISCUSSION

6.1 Ammonium assimilation.

Comparison of the relative competitive abilities of different phytoplankton species

and/or microalgal groups, for transient fluxes of regenerated nitrogen (N) (e.9.

ammonium) has long been the pursuit of phytoplankton physiologists (Dugdale 1967,

Tilfman 1977). Although, in marine phytoplankton uptake is often completely

uncoupled from assimilation (Dortch et al. 1991), as demonstrated by the fact that

uptake rates can be an order of magnitude higher than that required to support

growth (McCarthy and Goldman 1979, Syrett et al. 1986). Furthermore, Flynn (1998)

suggested that uptake rates are perhaps not the main concern in phytoplankton

competition, as long as uptake rates are always greater than or equal to rates of

assimilation, and that assimilation rate is the more important consideration. The

method for measuring the rate of ammonium assimilation described in this thesis

(Chapter 2) has the advantages that it is robust, cheap and easy. ln contrast, other

methods are either expensive (e.9. NMR) or are associated with methodological

difficulty (e.g. tuN, isotope dilution). This is not to suggest that the CCCP method is

without drawbacks. lt only measures net rates of assimilation, (though the use of

methionine sulfoximine would provide values for gross rates of assimilation) and it

would not account for any ammonium derived from internal nitrate (our

measurements with nitrate-replete Phaeodactylum tricomutum suggest that this is a

minor problem). The method clearly demonstrates that there is little or no

correspondence with initial rates of ammonium uptake or maximum rates of GS

activity. lt is likely that these problems would be a feature of nitrite and, to a lesser

extent, nitrate assimilation. lt is also likely that similar methods for measuring rates of

nitrate and nitrite assimilation are possible. The central requirement is the ability to

measure or release unassimilated nitrate or nitrite retiained within the cells and this

should be relatively straightfonruard (e.9. Cresswelland Syrett (1979)).
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6.2 Gtutamine synthetase activity as a measure of ammonium assimilation.

The available evidence (Rees et al. 1998, Taylor and Rees 1999, this study)

suggests that maximum glutamine synthetase (GS) activity is a poor measure of the

maximum in-vivo rate of ammonium assimilation. Though it provides reliable

information on N status (e.9. increased GS activities with increasing N limitation), it is

not clear whether this information would be reliable with a mixed assemblage. lt is

likely that maximum GS activities would be different in other species of

phytoplankton. Consequently, temporal or spatial changes in species composition

may explain changes in GS activity as readily as changes in the N status of an

assemblage. However, it should be noted that maximum GS activities were a

reasonably consistent measure (i.e. low values of GS activity expressed per Chl-a

generally coincided with other indicators of N-sufficiency and vice versa) of the N

status of the phytoplankton assemblage in Jellicoe Ghannel (Chapter 5). Maximum

nitrate reductase (NR) activities may provide more reliable information on the

maximum in-vivo rate of nitrate assimilation (Berges and Harrison 1995), but similar

considerations apply to its use with natural populations. However, maximum NiR

activity is probably unreliable as a measure of the maximum in-vivo rate of nitrite

assimilation. For example, maximum NiR activities consistently exceed those of NR

in the same microalgae and sometimes by a substantial amount (Lomas and Glibert

2000). At present, the use and interpretation of enzyme activities from a natural

phytoplankton assemblage should be viewed with caution. Increased inbrmation on

GS in cultured phytoplankton and the use of maximum GS activities together with a

range of other measurements (e.9. as outlined in Chapter 5) may allow a better

interpretation of maximum GS activities.

There are two isoforms of GS in plants one located in the cytosol (GSr) and the other

in the chloroplast (GSz). The particular role of each GS isoenzyme remains

uncertain, partly because no specific compound capable of selectively inhibiting

either of the two GS isoenzymes has been found to date (Lopez-Siles et al. 1999).

The best way to determine the rn yivo function of an enzyme is to study the

phenotype of mutants deficient in a particular isoenzyme (Oliveira et al. 1997). This

work is only in its very early stages for unicellular eukaryotic organisms. However, a

study by Lopez-Siles et al (1999), of a Chlamydomonas mutant devoid of

choroplastic GS activity (i.e. GSz) suggests that its function in primary ammonium
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assimilation cannot be replaced by increases in cytosolic GS activity (e.9. GSr and

GSz are equally involved in primary ammonium assimilation). Further investigation of

these types of mutants will allow the relative contributions of each isoenzyme to

primary ammonium assimilation to be more thoroughly understood.

A large amount of effort has been devoted to studying the in vivo role of GS in

ammonium assimilation in microalgae. To date several investigators have looked at

the activity of GS in marine microalgae in relation to changing environmental

variables (e.g. light and N-status, Tischner and HUttermann 1980, Slawyk and Rodier

1986, Rees et al. 1995, Maurin-Defossez and Le Gal 1998). However, the processes

responsible for the regulation of GS activity and expression are complex and

currently remain poorly understood in marine microalgae (Maurin and Le Gal 1997).

Very few studies have investigated the transcription or translation of this enzyme in

response to changing environmental conditions in marine microalgae (Maurin and Le

Gal 1997), although GS is known to be a highly regulated enzyme at all of these

levels in bacteria (Shapiro and Stadtman 1970). For example, the redox-state of the

plastiquinone pool has been shown to regulate transcription of GS activity in a

cyanobacterium (Reyes et al. 1995). Initial research in microalgae has suggested

cumulative feedback inhibition by the end products of glutamine metabolism in

Dunaliella pimolecta (Seguineau et al. 1989). ln Chlamydomonas ammonium either

represses the gene coding for GSr, or destabalises its transcripts, i.e. levels of

mRNA are remarkably reduced in ammonium grown cells when compared to nitrate

grown cells or N-deficient cells (Chen and Silflow 1996). Future research effort

focusing on regulation at the transcriptional and translational level will be valuable in

determining the processes that regulate the GS pathway.

6,3 lnfluence of nitrogen source (nitrate vs. ammonium) on phfioplankton

physiology under N-l imited conditions.

The effect that different N sources (e.9. nitrate vs. ammonium) have on

phytoplankton physiology and biochemistry in terms of a competitive growth

advantage remains central to our understanding of the balance between "nevf" and

"regenerated" carbon fixation in the open ocean (Eppley and Peterson 1979).

Comparison of the effects of different N-sources (either nitrate or ammonium) on

phytoplankton growth have largely centred on the fact that cells growing on nitrate

may have an extra demand for reductant, up to 25% of that required during
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concomitant reduction of carbon dioxide in photosynthesis (Guerrero et al. 1981). In

this study nitrate-limited cells appeared to be biochemically remarkably similar to their

ammonium-limited counterparts under conditions of light-saturated N-limitation. This

suggests that the parameters measured in this study were not being utilised by

nitrate-limited cells to physiologically adapt to the increased demand for reductant

that is thought to occur under nitrate-limited conditions.

6.4 Nitrate reduction and photoreductant

Both N and iron (Fe) deficiency have profound effects on the physiological and

biochemical characteristics of unicellular algae (Healey 1973). Raven (1988)

calculated that nitrate-grown microalgal cells have a 60% higher Fe requirement

compared with cells growing at the same rate on ammonium. lron-deficient

Phaeodactylum ticornutum released both nitrite and ammonium into the medium

when the cells were maintained with nitrate (Chapter 3). Nitrogen-replete diatoms

grown with nitrate under light-limitation release ammonium, and, to a lesser extent,

nitrite, when the photon flux density is increased (Lomas et al. 2000). The

explanation for the latter is that nitrate (and nitrite) reduction is used as an electron

sink to dissipate the extra photoreductant generated with increased photon flux

density, with the N that is surplus to growth being released as ammonium (Lomas et

al. 2000). The release of nitrite (and to a lesser extent, ammonium) by irondeficient

cells is probably a consequence of the opposite, a lack of photoreductant. Clearly,

the relationship between the supply of photoreductant and N metabolism in

phytoplankton wanants further investigation, as does the relationship between nitrate

reduction, nitrite reduction and ammonium assimilation.

6.5 Spatial and temporal studies of nutrient limitation in a natural

ph yto pl a nkfon asse m bl ag e.

The problem faced by phytoplankton ecologists is how to identify a specific limiting

nutrient, in a specific environment, at a specific time (La Roche et al. 1999). The

dynamic environment in which phytoplankton live severely complicates this task.

Since the discovery of Fe-limited HNLC regions of the o@an, Fe-limitation has been

hypothesised to limit the use of nitrate by diatoms (see Hutchins 1995 for review).

However, the clear message from the study of a putatively Fe-limited ecosystem (e.9.

Subantarctic waters) is the need to derive information on size-fractionated samples of

the population. Low glutamine:glutamate (Gln:Glu) ratios suggested that the
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populations in both Subantarctic and Subtropical waters were Nlimited. For a

supposedly Fe-limited ecosystem, this seems rather surprising. One interpretation is

that the two systems are largely dominated by picoplankton utilising recycled N

(mainly ammonium). lf so, either picoplankton have a low maximum value for

Gln:Glu or in both systems their growth is limited by N supply. lron-limited

Phaeodactylum tricomutum and Thalassiosrra weisfloggii have high Gln:Glu ratios

similar to Fe-replete cells (Chapter 3 and K. Flynn and A. Milligan, pers. comm.).

This suggests that the contribution made by the larger phytoplankton (assuming that

aff the species present behave in a similar way to P. tricomutum and T. weisf/oggtt) to

the natural populations must have been minimal. The on-deck Fe enrichment

experiment (Chapter 4) suggests that the addition of Fe to phytoplankton from

Subantarctic waters caused a marked change in the Gln:Glu characteristics of the

population. The simplest interpretation of this experiment is that the addition of Fe

allowed the larger phytoplankton (e.9. diatoms) to grow utilising the available nitrate.

Consequently, the signal in the later stages of the experiment was dominated by the

nutrient-replete, larger phytoplankton. The enigmatic aspect remains the low Gln:Glu

ratio of the unamended population. Measurements of the Gln:Glu ratio in size-

fractionated samples is one way of addressing this enigma.

Several other factors may also control the utilisation of nitrate in HNLC Subantarctic

waters. For example Subantarctic waters are considerably colder than Subtropical

waters. The possibility that temperature may affect the uptake of different N sources

(Lomas and Glibert 1999), or that it may affect the rate of several intracellular

biochemical processes (Kudo et al. 2000) has only recently begun to be investigated.

Further investigation of the interplay between temperature and Fe-limitation may

elucidate the reasons for the limited onew" production in HNLC regions.

The use of the Gln:Glu ratio with coastal phytoplankton populations indicated that

changes in this ratio can be marked. The temporal study of Jellicoe Channel

(Chapter 5) indicated that the use of a range of indicators of N status (including the

Gln:Glu ratio) can give valuable information regarding seasonal changes in

phytoplankton populations in temperate coastal waters. ldeally one would like a set

of reliable indicators for the onset of a bloom. However, our curent inability to

predict the precise timing of a bloom, together with logistical constraints makes this

difficult. The use of these techniques, combined with measurements of water column
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stratification, should provide a better indication of the factors that result in the

initiation of a phytoplankton bloom.
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Appendix I

APPCNDX 1 : GLUTAMINE:GLUTAMATE

RenO FON B TCH CULTURE, N-REPLETE,

Phaeodactyt u m tricorn utu m CE LLS.

Materials and Methods:
Nitrate-replete batch cultures of the marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricomutum Bohlin

(NERC Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa 1052/6) were obtained as described

previously by Rees (1995).

Glutamine:Glutamate Ratio. Cell samples were filtered through 25 mm glass-fiber

filters (Whatman GFiF) and extracted for amino acids using the method of Syrett and

Peplinska (1988). The decanted supernatant was stored at -20o C and assayed no

longer than four weeks after sample collection. The method used to determine the

amount of glutamine and glutamate was a reverse-phase phenylisothiocyanate

(PITC) method modified from Bergeron and Jolivet (1991) as outlined in Chapter 3,

section 3.2.8.

Results:
Replicate: Glutamine

(finol celt'1)

Glutamate

(linol cell{}

Gln:Glu Ratio

1 0.764 0.188 0.25

2 0.696 0.175 0.25

3 0.666 0.155 0.23

Mean t S.E. 0.709 t 0.029 0.173 t 0:009 0.24 t 0.007
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Appendix 2

AppeNDX 2:

HvonocAST

SuBTROPICAL

Sre LocnmoNs Fon

SnTUPLES FNOM TNE

GOT.TVERGENCE ZONE.

Cruise 3024: Austral Summer, 19 Feb - SMar 1995.

Water Mass: Date: 9tation,,
Itlo...

Latitude: Longltude:

Subtropical
Convergence
Zone
rsrc,

20-2-95

21-2-95

27-2-95

w431
w432
w440
w4,/.1
w442
w445
w476
w478

430 30.22'S
430 24.81'S
430 30.08'S
430 29.76'S
430 31.88' S
430 32.23' S
430 30.15'S
430 35.60'S

1760 00.13', E
1750 39.95' E
1760 29.84',E
1760 30.26' E
1760 32.82',E
176a 41.29',E
17go 59.86' E
1790 23.A2',E

Subantarctic
Waters
(sAw

23-2-95

24-2-95

25-2-95

26-2-95

w458
w459
w461
w462
w467
w468
w470

460 09.30' s
450 58.47' S
460 29.13' S
460 27.68' S
460 29.25', S
460 28.20', S
460 29.07', S

1720 21.Oz', E
1710 45.63' E
1750 52.63' E
1760 43.04 E
1790 01 .71',E
17go 10.28' E
1790 01 .77', E

Subtropical
Waters
Fnil)

28-2-95

1-3-95

2-3-95
3-3-95

w482
w483
w485
w486
w488
w489
w490
w492

410 14.57'S
400 45.12' S
410 01.68', S
410 04.81' S
410 05.40'S
410 07.31', S
410 09.63' S
410 29.96'S

1790 48.92'W
1790 46.77',W
1790 13.01'E
1790 16.55'E
179" 20.02', E
1790 24.58', E
1780 29.95' E
1780 00.43' E
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Appendix 2

Cruise 3040: Austral Spring, 18 Oct - 2 Nov 1997.

Cruise 3047: Austral Winter, 23 Aug - 2Sept 1998'

Wabr llass: Date: Station
Ho.:

Lati&rde: , Longltndo,:

Suhantarctic
Waterc
(sAw

18-10-97
19-10-97
20-10-97
21-10-97
24-10-97

u1159
u1163
u1165
u1174
u1195

460 39.77'S
460 40.21' S
460 39.95' S
460 40.29' S
460 40.16' S

1780 30.28' E
1780 29.74', E
1780 29.31' E
1780 30.07' E
1780 29.94', E

Subtropical
Waters
(sw

28-1G,97
29-10-97
30-10-97
31-10-97
1-11-97
2-11-97

u1211
u1215
u1225
u1231
u1235
u1238

420 19.25'S
420 20.41', S
420 20.06's
420 17.58'S
420 18.70'S
420 20.07'S

1780 29.98' E
1780 31.84'E
1780 29.74' E
1780 28.61', E
1780 23.88' E
1780 30.18' E

Oale; Siafon
flo.:,

Lafrtu&; L,orrytfrNe:

Subantarctic
Waters
(sAun

27-8-98
28-8-98
29-8-98

R956fi
R977
R996

460 30.30's
460 29.84'S
46t' 29.83' S

1780 29.91' E
1780 30.25' E
1780 30.79' E

src 30-8-98 R1015 430 59.85'S 1780 30.85' E
Subtropical
Waters
lsTWI

23-8-98
2+8-98
25-8-98

R901
R918
R937

420 29.77', S
420 29.37', S
420 30.25'S

1780 29.95' E
1780 29.42',E
17go 29.77'E
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